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Abstract

When significant pore pressure changes occur because of production from a hydrocarbon reservoir the rocks both inside and outside of the reservoir deform. This deformation results in traveltime changes between reflection events on time-lapse seismic data, because the distance between reflection events is altered and the seismic velocity changes with the strain. These traveltime differences are referred to as time-lapse time shifts.

In this thesis, time-lapse time shifts observed in the overburden are used as an input to a linear inversion for reservoir pressure. Measurements from the overburden are used because, in general, time shift estimates are more stable, the strain deformations can be considered linear, and fluid effects are negligible, compared to the reservoir-level signal.

A critical examination of methods currently available to measure time-lapse time shifts is offered. It is found that available methods are most accurate when the time shifts are slowly varying with pressure and changes in the seismic reflectivity are negligible. While both of these conditions are generally met in the overburden they are rarely met at reservoir level.

Next, a geomechanical model that linearly relates the overburden time-lapse time shifts to reservoir pressure is considered. This model takes a semi-analytical approach by numerical integration of a nucleus of strain in a homogeneous poroelastic halfspace. Although this model has the potentially limiting assumption of a homogenous medium, it allows for reservoirs of arbitrary geometries, and, in contrast to the complex numerical approaches, it is simple to parameterise and computationally efficient.

This model is used to create a linear inversion scheme which is first tested on synthetic data output from complex finite-element model. Despite the simplifications of the
inversion operator the pressure change is recovered to within ±10% normalised error of the true pressure distribution.

Next, the inversion scheme is applied to two real data cases in different geological settings. First to a sector of the Valhall Field, a compacting chalk reservoir in the Norwegian Sea, and then the Genesis Field, a stacked turbidite in the Gulf of Mexico. In both cases the results give good qualitative matches to existing reservoir simulator estimates of compaction or pressure depletion. It is possible that updating of the simulation model may be assisted by these results. Further avenues of investigation are proposed to test the robustness of the simplified geomechanical approach in the presence of more complex geomechanical features such as faults and strong material contrasts.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

This chapter frames the main topics discussed in this thesis. First, time-lapse seismic and its use as a reservoir management tool is introduced. Next, I discuss this in the context of reservoir compaction. Finally, I give an overview of the content of this thesis.
1.1 The role of time-lapse seismic in production optimization

1.1.1 Understanding a hydrocarbon reservoir

It is widely acknowledged that the majority of the world’s easily accessible hydrocarbons have been discovered. The hydrocarbons of the coming century will be challenging to find and extract, geographically, geopolitically, environmentally and technologically. At the same time it is expected that demand for oil and gas is expected to grow over the coming decades, such is the modern economy’s dependence on fossil fuels. It is therefore crucial that we find ways of producing both existing and future discoveries optimally. As discussed by Calvert (2005), optimization can encompass many aspects of production, including safety, environmental impact, recovery factor (the final amount of oil produced as a fraction of the total estimated reserves), timeliness, cost and profit.

So how can we optimize production? A hydrocarbon reservoir is a complex system generally situated thousands of metres below the Earth’s surface. It is impossible to see the reservoir, so its properties are inferred from diverse sources of data. Seismic data provides the main technique for imaging the subsurface in three dimensions and can be termed soft data as it is not a direct measurement of subsurface properties, but is instead used to infer them. Significantly, just a few sparsely located measurements are made within the reservoir. These downhole measurements, such as wireline logs and formation tests, provide the only direct measurements of reservoir properties and as such can be termed hard data. These data, hard and soft, are used to build a computer model which is used to predict how the reservoir will produce.

During production the predictions from the model are compared with observations. Unfortunately, we often find that our predictions do not match our observations - our initial model is not a sufficiently adequate reflection of the physics of the system. In what is often a cyclic process, an initial model is used to predict a set of observations (production history at a well or change in seismic amplitude for example) and is revised if there is a mismatch with the real data observations. Hopefully, these mismatches will provide clues about what part of the model needs to be improved.

A great deal of effort is put into the construction of these models because the ability to accurately forward model the reservoir allows us to assess the impact and added
value of future production strategies and drilling programmes with more confidence. In this context, optimization is achieved by understanding how the reservoir will behave as we produce it.

1.1.2 How good are our predictions?

One measure of performance is how much oil we recover in relation to the total estimated amount of oil in place, which is termed the recovery factor. Recovery factors of oil reservoirs are generally around 30-40%, which many in the oil industry instinctively feel should and could be improved upon with the appropriate application of optimization technologies. It should be noted that a simple numerical measure such as the recovery factor can not tell the full story. The geological setting combined with the physics of production will determine the maximum amount of recoverable hydrocarbons. In addition, it may be necessary to abandon a reservoir before the all the technically recoverable hydrocarbons are extracted because it is unsafe or uneconomic to continue production. Within these constraints, if optimization is to be achieved by increasingly accurate predictions of production behaviour then we first need to understand how these predictions are made, and if the uncertainties involved can be reduced.

Building a reservoir model

The main tool for making forward predictions is the numerical reservoir simulation model. Built from hundreds of thousands of cells, each assigned with individual properties, this representation of the reservoir is used to solve the flow equations and simulate production and recovery of fluids from porous rock. As the reservoir goes through the various stages of field development (development, reservoir management through to abandonment) the simulation model is used at each stage to help make decisions. But how is this model built and how certain is it?

Sources of data

When developing a reservoir, the key data is well data, such as petrophysical, geological and wireline logs. They provide our only direct measurement of in
situ properties. For economic and safety reasons we generally aim to produce the maximum amount of oil with as few wells as possible and as a result these measurements are sparse. If the only available data were well data, we are reduced to playing a sophisticated game of joining the dots in order to determine properties inbetween wells.

Fortunately, in addition to well data, there is also seismic data. The seismic method consists of propagating an acoustic wave through the ground, by creating an explosion with dynamite for example, and recording the arrival time and amplitude of the reflections and refractions of the wave as it travels through the subsurface. A good analogy is the use of ultrasound in medicine to make images of inside the body.

In the early days of oil exploration seismic surveys were conducted by setting out sources and receivers in simple 2D lines. In the 1980s the 3D seismic revolution occurred and sources and receivers where instead set out in grids, greatly improving absolute spatial resolution and relative accuracy in image positioning compared to 2D data (Yilmaz and Doherty, 2001). This resulted in improvements such as better stratigraphic imaging, better structural imaging of dips, improved mapping of fault systems and continuous mapping of surfaces and seismic attributes. These new data provide a 3D picture of the subsurface and help to ‘fill in’ the gaps between well observations.

3D seismic is not without pitfalls or problems. Acquisition, processing, noise, tuning effects and complex geological settings can all impact the validity of the seismic result. Crucially, seismic images still need to be calibrated with borehole observations in order to convert between the time and depth domains. Nevertheless, to date the 3D seismic data has proven the best method of imaging the subsurface in three dimensions.

Putting it all together

Taking these diverse sources of data geoscientists work together to build a model of the reservoir. First, the 3D seismic data and well observations are used to define the geometry (top, base, boundaries, etc.). Faults and other structural features are also delimited from the 3D seismic data. The character of the 3D seismic data can be used to define different lithological units and determine properties such as porosity and net-to-gross. Statistical methods are utilized along with the known
characteristics of the geological setting to map well data to stochastic models of the reservoir properties. In addition, it may be possible to identify the seismic signature of fluid contacts, often called direct hydrocarbon indicators (DHIs), which allow the mapping of the oil-water contact for example. The result is a finely-gridded geological model, often made up of millions of cells, which defines the best estimate of the geology and structure of the reservoir.

In order to simulate fluid flow as hydrocarbons are produced the characteristics of the rock such as permeability, need to be estimated. These values can be derived from laboratory measurements on cores extracted from the wells. The distribution of these properties between wells, may be estimated using geostatistical techniques, along with analysis of the 3D seismic data. Initial pressures and fluid contact positions come from downhole measurements such as RFTs (repeat formation testers) and wireline logs. The chemical properties such as the pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) behaviour, come from laboratory tests of fluids extracted from the well. Once all these properties have been assigned the geological model is then often up-scaled (i.e. the grid is made coarser) because the geological grid is too fine for flow computations to be conducted in realistic time frames.

Uncertainty in the model

It is clear to see, with only the most cursory of glances, that there are a large number of unknowns which are constrained only by a small amount of spatially coarse data from wells. Some properties such as fault transmissibility (the degree to which a fault allows fluid to flow across it) may not be known at all until the reservoir is producing and well interference tests can be conducted. In some cases, high permeability layers may dominate the flow but may not have been identified in the initial model because they did not intersect a well or were undetectable in the seismic data.

When production data become available a process called history matching is used to constrain these unknowns by attempting to match the data observed at the well, such production rates and changes in pressures and saturation, to the predictions from the simulator. Using the previous examples, the reservoir engineer may find that a fault that was thought to be sealing is not, or that the only way to explain early water breakthrough is the addition of a high-permeability layer. However, this is a highly non-unique process. Many different changes to the model might result in
Figure 1.1: This schematic diagram shows the relationship between seismic, the geological model and the reservoir model. Seismic provides both the structural framework and property variations to populate the reservoir model. In the figure, horizons showing the boundaries between different rock types are shown. Geological understanding provides realism to this construction and controls the inherent nonuniqueness of seismic data, by understanding the observations in terms of the rock types (shown as different colors on the geological cross-section above), deposition history and the wider structural setting for example. The end goal is to produce a numerical reservoir simulation model that will correctly predict flow, such as a change in fluid saturation as shown in the reservoir model above.
an equally good match to the production data, only one of which will match reality. So, even after careful analysis of the available data before and during production, there are still many unknowns and large uncertainties. 3D seismic has emerged as the best tool geoscience has to extrapolate the static properties of the reservoir between wells. If we wish to improve the predictive capability of simulation models by reducing the uncertainty and the non-uniqueness of the problem, we also need some way of monitoring dynamic changes between wells, something for which seismic technology is proving a valuable tool.

1.2 Time-lapse seismic

Just as the move from 2D to 3D seismic had a major impact on the improvement of the static model so the addition of time-lapse seismic is making great contributions to the understanding of the dynamic behavior of the reservoir. Time-lapse seismic is the practice of repeating two seismic measurements at different times and comparing them. When two 3D seismic surveys are compared the practice is often termed \(4D\) seismic or simply \(4D\), where the fourth dimension is the time between surveys.

A simple representation of the principles of time-lapse seismic is given in Figure 1.2. The elastic properties of a porous reservoir rock are primarily a function of the rock type, the fluids contained within the rock pores and the current stress state of the rock (which is related to the fluid pressure). Production will affect the fluid saturations and pressures, which will change the acoustic properties of the reservoir rock, and will in turn change the seismic signature.

The ability to see a change will depend on three controlling factors. First, the geology which controls properties such as porosity, dry-frame modulus and the contrast between the compressibility of the fluids, will dictate the magnitude of the changes that result from changes in pressures and fluid saturations. Second, the quality of the seismic will ultimately determine whether theses changes can be resolved or seen above noise. Finally, there must be a significant change to observe!

Before proposing a time-lapse survey the geophysicist must work with the reservoir engineer to define the uncertainties in the simulation model. Together they ask if time-lapse seismic is able to provide information that will constrain those
Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of physical principles of time-lapse seismic. In the base line survey (left), the contrast of elastic properties, $V_p$, $V_s$ (compressional and shear wave velocity) and $\rho$ (density), between the reservoir and the over and underburden (shown in gray) create reflection events, which are recorded by on seismic trace (shown in blue). Changes due to production cause changes in the elastic properties of the reservoir, changing the timing and amplitude of the reflected seismic pulse (compare the blue seismic trace from the base survey to the red seismic trace from monitor survey).
uncertainties. Usually this question will be answered using forward modeling of the 4D response, a so-called feasibility study, which will estimate the ability of 4D seismic to provide the information needed.

1.2.1 Some time-lapse examples

Gannet C

One of the many examples that could be used to demonstrate the value of time-lapse is the Shell-operated Gannet C Field, in the UK Central North Sea (Staples et al., 2006). The field is a ring-shaped structure created by salt diapir growth. Figure 1.3 shows the original model of the field structure. The red line shows where the oil-water contact (OWC) was originally thought to be. However, when the 4D seismic data were analyzed, 4D amplitude differences, which are qualitatively indicative of where water has replaced oil, were found outside the field boundary, as shown in the second panel of Figure 1.3. It was realized that within the uncertainties of the seismic time-depth conversion it was plausible to extend the area of the field to the south, suggesting a substantial increase in reserves.

Well data also suggested that some oil-bearing sands may lie above the main reservoir sands, but that these sands were thin and the volume of oil contained within them was too small to be of any real significance. These sands were, also difficult to interpret on the original 3D seismic data. However, quantitative interpretation of the additional 4D data suggested that these sands were in fact in the order of 150ft thick, and therefore contained commercially viable quantities of oil. Interestingly, the 4D seismic signature was able to see what the original 3D seismic could not. This new information, which is a direct result of the 4D analysis, was used to make major updates to the static model (the addition of connected volume in the south and the addition of the new layers).

The 4D seismic also helped provide dynamic information on fault block communication and an interpretation of how water was approaching the wells. This new information was used to guide model updates in a process called history matching, in which the most uncertain aspects of the dynamic model are adjusted to obtain a better match to observed data. The observed data came from pressure measurements at wells, water/gas cut data (the time at which water or gas starts to be produced.
Figure 1.3: Oil-water contact (OWC) assumptions compared before (red) and after 4D seismic (pink). After Staples et al. (2006)

at the well), and the 4D-derived oil-water contact movements. In addition, aquifer strengths in each sector, fault transmissibility, well skins, and intra-reservoir shale transmissibilities were varied to achieve a better match to the observed data. The improvements to the static and dynamic models, as evidenced by the improved history match, allowed the identification of two opportunities for two infill wells to produce bypassed oil and prompted a workover (converting a gas injector to an oil producer). In total, Staples et al. estimate that the 4D seismic results were instrumental in approximately trebling the field oil production.

Norne

Gannet C is a relatively old example of 4D seismic in the North Sea. Acquisition and processing are improving all the time. One area in which companies are looking to improve is the so-called turn-around time between acquisition and processing/interpretation. This allows 4D to contribute to time-critical decisions. The development of fast-track processing, which can provide an unrefined 4D product in a short time, is made possible by improved source and receiver positioning, which
is crucial for time-lapse repeatability (Calvert, 2005). Fast-track 4D processing was used at the Statoil-operated Norne Field where Boutte (2007) reports that time-lapse seismic contributed to the decision to revise a well trajectory within a month of the acquisition of the monitor survey.

Figure 1.4 shows the original development plan to drill into the Ile reservoir (shown by the black well trajectory). A carbonate-cemented barrier, which pressure data from several offset wells indicated to be sealing, was previously thought to lie between the lower Tilje and upper Ile formations. A 3D geobody of acoustic impedance (AI) differences between the baseline and the monitor survey was created. Increases in AI where shown to be indicative of water replacing the oil. It was clear that the proposed well path was very close to the new oil-water contact and in some places entered the water zone. The water encroachment through the carbonate barrier was believed to be caused by several sub-seismic faults that allowed vertical communication. This theory was tested by inserting several small-scale faults into the simulation model, which was found to improve the match between the observed and predicted 4D data. As a result of this fast-track processing and interpretation, Statoil revised the well track, placing it in the same reservoir but above the indicated new water level, as shown by the grey well trajectory. The well was drilled on the new trajectory and flowed at a rate of 25,157 b/d of oil with no water on start up. This greatly improved the productive life of the well.

1.2.2 An established technique

These specific examples highlight the unique information that time-lapse can provide:

- **Areal coverage** – 4D seismic provides information on dynamic changes between coarsely spaced wells.

- **4D insight on 3D problems** – The 4D measurement is fundamentally different to the 3D one. Uncertainties or ambiguities that exist in the 3D data may be resolved by the 4D data.

- **Constraints on the history match** – Even a qualitative 4D interpretation can provide enough spatio-temporal information to significantly constrain some on the non-uniqueness of the history match. Successful efforts have been made
Figure 1.4: Differences in AI signaled localized water encroachment through a leaking barrier and caused the operator to redesign the proposed horizontal well. The original well plan (black) was too close to the water. The revised well plan (gray) will add to the productive life of the reservoir.

to integrate quantitative 4D information into the history match and this is an area of active research.

• **Improved seismic imaging** – Technological improvements are increasing exponentially. In the years between surveys new technologies become available, such as improvements in seismic migration algorithms, that mean that the 3D image is improved as a by-product of the 4D objectives.

• **The element of surprise** – As we have seen, reservoirs are complex systems. When the 4D results arrive it may often be the case that entirely unexpected issues are identified. Additional data always has the potential to add to our understanding of the reservoir.

As with the Gannet C and Norne examples, the majority of published material about the application of time-lapse seismic is from surveys carried out in the North Sea. In the North Sea, over the period 2000-2003 more than 80% of the total expenditure on time-lapse services (Lumley, 2004), defined as acquisition, processing and interpretation by service companies and contractors. The North Sea has played a crucial role in proving the efficacy of time-lapse technology. National governments,
recognising the need to optimize recovery of their finite natural resources, made the North Sea an attractive place for long-term investment in research and development by establishing favorable financial conditions. The initial investment paid off and there are now numerous 4D success stories.

Shell Expro, for example, reported a saving of approximately US$27 million by showing a single injection well was not needed, for an investment of approximately US$3 million in time-lapse seismic over their Gannet fields (Kloosterman et al., 2003). At the well-known Gulfaks Field the added value of 4D seismic has so far been estimated to be approximately US$950M (El Ouair and Strønen, 2006).

Some basic effects that time-lapse has been shown to successfully detect are: reservoir compartmentalisation (and hence bypassed oil); lateral movement of injected gas and water; upward fluid contact movement (gas-oil contact, oil-water contact); pressure changes, especially pressure increases due to fluid injection; exsolved gas; and changes in fluid saturations away from the wells.

Having proven itself in the North Sea, both technically and economically, time-lapse seismic is being gradually deployed on a global scale. Figure 1.5 shows the major new areas of 4D activity around the globe. Tang et al. (2007) report that a study by Institut Français du Pétrole (IFP) has shown that the global 4D market grew by over 95% in the period 2003-2006.

Figure 1.5: *The global propagation of 4D programmes. After Tang et al. (2007).*
1.2.3 Time-lapse seismic - imaging more than just the reservoir

In the previous section I identified that one of the advantages of time-lapse seismic as being its ability to surprise geoscientists by presenting phenomena that had not previously been considered. So far, we have only considered dynamic changes inside the reservoir. The dominant conceptual model of a time-lapse experiment is one in which the acoustic properties of the reservoir rock change with production and those of the surrounding earth are considered static. Indeed, the assumption of a dynamic reservoir isolated from the surrounding earth is also made by reservoir engineers in most reservoir simulations. The assumption that only production-related changes are occurring inside the reservoir is often a good one. However, when geophysicists observed significant unexpected 4D signatures outside the reservoir at certain fields this assumption was challenged.

It is recognised that when reservoir compaction occurs, the stress around the reservoir will change in response to changes the reservoir volume. With the exception the Valhall and Ekofisk fields, where severe reservoir compaction led to massive surface subsidence, the possibility that significant and detectable changes would occur outside the reservoir was never a consideration in early time-lapse studies. In any case, early time-lapse seismic data where generally not of sufficient quality to resolve these changes even if their existence had been predicted. As a result of constantly improving data quality and an increasing awareness among 4D practitioners of a new whole-earth approach, there is now a increasing collection of published examples where compaction-related acoustic changes outside the reservoir are observed as coherent signals on time-lapse seismic surveys (Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Hall et al., 2002; Hatchell et al., 2003; Herwanger and Horne, 2005; Rickett et al., 2006; Hawkins et al., 2007).

Figure 1.6 shows a comparison of forward modeled volumetric strain above the compacting Valhall reservoir and time-lapse seismic time delay. The two show good agreement but most importantly they show that time-lapse data can image coherent changes in the whole earth and not just the reservoir zone. While these non-reservoir changes add complexity to the interpretation of the time-lapse seismic response, they can also be used to provide information on the dynamic changes inside the reservoir. Utilising these non-reservoir time-lapse changes to infer dynamic changes inside the compacting reservoir will be the main focus of this thesis.
1.3 Compaction due to hydrocarbon production and why monitoring it is important

All bounded reservoirs will show pore pressure depletion unless pressure is supported naturally, by a strong aquifer for example, or artificially, by the injection of fluids. If the reservoir rock is a compressible material, such as an unconsolidated clastic or a weak chalk, then the reduction in pore pressure will result in compaction of the reservoir. Compaction can also be induced by chemical weakening of the reservoir rock and by thermal effects. Reservoir compaction has been observed in a wide range of geographical locations and reservoir types, such as the North Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, California, Canada, South America and Southeast Asia (Bruno, 2002). It can be a positive phenomenon because the compaction mechanism can provide significant energy to drive production, analogous to squeezing water from a sponge. Indeed, there are several examples where compaction is recognised as the predominant drive mechanism (Setarri, 2002). Unfortunately, the majority of compaction-related effects are negative. Figure 1.7 is a cartoon showing several possible effects of reservoir
compaction, which will be discussed in the coming sections.

1.3.1 Surface subsidence

Reservoir compaction will result in surface subsidence in certain geological situations, such as highly compacting reservoirs that are laterally extensive in comparison to their depth. Two well-known and dramatic cases of surface subsidence are the Wilmington oil field in California and Ekofisk in the North Sea. At Wilmington depletion due to hydrocarbon production between 1926 and 1967 caused a subsidence bowl covering 75km² which showed a maximum subsidence of approximately 9m and differential horizontal movements of up to 3m, causing significant damage to infrastructure, such as bridges, rail tracks and utilities (Allen and Mayuga, 1969). At Ekofisk, seafloor subsidence of several metres has been observed since production began in 1974, which jeopardised the integrity of the platform (Sulak, 1991), as shown in Figure 1.8. A temporary solution was found, the re-elevation of the platform and construction of a protective barrier, at a cost of approximately US$1 billion.
A subsequent review of the facilities and production strategy resulted in the construction of a new platform, which came online in October 1996.

1.3.2 Well integrity

Moving deeper into the overburden the major problems are related to well integrity. Weak lithological interfaces can cause localised shear (Bruno, 2002) and changes in overburden stress can cause the reactivation of existing faults (Segall, 1989). Just above the reservoir there is a danger of fracturing the reservoir seal, which could lead to hydrocarbon leakage into the overburden. In this region wells can also fail due to extensional forces (Dusseault et al., 2001). A well recovered from Wilmington Field shows how localised the damage can be (Figure 1.9).
1.3.3 Reservoir compaction

Inside the reservoir strong compaction can lead to a reduction of porosity and loss of permeability, resulting in lower production. At the Genesis Field, an over-pressured, unconsolidated turbidite reservoir in the Gulf of Mexico, several wells displayed permeability losses of between 80-95% as a result of depletion-induced reservoir compaction (Pourciau et al., 2005). Large deformations inside the reservoir can result in buckling-induced casing damage. Figure 1.10 shows five casing damage scenarios as outlined by Veeken et al. (1994).

1.4 Geomechanics - monitoring and modelling

Geomechanics is concerned with the mechanics (deformation and failure) of the earth and is the main discipline which studies the effects related to the compaction of reservoirs. In the oil industry typical problems that come into the sphere of geomechanics are pore pressure prediction, sand production prediction, well bore stability, fracture analysis, fault seal analysis and reservoir compaction analysis. The aim is to gather data to determine in situ stresses, rock failure mechanisms and rock mechanical parameters in order to make forward predictions which can be used to
Figure 1.10: Casing damage scenarios inside a compacting reservoir (after Veeken et al. (1994))
mitigate the effects of rock deformation and failure.

As emphasized earlier in this chapter, the only in situ measurements available are from borehole data. Cores may be extracted from the well and tested in the laboratory to determine the constitutive relationship between stress and strain, or the reduction of porosity or permeability under compaction for example. Down-hole measurements can also taken, for example compaction logging, where radioactive bullets are injected into the formation and repeated logging measures changes in their depth. However, dense spatial measurements are generally restricted to the surface expression of reservoir compaction.

Leveling surveys and global positioning system (GPS) measurements provide centimetre to millimetre accuracy and if the conditions are favorable (e.g. on accessible land or on a oil platform) can be carried out at regular intervals and at sea regular bathymetry surveys can be used to monitor seafloor subsidence (e.g. Guilbot and Smith, 2002). Displacement gradients (tilts) can also be measured using tiltmeters, which can make high precision measurements with a resolution of $10^5 m$ Vasco et al. (e.g. 2000). Remote-sensing technologies such as InSAR (interferometric synthetic aperture radar) are providing opportunities to survey large areas (e.g. Xu, 2002).

Figure 1.11 shows InSAR measurements over the Lost Hills reservoir in California. Lost Hills is situated approximately 700m below the surface and has dimensions of approximately $1.5 \times 3.5 km$. The interferometric measurements show changes composed primarily of vertical surface subsidence, with purple indicating no change and the brightest red showing highest subsidence levels (white areas are where the radar measurements were unobtainable, mostly in the agricultural fields where surface disruption (such as ploughing) alters radar properties). The images show four measurements in 1995, 1996, 1998 and 1999. It is clear to see that subsidence in the central part of the field reduced over this time, which is a consequence of a water flood programme introduced in 1992 to improve recovery and mitigate subsidence (Fielding et al., 2002).

1.5 Monitoring the whole earth

We can conclude that field development of compacting reservoirs is substantially more complex than that of conventional reservoirs. Production optimization in this context
Figure 1.11: InSAR measurements over Lost Hills Reservoir California, showing changes composed primarily of vertical surface subsidence. Purple indicates no change and the brightest red indicates the highest subsidence levels (white areas are where the radar measurements were unobtainable, mostly in agricultural fields where surface disruption (such as ploughing) alters radar properties). Source: NASA/JPL-Caltech, Producer ID:MRPS97478
must give additional consideration to the geomechanics of production. The stakes are high, as the example of Ekofisk clearly demonstrates. Monitoring technologies will be required to help pinpoint where model updates are required and help guide the nature of these updates. As we have seen, time-lapse seismic is unique among the many monitoring options available because it opens up the possibility of imaging changes in the whole earth.

1.6 Thesis aims and outline

This thesis will develop the idea of monitoring changes inside the reservoir by analysing time-lapse seismic observations from outside the reservoir. I will develop the workflow presented in Figure 1.12 and apply it to two real-world examples.

The remainder of this thesis consists of six chapters:

**Chapter 2** provides an overview of the evolution of methods which use time-lapse seismic to monitor reservoir compaction. Specific attention is given to deformations outside the reservoir and how they can be monitored by time-lapse seismic. An overview of reservoir geomechanics also is given, along with some current rock-physics models of how velocity changes with stress and strain, both of which aid interpretation of observed non-reservoir time-lapse anomalies.

**Chapter 3** makes the case for using time-lapse observations above the reservoir as part of the 4D analysis. Techniques to establish stable estimates of time-lapse time shifts and their derivatives, time strains, are critically examined.

**Chapter 4** builds on Chapters 2 and 3, which show how time-lapse time shifts and there derivatives (time strains) can be transformed into representations of the strain earth around compacting reservoirs. I show how, under appropriate assumptions, 3D estimates of strain deformation can be related to changes in reservoir pressure via a linear system of equations.

**Chapter 5** applies the inversion scheme set out in Chapter 4 to data from the Valhall Field, in the Norwegian North Sea.

**Chapter 6** applies inversion scheme in a different geological setting, the Genesis Field in the Gulf of Mexico.
Apply rock-physics transform to convert time-strain to $\varepsilon_{zz}$

Define the location of the pressure centres

Calculate 4D seismic overburden time-strain

Define the location of observation points

Calculate $G$
Discrete Green’s function matrix relating overburden strain observations to reservoir pressure centers

Depth convert $\varepsilon_{zz}$ cube

Linear inversion of overburden vertical strain for $\Delta P$

Figure 1.12: The work flow for inverting for reservoir pressure from time-lapse time strains as outlined in this thesis.

Chapter 7 presents a summary of the thesis. In addition, recommendations for further development of the ideas presented in this thesis are made.
CHAPTER
TWO

4D seismic and compacting reservoirs: An overview

This chapter provides an overview of the evolution of methods which use time-lapse seismic to monitor reservoir compaction. Specific attention is given to deformations outside the reservoir and how they can be monitored by time-lapse seismic. An overview of reservoir geomechanics also is given, along with some current rock physics models of how velocity changes with stress and strain, both of which aid the interpretation of observed non-reservoir time-lapse anomalies.
2.1 4D seismic monitoring of compacting reservoirs

2.1.1 Early observations

Reservoir compaction is balanced by changes in the stress state of the overburden. Above a compacting reservoir the overburden stress will decrease as the overburden expands to accommodate the reduction in reservoir volume. This is accompanied by a reduction in acoustic velocity of the overburden rock. To this author’s knowledge, the first published example of 4D seismic being used to as a tool for monitoring compaction of a hydrocarbon reservoir is as recent as 2002 when the article ”4-D constrained depth conversion for reservoir compaction estimation: Application to Ekofisk Field” (Guilbot and Smith, 2002) was published in the Society of Exploration Geophysics (SEG) publication The Leading Edge. Guilbot and Smith (2002) suggest that the time shifts at top reservoir could not be produced by the physical displacement of top reservoir alone, as this assumption would result in compaction estimates of 2-4 times greater than the reservoir model-based prediction.

The assertion that stretching the overburden will reduce the velocity is an entirely reasonable one. It is a well-documented phenomenon that acoustic velocities of sedimentary rocks are dependent on the stress state of the rock (e.g. Wyllie et al. (1958); Freund (1992); Han et al. (1986)). Typical laboratory measurements of velocity versus effective stress (defined as the external stress on the rock minus the pore fluid pressure, see Fjær et al. (1992) for more details) show a nonlinear relationship, in which velocity increases rapidly at low effective stress. The rate of increase gradually reduces until, at high effective stress, it reaches a plateau.

Later in 2002 Hall et al. published observations from Valhall, a compacting North Sea reservoir with similarities to Ekofisk, that support the idea that stretching in the overburden is likely to be accompanied by a reduction in velocity. This work was based on seismic warping technology, first developed as part of the Edinburgh Time-Lapse Project (ETLP), which will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter 3. The method uses image processing techniques to warp, in three dimensions, a monitor survey back onto a base survey, from which time shifts and apparent lateral displacements can be derived. At the Valhall Field, time shifts as large as 20ms down-shift are observed at top reservoir, which is far larger than those the observed 5-10m of compaction would produce with no accompanying velocity change. The
authors suggest that a velocity decrease as subtle as 0.8%, in combination with horizon displacements, would account for the observed time-shift.

A simple 1D perturbation formula was first published the same year by Landrø and Janssen (2002) and later by Landrø and Stammeijer (2004). It aids the interpretation of the observations made by Guilbot and Smith (2002) and Hall et al. (2002) by relating the fractional change in travel time to a fractional change in velocity and a fractional change in thickness.

$$\frac{\Delta t}{t} \approx \frac{\Delta z}{z} - \frac{\Delta v}{v}$$ (2.1)

In the reservoir, where the rock is compacted, the path length is decreased, which will decrease travel time through the reservoir zone. At the same time, compaction will increase the effective stress inside the reservoir, which generally increases velocity. The net effect is a decrease in the travel time through the reservoir. The opposite is true if the rock is dilated (stretched), as is the case in the overburden. The path length will increase, which will increase the travel time. Generally, dilation will cause the velocity to decrease, which will also have the effect of increasing the travel time. So for stretching, the net effect is an increase in travel time. The two effects of velocity and thickness change reinforce each other to produce time-lapse time shifts. The large time shifts at top reservoir observed by Guilbot and Smith (2002) and Hall et al. (2002) are due to the fact that although the changes in thickness and velocity in the overburden are relatively small, the effect is integrated over a large path length. The total time shift observed at top reservoir is an integration of Equation 2.1 over the whole overburden.

2.1.2 A growing number of published examples

Around 2005 there was a notable increase in the number of publications investigating the use of time-lapse seismic to monitor compacting reservoirs. Figure 2.1 shows the number of abstracts on the subject published at the EAGE (European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers) and SEG (Society of Exploration Geophysics) annual conferences between 1999-2007, which represents a good indication of the level of research activity in the reservoir geophysics community. There have also been two special editions of The Leading Edge (TLE), the SEG gateway publication that
highlights emerging technologies on this subject. The first was in December 2005 and titled *Rocks under stress* and the second in May 2007 titled *Geomechanics*. Table 2.1 gives an overview of publications showing observations of coherent time-lapse signal in the overburden above compacting reservoirs.

![Figure 2.1: The number of abstracts published at the EAGE and SEG annual conferences that on the topic of using time-lapse seismic to monitor compacting reservoirs.](image)

Table 2.1 show that the majority of examples are currently from the North Sea and Gulf of Mexico. However, it is no coincidence that these are also the areas with the highest number of time-lapse surveys. As the application of time-lapse seismic becomes more widespread and the number of surveys increase it is anticipated that a growing number of non-reservoir time-lapse observations will be made. The commonality between the reservoirs in Table 2.1 is that most are soft rocks, such as the unconsolidated deepwater turbidite sands in the Gulf of Mexico or North Sea chalk, often with high initial porosities (>30%), which are highly over-pressured.

The examples given in Table 2.1 give us an idea of the type of reservoir that might show non-reservoir time-lapse changes. Guilbot and Smith (2002) and Landrø and Stammeijer (2004) provide some methods for interpreting them, but they do not attempt explain the physical origins of these changes. We understand that stretching...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>GOM</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>Deepwater turbidite</td>
<td>Tura et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europa</td>
<td>GOM</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>Deepwater turbidite</td>
<td>Tura et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>GOM</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>Deepwater turbidite</td>
<td>Hudson et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valhall</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Chalk</td>
<td>Hall et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekofisk</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Conoco-Phillips</td>
<td>Chalk</td>
<td>Guilbot and Smith (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Arne</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Hess</td>
<td>Chalk</td>
<td>Herwanger et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Maersk</td>
<td>Chalk</td>
<td>Hatchell and Bourne (2005b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shearwater</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>HPHT</td>
<td>Staples et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skua</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>HPHT</td>
<td>Staples et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egret</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>HPHT</td>
<td>Staples et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heron</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>HPHT</td>
<td>Staples et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elgin/Franklin</td>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>HPHT</td>
<td>Hawkins et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore Sarawak</td>
<td>SE Asia</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>Carbonates</td>
<td>Hatchell and Bourne (2005a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Published examples of observed time-lapse time-shifts in the overburden above compacting reservoirs
a rock is likely to slow its acoustic velocity, but by how much? Are we able to predict if an observable time shift signal is likely at a given time, in order to predict if a time-lapse survey will be of value? Are time shifts able to distinguish if the reservoir depletion is compartmentalized?

As discussed in Chapter 1 the aim of this thesis is to quantitatively relate our time-lapse seismic observations to the dynamic changes in the reservoir. To fully understand how a compacting reservoir interacts with its surroundings and how that manifests itself on time-lapse seismic, the geomechanics of production must be also be understood and accounted for.

2.2 Reservoir geomechanics: An overview

Geomechanics is a discipline concerned with the mechanics (deformation and failure) of the Earth. In the oil industry typical problems that enter the sphere of geomechanics are pore pressure prediction, sand production prediction, well bore stability, fracture analysis, fault seal analysis and reservoir compaction analysis. If a reservoir is predicted to compact or found to be compacting, then it is likely that there will be some form of geomechanical analysis. As an established discipline geomechanics has a substantial back catalogue of literature and expert knowledge to draw upon.

Approaches to geomechanics can be roughly classified as empirical, analytical or numerical. The empirical approach is based on a company’s in-house knowledge and published empirical observations. The analytical approach aims to describe deformation and stress change with precise mathematical equations. The complexity of such solutions means that they require the subsurface to be represented by simplified geometries, depletion patterns and mechanical properties. A well known analytical solution is the depletion of a disk-shaped reservoir in an semi-infinite linear elastic medium (Geertsma, 1973b). In many cases, analytical models provide a good first-order approximation to the problem. Finally, the availability of cheaper and increasingly powerful computers with large memory capacity means that numerical methods have become more accessible and popular. Using techniques such as the finite element method (FEM) to solve the governing equations, computer models allow for a more realistic representation of the subsurface (e.g. variations in material
properties, realistic geological structures). The problem with these models is that they require calibration to in-situ data before they can be used as a predictive tool. As discussed in Chapter 1, in-situ data is often unavailable because it is costly or difficult to obtain and is a sparse representation of the subsurface. Poorly calibrated numerical geomechanical models populated with highly uncertain properties can give potentially inaccurate and at worst misleading results.

The analytic and numerical approaches require a constitutive model, the simplest being linear elasticity, in which it is assumed that the stress and strain of an material element are linearly related and deformation is completely reversible with the removal of applied forces (see Fjær et al., 1992). Linear poroelasticity is the study of porous materials and therefore also includes the effects of fluid-filled pores on deformation (e.g. Rice and Cleary, 1976). More complex constitutive models incorporate non-linearity, such as the poroplasticity model which deals with post-yield deformation (e.g. Couples et al., 2007).

2.2.1 Stress and strain around a compacting reservoir

A 1D analytical solution for a compacting reservoir can be derived by considering a reservoir of thickness $h$ that compacts uniaxially (only in the vertical direction) in an linear elastic way with no change in vertical stress. If the reservoir pressure depletes by an amount $\Delta p$, then the compaction $\Delta h$ and vertical strain $\varepsilon_{zz}$ is given by the following equation (Fjær et al., 1992):

$$
\varepsilon_{zz} = \frac{\Delta h}{h} = C_m \Delta p
$$

(2.2)

where $C_m$ is the uniaxial compaction coefficient, which is the rock compressibility under uniaxial conditions. Even in this idealized scenario an important observation can be made: Compaction tends to be larger for thicker intervals. Figure 2.2 shows an idealised scenario in which all the reservoir compaction is transferred to the surface subsidence so that $\Delta h = \Delta h_s$. In reality, the finite extent of reservoir means that compaction will be smaller at the edges than in the centre because of the constraining effect of the side-burden, and the surface subsidence will take the form of a subsidence bowl. This constraining effect is known as arching. Arching is the phenomenon whereby when a reservoir of finite extent compacts, the overburden vertical stress
Figure 2.2: Subsidence and compaction: (a) idealised model and (b) cartoon of realistic behaviour (adapted from Setarri (2002).)

is reduced but the horizontal stress is increased, as the restrictive effect of the side-burden takes some of the overburden load. This is the principle was used by the Romans when building arches, and the provenance of the term arching effect.

The amount of arching will depend on the geometry of the reservoir and the depletion pattern. Thus, there is a spectrum of reservoir types ranges from shallow, laterally extensive reservoirs, that show a small arching effect, textcolorred to deep, narrow reservoirs, that show a large arching effect and very little surface subsidence.

A useful model to understand the general geomechanical behaviour of a compacting reservoir is the so-called nucleus of strain model by Geertsma (1973a). In this model the displacement caused by a nucleus of strain in a linear poroelastic halfspace is calculated. The effect of many nuclei can be integrated over the area of a reservoir to calculate the displacements, stresses and strains caused by reservoir depletion. Unfortunately the complexity of the integration means that only simple reservoir geometries can be accounted for analytically. Geertsma (1973a) integrates over a disk shape whilst Segall (1992) provides a more general solution for axisymmetric shapes, recovering the disk as a special case. Although the method is based on
Table 2.2: Reservoir properties used to create Figures 2.3 and 2.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio $\nu$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus $\mu$</td>
<td>2 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biot’s coefficient $\alpha$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir thickness $h$</td>
<td>100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir depletion $\Delta P$</td>
<td>-10MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

constant elastic properties (i.e. no distinction between the reservoir and bounding rock properties) the solution gives a good general insight into the problem of stress and strain around a compacting reservoir. To illustrate the concepts discussed above the concept of stress path introduced by Hettema et al. (2000) is adopted. The stress evolution may be defined as the ratio of the principal stress components to the average reservoir pressure change, presented here in cylindrical coordinates:

$$
\gamma_v = \frac{\Delta \sigma_v}{\Delta P}, \quad \gamma_\theta = \frac{\Delta \sigma_\theta}{\Delta P}, \quad \gamma_r = \frac{\Delta \sigma_r}{\Delta P}
$$

(2.3)

where $\gamma_v$ is termed the vertical stress path, which relates the change in reservoir pressure ($\Delta P$) to the change in vertical stress ($\Delta \sigma_v$). The same relationship between change in reservoir pressure and stress can be defined in the axial ($\theta$) and radial ($r$) directions. The vertical and the radial stress paths are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 for a range of reservoir depths and radii. The properties of the linear poroelastic halfspace along with reservoir thickness and depletion are given in Table 2.2.1. The grid shows reservoirs located at increasing depths (1000m, 2000m and 4000m) and increasing radii (1000m, 2000m and 4000m).

From the plots it is clear to see that the arching effect increases as the reservoir gets narrower and deeper. The arching becomes greater as more overburden and side burden are present to restrict the propagation of the vertical relaxation by increasing the radial stress above the reservoir (increasing $\gamma_v$, decreasing $\gamma_r$). As I will discuss, it is important for 4D seismic that, even when the expression of reservoir compaction at the surface is small, significant stress perturbations may extend well into the overburden. For these types of reservoirs even though surface subsidence cannot be used to monitor reservoir depletion then 4D seismic may still ‘see’ the arching effect.
Figure 2.3: Vertical stress path around a disk-shaped reservoir in a half space for a range of reservoir depths and radii. The properties of the half space are found in Table 2.2.1. The depths and radii are 1000m, 2000m and 4000m. See Equation 2.3 for definition of $\gamma_v$. 
Figure 2.4: Horizontal stress path around a disk-shaped reservoir in a half space for a range of reservoir depths and radii. The properties of the half space are found in Table 2.2.1. The depths and radii are 1000m, 2000m and 4000m. See Equation 2.3 for definition of $\gamma_r$. 
2.2.2 Integrating geomechanics and time-lapse seismic

In 2003 Hatchell et al. published the abstract 'Whole earth 4D: reservoir monitoring geomechanics'. This abstract is significant because, while the basic observations and concepts proposed within it are similar to those suggested by Guilbot and Smith (2002) and Landrø and Janssen (2002), it also includes the use of geomechanical modelling to forward predict the distribution and magnitude of the 4D time shifts. In contrast to the simple 1D (uniaxial) approach of Guilbot and Smith (2002) and Landrø and Janssen (2002) the authors recognise that the strain is not uniformly distributed above the reservoir, but spatially variable in a manner that is dependent on a number of factors, such as the shape of the reservoir or the mechanical properties of the rocks for example. Hatchell et al. (2003) show that by combining the use of geomechanics to predict the change in stress distribution in the overburden with a model of how velocity changes with stress, they were able to get a reasonable match between the observed and predicted travel time change at top reservoir as seen in Figure 2.5.

The abstract contained no specific details of the method, but rather outlined the concept of integrating geomechanics with time-lapse seismic. The link was further emphasized in a later abstract which utilized the same data (Stammeijer et al., 2004). Earlier publications anticipate combining geomechanical modeling and time-lapse seismic by conducting synthetic feasibility studies, (see Minkoff et al. (1999); Olden et al. (2001); Vidal et al. (2002)), however the overburden is only acknowledged for its role in the geomechanics of production, and forward modeling of the time-lapse seismic in these studies assumes the acoustic properties of the overburden are unaffected by changes in overburden stress.

Hatchell et al. (2005) expanded on the earlier work of Hatchell et al. (2003) and published details of a method using geomechanical models to predict time-lapse time shifts, taking the pragmatic approach of coupling the change in velocity to strain. Relating velocity to strain, as opposed to stress, was a new approach which will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.3.4. For a zero offset seismic ray, one can relate, to first order, the fractional change in travel-time to a fractional change in velocity and a fractional change in thickness (Landrø and Stammeijer (2004), see Equation 2.1). When 4D seismic time shifts are our only observations then there is a fundamental non-uniqueness; there are two unknowns for only one set of observations. In 2003 Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell et al. (2005) independently
Figure 2.5: (a) Predicted and (b) observed time-lapse time-shifts at top reservoir. The predictions were made by combining the predicted change in stress from a geomechanical simulation and a model of how velocity will change with changing stress. After Hatchell et al. (2003).
proposed that changes in velocity could be linearly related to vertical strain via a constant of proportionality which Røste et al. termed $\alpha$ and Hatchell et al. termed $R$. For various reasons $R$ has become the popular terminology, so it will be used from herein. By writing the change in velocity as proportional to vertical strain (Equation 2.4a), where the sign convention is that compression causes velocity increase and dilation causes a velocity decrease, then Equation 2.1 can be rewritten as Equation 2.4b.

\[
\frac{\Delta v}{v} \approx -R\varepsilon_{zz} \quad (2.4a)
\]

\[
\frac{\Delta t}{t} \approx (1 + R)\varepsilon_{zz} \quad (2.4b)
\]

where the term $\Delta z/z$ from Equation 2.1 has been replaced by $\varepsilon_{zz}$, signifying the vertical component of the strain tensor. Of course, this linearisation does not solve the problem of having more unknowns than observations. However, by coupling the two factors contributing to the observations, it presents the problem in a new light. If the value of $R$ could be somehow obtained independently (theoretically or experimentally) then vertical strain can be determined from zero offset time shifts and vice versa. Hatchell et al. (2005) took the approach of obtaining estimates of vertical strain as an output from a geomechanical model and calculating the value of $R$ that gave the optimal match between observed time shifts and time shifts calculated using the integral form of Equation 2.4b. This approach was applied to data from a number of compacting fields around the world and Hatchell and Bourne (2005b) report that the value of $R$ was found to be approximately 5 for the overburden. This approach makes the assumption that the estimates of vertical strain from the geomechanical models are accurate.

A similar workflow was proposed by Herwanger and Horne (2005). However, instead of linking changes in velocity changes to vertical strain, the authors chose to use an anisotropic model for how velocity changes with using the full triaxial stress state of the rock (Prioul et al., 2004). The forward modelling workflow was used to predict changes in shear wave splitting in the overburden. Changes in shear wave splitting can only be explained by anisotropy changes in velocity, because the phenomenon is unique to anisotropic materials. When a shear wave enters an anisotropic medium it splits into two approximately orthogonal polarizations, which propagate at different
velocities. This can result in a measurable time delay between the so-called fast and slow shear waves. Herwanger and Horne (2005) proposed that if the seismic anisotropy of a overburden changed, due to changes in the triaxial stress state, then this could be observed on multi-component seismic data. The authors compare observed shear wave splitting from Valhall with their predictions, made using an analogue geomechanical model based on the Valhall Field which was assembled from published data on geometry and rock properties. The result, shown in Figure 2.6, suggests a good agreement between the predicted and the observed response.

Clearly a key step the workflow that integrates geomechanics and time-lapse seismic is the transformation of the changes in the stress/strain state of the earth into changes in seismic velocity. The next section gives an overview of the main approaches to
2.3 Velocity stress/strain relationships

As we have established, a change in the stress state of a rock will cause the acoustic velocity to change. As outlined earlier, laboratory data shows that velocities initially increase rapidly at low effective stresses, but that this increase will gradually reach a plateau at high stresses. Many rock models exist to describe the variation of various rock properties under a host of different conditions, however, many of these models require the parametrization of a large number of unknowns. The complexity and uncertainty of rock models is one explanation for the prevalence of empirical relationships in the oil industry. This does not imply that all rock models are not always useful. For example, Biot-Gassmann theory (Gassmann, 1951), which describes the variation of the rock modulus with changing pore fluid properties, has been the foundation for amplitude-versus-offset (AVO) fluid discrimination and 4D seismic feasibility studies. It has proved to be extremely accurate in many sandstone reservoirs.

The observed mechanical properties of a rock will depend largely on the length scale at which the observation is made relative to the heterogeneities present. Rocks have heterogeneities on many different length scales. For example, layering and faulting exist on macroscopic scales, while microcracks, mineralogy and porosity exist on the microscopic scale. For seismic properties we are interested in length scales on the order of tens of metres which are generally described in terms of continuum mechanics, i.e. the rock is described as a homogeneous elastic material. The aim of microscopic rock models is to describe the macroscopic properties based on the microscopic behaviour. Theories adopting this approach are commonly called effective medium theories.

2.3.1 Rock physics models: A brief overview

The observed stress dependency of acoustic wave velocities implies a non-linear stress-strain relationship, because for a linear material the acoustic velocity would be constant. Holt et al. (2005) give an overview of the sources of non-linearity in
sedimentary rocks: Change in porosity with stress, the existence of sharp grain contacts and the presence of cracks and fractures. These nonlinearities can be incorporated in macroscopic models, that use the framework of continuum mechanics, or microscopic models which deal with nonlinearities on the scale of particles or microscopic inclusions.

Macroscopic models

The propagation of an elastic wave through the earth is often described by solid linear elastic theory. However, since porous rocks also generally contain fluids then poroelasticity is required. Solid linear elasticity does not allow for the variation of elastic velocity with stress, instead higher order stress-strain relationships are required which we will discuss later. Poroelasticity does allow for a change of velocity with stress, but the magnitude of the effect is not large enough to explain laboratory or field observations.

Under the framework of poroelasticity both the fluid and the rock grain components of the rock contribute to the seismic velocity. Since the porosity changes as a function of effective stress it is tempting to assume that changes in porosity can account for observed changes in seismic velocity with stress. On the application of external stress $\sigma$ the pore fluid pressure $P_{pore}$ will resist the change, resulting in a effective stress $\sigma_{eff}$ that is defined as $\sigma_{eff} = \sigma - nP_{pore}$. The factor $n$, the effective stress coefficient, weights the contribution of the pore-pressure and will be discussed in more detail later. In the theory of linear poroelasticity porosity is a function of the mean effective stress while the rock framework and grain moduli remain stress insensitive. Velocity will change as a function of porosity (and therefore stress) because of changes in the ratio of the volume occupied by pore fluid and solid rock. However, when the stress sensitivity of velocity is calculated on this basis it is found to be negligible in comparison to the large stress sensitivity displayed by most rock laboratory experiments or field observations (from 4D seismic) (Fjær et al., 2008).

In order to obtain the magnitude of stress sensitivity seen in the laboratory we need to incorporate nonlinear elasticity.

In contrast to conventional linear elasticity where the potential energy is defined as a quadratic (second-order) function of strain, third-order or nonlinear elasticity includes cubic (third-order) terms that account for the change in acoustic properties.
with stress (Thurston and Brugger, 1964; Prioul et al., 2004). As noted by Prioul et al. (2004) this approach is only valid for relatively small stress deviations about a reference stress state since the model predicts that linear changes in velocity with stress, compared with linear elasticity which predicts velocity is constant with stress. Since a power-law or exponential type behaviour of velocity with stress is observed in the laboratory, third-order elasticity cannot explain the full range of observations.

Microscopic models

Two popular approaches can be made to effective mediums: Grain pack models and inclusion models. Grain pack models describe microscopic behaviour by imagining the material as a collection of grains with varying degrees of contact. Inclusion models, on the other hand, imagine the rock to be a solid with inclusions imbedded within it. The classic example of a grain pack model is a collection of uncemented spherical particles. The contact area between the particles will increase with an increasing external force normal to the contact. This forms the basis of Hertz-Mindlin theory (Mindlin, 1949; Walton, 1987), which predicts that the macroscopic behaviour of a collection of these contacts will lead to a velocity-stress sensitivity that is proportional to $\sigma^{1/6}$, where $\sigma$ is the effective stress. Comparison with laboratory tests on loose sands and glass beads (e.g. Domenico, 1977; Holt et al., 2005) show that in reality the stress sensitivity is more likely to be proportional to $\sigma^n$ where $n$ has a value of 0.20-0.25. There are several possible explanations for this discrepancy. Analytical models cannot account for partial slip or grain rotation. The force also is assumed to taken equally at all grain contacts. In addition, the coordination number, which characterises the average number of contacts per grain is not well-known. Of course the assumption of spherical particles is also not accurate for natural minerals. Nevertheless, many refinements have been made to Hertz-Mindlin theory, such as accounting for various packing orders, adding the effect of a saturating fluid or describing cemented rather than pressurized contacts.

In contrast to the above approach, inclusion theories treat the rock as a solid which contains inclusions such as open cracks or fractures. Models differ by the types and orientation of the inclusions. Kuster and Toksöz (1974), for example, investigate ellipsoidal inclusions. Another crack-based approach is to assume that the stress dependence of the rock matrix is caused by internal discontinuities, such as graingrain contacts, micro-cracks, clay content or any regions of internal damage.
The stress-sensitivity of these internal weaknesses can be collectively accounted for by introducing the concept of excess-compliance (Sayers and Kachanov, 1995). In a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium this is a function of the confining pressure loading the rock. At high confining pressures, the rock matrix will have a finite compliance, because any excess-compliance will tend to zero when only incompressible pore space exists and all internal weaknesses are closed. Then, as pressure is relaxed, excess-compliance is formed due to the opening of these internal weaknesses. This formulation can describe stress induced changes in anisotropy. MacBeth (2004) used this concept to derive a semi-empirical law to describe the dependency of the sandstone rock frame moduli under hydrostatic loading.

### 2.3.2 Static and dynamic moduli

If we measure the compressional and shear wave velocities of a rock, from well logs or seismic data, along with the density, we can calculate the elastic moduli of the rocks as experienced by the acoustic wave. We could reasonably expect this to match the elastic moduli calculated from stress and strain measurements in rock mechanics tests. In general, the two do not match. Moduli obtained from rock mechanical tests, the so-called static moduli, are often found to be substantially lower than those obtained by acoustic measurements, the so-called dynamic moduli. The origins of this difference are likely to be differences in strain amplitude and the heterogeneous nature of the rock microstructure (Fjær et al., 2008). The strain amplitudes for seismic waves are on the order of $10^{-6}$–$10^{-7}$, while in a rock mechanical test they are typically $10^{-2}$–$10^{-3}$. Tests have shown that when the rock mechanical tests are conducted in such a way that strain amplitudes are lowered, by performing a short unloading-reloading cycle, then static moduli moduli measured from under these conditions tend towards the dynamic moduli (Fjær et al., 2008). The effect of the heterogeneous microstructure is implied by observation that for a homogeneous elastic material, such as steel, there is no difference between the dynamic and static moduli.

In the preceding sections we have considered stress changes in a medium and changes in acoustic wave velocities resulting from those changes. In a typical geomechanical model constructed for the oil industry all but the reservoir zone (and certain special cases such as salt) will be assumed to behave as linear elastic materials. The resulting stress changes from these models are then used to calculate velocity changes.
However, a linear elastic material has constant elastic moduli and therefore its velocity is also constant with stress. The deformations of linear elastic materials are used to predict nonlinear changes in wave propagation. The approach appears fundamentally inconsistent. This inconsistency may be reconciled by quantifying the relationship between static and dynamic moduli. More research is required in this area, but it is problematic because many geophysicists are sceptical about the validity of laboratory data, as I will discuss next.

2.3.3 The reliability of core data

We have discussed the general behaviour of velocities with stress in the context of observations made in the laboratory on cores extracted from wells or outcrops. How confident are we that these are representative of the in situ response of rocks? With the advent of time-lapse seismic our predictions of how velocity will change with stress are being increasingly tested. In general, it has been found that the response due to pore pressure increases, around an injection well for example, is usually within the uncertainty of our predictions (?). In the case of pore pressure depletion however there are many examples in which the velocity change is much smaller than expected (?). These results have lead to doubts about the validity of core data used to characterise the velocity stress relationship. The main concerns are:

**Representation** As discussed in Chapter 1, wells are, in general, sparsely located. Each core measurement is costly and time consuming so a limited number of cores are sampled from an already sparse dataset. As a consequence cores do not provide a statistically meaningful representation of the heterogeneities in the earth. For example, in highly unconsolidated reservoirs often the most competent rock is sampled due to the practicalities of handling core.

**Core damage** Damage caused by stress unloading during and after coring could significantly change the stress velocity response. The change from in situ stress to atmospheric conditions may be sufficient to induce micro-cracks and broken grain bonds, reducing the elastic stiffness and acoustic velocity. The damage to the core plug is irreversible and reloading in the laboratory, back to the in situ stress state, will not give the same velocity stress response. Nes et al. (2002) showed the effect of core damage by conducting controlled
laboratory tests on synthetic sandstones cemented under stress to simulate *in situ* stress conditions. Starting at initial reservoir pressure the velocity of the synthetic core was measured during unloading to simulate coring and reloading to simulate a laboratory test on cored material. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic that illustrates the findings. The stress sensitivity (slope of the curve) is greater on reloading. This suggests that a significant part of the stress dependency measured in the lab is actually related to core damage effects.

**Stress path** The stress path that a rock undergoes during production can be shown to have a significant impact on the stress dependency of acoustic velocities. Scott Jr (2007) shows that a uniaxial deformation test on Berea sandstone resulted in very little change in velocity with stress, whereas a applying a triaxial stress path, where axial stress is increased and lateral stresses are held constant, showed changes in both velocity and anisotropy as a function of stress. Figure 2.8 shows the triaxial test (a) and the uniaxial test (b). Testing the rock along the appropriate stress path is therefore important to understand the stress dependence of velocity. Unfortunately, determining the stress path that a rock will follow is difficult. The stress path is dependent on many factors such as the geometry of the reservoir and the geomechanical properties of the reservoir and its surroundings. Furthermore, the stress path will depend on the region of interest. For example, the stress path inside the reservoir may differ substantially from that of the overburden.

**Effective stress coefficient** In a porous rock the principle of effective stress is also required. On the application of external stress $\sigma$ the pore fluid pressure $P_{\text{pore}}$ will resist the change, resulting in an effective stress $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$ that is defined as $\sigma_{\text{eff}} = \sigma - nP_{\text{pore}}$. This concept originated in the study of deformations in linear poroelastic rocks (see Chapter 4). However, the internal processes involved in deformation and wave propagation may be inherently different (see discussion on static and dynamic moduli). The concept of effective stress is not as well understood in the context of wave velocities compared to the concept as applied to the deformation of a linear poroelastic medium. A further complication is that velocity also depends on the pore fluid, which depends on pore pressure but not external stress. To decouple the contribution of the pore fluid to wave velocities the stress dependence of the dry-frame moduli is often examined, rather than velocity, by adding or subtracting the fluid contribution using Gassmann’s equation (Gassmann, 1951). In the absence of a working theory or
clear empirical relationships the value of $n$ is often taken to be unity, although experiments have identified a range of values above and below unity.

**Figure 2.7:** Schematic illustration of the effect of core damage. The cementation state (marked with circle) represents the in situ conditions. Changing the stress from that point represents loading (reservoir depletion) or unloading (injection or coring) under in situ conditions (blue curve). When core is taken it is unloaded to zero effective stress. Upon reloading in the lab the velocity-stress relationship will follow the red curve and the stress sensitivity will be over-estimated. Figure adapted from Fjær et al. (2008).

### 2.3.4 The R factor

The single parameter empirical relationship between velocity and strain proposed by Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) (Equation 2.4a) has been widely adopted by geophysicists investigating overburden stretching. This pragmatic and empirical approach has appeared, to first order, to be extremely effective. However, there has been some discussion about the applicability of such a relationship.

Theoretically a relationship between vertical strain and velocity changes can be justified in the context of either macroscopic or microscopic rock physics models. On the macroscopic scale Herwanger (2007) and Fuck et al. (2007) independently show that, under certain reasonable assumptions, third-order elasticity described earlier reduces to the velocity-strain relationship proposed by Hatchell and Bourne.
Figure 2.8: Stress path effects on Berea sandstone. (a) A triaxial stress path, where axial stress is increased and lateral stresses are held constant (b) uniaxial stress path, where both axial and lateral stresses are raised to allow one-dimensional compaction. Significant changes in velocity and anisotropy are induced by triaxial loading between the time of the base line (t1) and monitor (t2). Under uniaxial loading velocity and anisotropy show little sensitivity to stress. After Scott Jr (2007)

The adoption of a linear relationship between vertical strain and velocity changes by Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) seems natural when examining Equation 2.4a which gives the relationship between time shifts, velocity changes and vertical strain. However, it is a notable departure from the norm, as almost all measurements of dynamic properties are reported as a function of stress rather than strain. There are some good arguments in favour of linking velocity to strain. Referring to the poro-plastic deformation of rocks, Couples et al. (2007) state "it does not make sense to attempt to relate properties to stress, since the stress state is not uniquely associated with a particular strain". Staples et al. (2007) argues that, as many models propose that the velocity change is caused by crack opening and closure, it is natural to link velocity changes to strain. Of course, strain is a relative property so this relies on us being able to define the correct original stress state of the rock before measuring strain, which, as we have discussed, can be a difficult task in the laboratory.

The fact that strain is relative does have some practical benefits. As noted by Staples et al. (2007) by defining the velocity as a function of strain the constant of proportionality R is unitless and is the same for metric or imperial systems. Using strain also has a normalizing effect. If we consider the equivalent relationship in stress:

\[ \Delta V_p = U \Delta \sigma \] (2.5)

Schutjens (2005) shows that the constant of proportionality \( R \) covers a much smaller range of numbers than \( U \). Caution is required when defining the component of stress to make it proportional to velocity. Defining the change in velocity proportional to the vertical strain, as done by Hatchell and Bourne (2005a), is not equivalent to making it proportional to the vertical stress. If we cast the time shift perturbation equation (Equation 2.4b) in terms of stress then in a linear elastic medium we get:

\[ \frac{\Delta t}{t} = (1 + R) \varepsilon_{zz} = \frac{(1 + R)}{E}(\Delta \sigma_{zz} - \nu(\Delta \sigma_{xx} + \Delta \sigma_{yy})) \] (2.6)

Several things can be noted from this equation. Firstly, for the stress formulation the static Young’s modulus \( E \) and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) are required. While Poisson’s ratio
will, in general, be well constrained, the estimated value of $E$ may contain a larger degree of uncertainty. Secondly, it also requires knowledge of the triaxial stress state. Some researchers have proposed linking velocity changes to changes in vertical stress (e.g. Tura et al. (2005)). Unless the stress changes can be approximated as uniaxial then it is important to note that $\varepsilon_{zz} \neq \Delta \sigma_{zz}/E$.

So far assuming a linear relationship between velocity and vertical strain has proved an effective approach which can be theoretically justified and has yielded a good match between forward models and observed data for zero offset seismic data. Caution is required, however, if we wish to cast the velocity change as a function of other components of the stress or strain tensor or look at pre-stack seismic data. In these cases the simple formulation of Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) may become unsuitable.

**Anisotropic velocity changes**

As we have seen, in general velocity changes will be lithology dependent and anisotropic. Triaxial stress changes may cause stress-induced anisotropy, but, at present, our ability to use these changes is limited. Offshore it is only at fields such as Valhall, where four component (4C) ocean bottom cable (OBC) is deployed, that shear wave or converted wave information is recorded. Although permanent OBC data is an aspiration for reservoir management it is long way from becoming standard because of the high costs involved (Calvert, 2005). Research is still being undertaken into the sensitivity of 4D overburden time shifts on conventional P-wave stacked data to anisotropic velocity changes and there are few published studies. As discussed earlier, Herwanger (2007) bases the calculation of stress-induced anisotropy on analogue core data and the results, although they show a promising qualitative match, are not yet at a quantitative stage. A modelling study by Fuck et al. (2007) notes that the main difficulty in the practical assessment of travel time shifts using this method is that they rely on the calibration of three independent parameters. Fuck et al. (2007) also note that stress-induced anisotropy has the largest impact in the pre-stack seismic domain and suggest measuring time shifts as a function of offset. As we will discuss later, researchers have already proposed and tested (to varying degrees of success), models that suggest time-shifts increase as a function of offset even assuming isotropic velocity changes (Landrø and Stammeijer, 2004; Røste et al., 2005; Hawkins et al., 2007). These issues will need to be accounted for.
in prestack processing of the time-lapse seismic data. It could be that our current lack of understanding of these issues is leading us to "processes away" these effects. Although these anisotropic changes have the potential to further constrain our understanding of the overburden response and indirectly aid reservoir management, until multi-component data becomes more readily available and we can calibrate rock physics models in the laboratory with more confidence, it seems reasonable to proceed using a simple model.

2.3.5 Independent calibration of stress sensitivity by 4D seismic

In recent years time-lapse seismic has afforded geophysicists the unique opportunity to test the petroelastic model, which defines the transformation of rock physical properties to acoustic properties. This is primarily built around Biot-Gassmann theory (Gassmann, 1951). As we discussed earlier, stress sensitivity enters these macroscopic equations as by defining the rock frame modulus \( K_{fr} \) as a stress dependent function. The reliability of the petroelastic model is especially important because it not only effects our ability to interpret time-lapse seismic data, but also to predict a future time-lapse response. In general, for sandstone reservoirs, the petroelastic model is found to be accurate and good agreement is observed when reservoir pressure is increased. However, in the case of reservoir pressure depletion, there are several examples where over prediction of the velocity-stress sensitivity has resulted in and the time-lapse signature being smaller than predicted, which can render the 4D survey useless for reservoir management.

Eiken and Tøndel (2005) report on their experiences at two fields in the Norwegian North Sea: Troll Øst and Sleipner Vest. Troll Øst is a large, gas-filled reservoir on the eastern part of the larger Troll Field, which consists of an alternation of clean and mica-rich sands with an average porosity of 30%. The reservoir is at a depth of 1290-1550 m below sea level, with a maximum gas column height of about 260m above a thin (0-4 m) oil zone, and an aquifer providing moderate water drive. Pressure depletion averaging 1.5 MPa was observed. A time-lapse signature consisting of a time delay below the reservoir was recorded, caused by an increase in reservoir velocity as a result of rock frame stiffening. The velocity-pressure sensitivity was found by making a linear approximation of the velocity change with pressure and examining the time-lapse time shift versus the gas-column height. The pressure sensitivity was found to be 2-3 times lower than that predicted.
by hydrostatic laboratory tests. In this instance, even though the pressure sensitivity was lower than predicted, the time-lapse signature was still a useful tool for reservoir management.

At Sleipner Vest, a gas condensate reservoir, the velocity stress sensitivity was also found to be much lower than predicted. In contrast to Troll Øst the reservoir is much deeper (3500-3600m). The sands range in thickness between 50-200m and have an average porosity of 17%. Despite reservoir depletion of up to 10MPa, for which laboratory-based data predicted several milliseconds time-lapse time shift, and excellent quality time-lapse data, no time-lapse signature was observable.

In another North Sea example, Floricich et al. (2006) performed a Bayesian inversion based on a relationship between time-lapse attributes and changes in gas saturation, water saturation and reservoir pressure at the Schiehallion Field. It was found that the relationship between acoustic impedance (AI) changes in gas and water saturation behaved as expected. However, the pressure sensitivity of the AI changes (and therefore the rock velocity, in the absence of large density changes) was dramatically different from that predicted in the laboratory. This result was independently confirmed by Stephen and MacBeth (2006a) using the seismic history matching methodology (Stephen and MacBeth, 2006b). It was found that the only way to match the time-lapse seismic data was to allow the stress-sensitivity to vary as part of the history matching process. The authors found the history match was significantly improved by the reduction of the velocity-stress sensitivity. Both papers assumed no more than the functional form of the velocity stress relationship. The results are summarized in Figure 2.9.

4D seismic is also driving the understanding of velocity-stress (or strain) relationships. In the absence of reliable core data geophysicists are turning to methods that seek to calibrate the petroelastic model using 4D data from other domains (such as the engineering domain), or even use this information to bypass the petroelastic model altogether.

The examples given so far have been for the stress sensitivity of the reservoir rock, but what about the overburden? As we have discussed, the same issues exist when trying to define the stress sensitivity of the overburden. Even though shale is the most abundant overburden rock (Holt et al., 2005) shales (and overburden rocks in general) are rarely cored and tested because the main focus of any coring programme
Figure 2.9: Stress-sensitivity derived directly from the 4D seismic at the Schiehallion Field. The green line shows the original stress-dependency curve used, derived from laboratory measurements. The pink line shows the best history matched stress-dependency for sands after Stephen and MacBeth (2006a). The blue line is the stress-dependency derived from the non-linear Bayesian inversion by Floricich et al. (2006). The two agree well as show markedly less stress-dependency than the laboratory data. After Floricich (2006).
is to determine the properties of the reservoir. In addition, shale is a difficult material to handle in the laboratory because of its extremely low permeability and chemical sensitivity to water. This sensitivity to water also poses challenges for the testing equipment. To measure wave velocities the transducer must transmit through a water proof loading apparatus (Sarout et al., 2007).

Difficulties with laboratory testing of shales mean that theoretical models are difficult to verify with any statistical confidence. Whereas MacBeth (2004), for example, was able to collect measurements from 179 sets of openly published hydrostatic measurements on sandstones, the equivalent material on shales is rare. Furthermore, most dynamic experiments on shale are performed under hydrostatic loading conditions. As shale is inherently anisotropic, due to the alignment of the clay platelets, hydrostatic experiments prevent the quantification of that anisotropy. This means that, along with the questions of the reliability of core data discussed earlier, rigorously verifying theories of velocity-stress dependency against laboratory data is, at present, not a practical option. Like the earlier examples, one option is to employ methods which bypass any reliance on laboratory data and instead use 4D seismic data and constrains from other disciplines, such as engineering or geomechanics, to calibrate these relationships.

2.4 Summary of published techniques that use overburden time-shifts for reservoir management

While there is a growing number of observations of time-lapse time shifts related to overburden stress changes above compacting reservoir (see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1) the number of methods using them for reservoir management (i.e. predicting compaction or pressure change) is relatively small. The methods all adopt the approach linearising the relationship between velocity and strain but they differ in their approach to resolving the non-uniqueness in this relationship, essentially by constraining the R factor.

The approach of Røste et al. (2005) and Hawkins et al. (2007) is to use the 4D time shift information contained in prestack P-wave data to make the problem over determined. Another approach is to use the strain output from a geomechanical model and vary the R factor to match observed 4D time-shift data. Differences
between the predictions and observations suggest that either the model needs updating or that there is a break down in the assumptions used in modeling. Finally, the approach taken by Bourne and Hatchell (2005) uses geomechanical concepts to pose a linear relationship that directly links reservoir compaction to the strain in the overburden, so that a linear inversion can be performed. This linear inversion can bring in suitable constraints as they are available or appropriate. A similar approached that will be explored further in this thesis was published independently in Hodgson et al. (2007). These methods are summarised in Table 2.3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guilbot and Smith (2002)</td>
<td>A model for change in porosity with strain along with a two parameter model of how velocity varies with porosity (calibrated in the lab) is used to perform time-lapse tomography. The model requires two constraints (1) uniaxial compaction and (2) the assumption that the base reservoir is fixed.</td>
<td>Estimate of reservoir compaction</td>
<td>Ekofisk, North Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatchell and Bourne (2005a), Hatchell et al. (2005), Tigrek and Hatchell (2006), Staples et al. (2007), Hatchell et al. (2007)</td>
<td>All these papers present variations on comparing observed overburden time-lapse time shifts with those calculated using the equation $\Delta t/t = (1 + R)\varepsilon_{zz}$ in conjunction with geomechanical models.</td>
<td>Estimates of 4D time shifts from geomechanical modeling. Mismatch used to update reservoir compaction model.</td>
<td>Various, North Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reste et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Derives a formula for time shift as a function of offset in pre-stack P-wave seismic data. Independently of Hatchell et al. (2005) proposes a linear relationship between velocity and vertical strain.</td>
<td>Estimate of reservoir compaction and the constant of proportionality between $\Delta V$ and $\varepsilon_{zz}$.</td>
<td>Valhall, North Sea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Summary of published methods which use compaction-induced overburden time shifts to infer dynamic reservoir changes (compaction or pressure changes)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herwanger and Horne (2005); Herwanger et al. (2007); Herwanger (2007)</td>
<td>Similar approach to Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) but instead uses an anisotropic model of velocity changes with stress/strain</td>
<td>Estimates of time-shifts and shear wave splitting from geomechanical modeling. Mismatch can potentially be used to update reservoir compaction model.</td>
<td>Valhall, North Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourne and Hatchell (2005)</td>
<td>A Green’s function approach based on linear elasticity theory is used to perform a joint inversion for top reservoir time shifts and surface subsidence.</td>
<td>Estimate of reservoir compaction.</td>
<td>Valhall, North Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins et al. (2007)</td>
<td>An inversion for stress is presented using the variation of time shift with offset in pre-stack P-wave seismic data. The relationship with stress is derived using the linear relationship $\Delta V/V = -R\varepsilon_{zz}$. No prior knowledge of R is required. Other constraints are needed, such as overburden density and pore pressure profiles with depth.</td>
<td>Estimate of stress changes.</td>
<td>Elgin/Franklin, North Sea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.3:** Summary of published methods which use compaction-induced overburden time shifts to infer dynamic reservoir changes (compaction or pressure changes)
This chapter makes the case for using the overburden time shift instead of the reservoir-level time shift to determine reservoir compaction. In addition, a critical examination of methods currently available to measure time-lapse time shifts is offered.
3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter I reviewed how reservoir compaction causes changes in stress around the reservoir, which can alter the path length and the seismic velocity and hence the seismic travel time. On the timescales suitable for reservoir management (a few years or less) the magnitude of these time-lapse time shifts is often only a few samples (or around 4-12ms on 4ms sampled data). To confidently recover these subtle time shifts we require highly repeatable time-lapse seismic. I will review the advances in the acquisition and processing of time-lapse seismic data have resulted in a steady improvement in repeatability. The methods by which we estimate time shifts have been found to be problematic, producing noisy and uncertain products. In this chapter I review current methods of time shift estimation and discuss how they may be improved. In addition, I discuss the interpretation of time shifts in terms of vertical strain and fractional change in velocity.

3.2 The time-lapse seismic signature of compaction

In Chapter 2 I showed how reservoir compaction causes changes in the stress and strain both inside and outside the reservoir. I also reviewed how seismic wave velocities are sensitive to changes in stress and strain. The combination of these effects causes changes in zero offset travel times with depth, which I refer to as time-lapse time shift. I also identified several published real data observations of time shifts in and around compacting reservoirs. All these examples share common characteristics which describe a basic time shift signal through the centre of compacting reservoirs.

In general, compaction-induced time shifts have opposite gradients inside and outside of the reservoir. There will be an increasing time-delay with depth, because the overburden rocks have stretched and their velocity has decreased. At top reservoir there is an change in the gradient of the time shift, where rocks change from being stretched to being compacted. This compaction causes an increase in velocity and a reduction in travel-time. It is generally observed that this reduction in travel time through the reservoir is not larger than the accumulated time shift through the overburden because in most settings the reservoir is relatively thin, in relation to the distance of overburden affected by stress changes. The result is that the total
time shift at base-reservoir is still positive. In the underburden further relaxation is expected to occur, resulting in a further accumulation of time shift.

To demonstrate the above concept I forward model time shifts through the centre of a 30m thick disk-shaped reservoir buried in a homogeneous halfspace (Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 and a shear modulus of 1GPa), using methods that will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. The reservoir is buried at a depth of $D = 2500$m and has a radius of 1000m ($D/R = 2.5$). The pressure is reduced so that reservoir compaction totals 1m (i.e. a strain of 3.3%). I assume an initially constant velocity throughout the half-space of $v_0 = 2000m s^{-1}$. To calculate time shifts I use the $R$ factor approach, introduced in the previous chapter, which relates velocity change to strain:

$$\Delta t(z) \approx \frac{2}{v_0} (1 + R) \int_0^d \varepsilon_{zz}(z) dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Other models of how velocity varies with stress or strain could be used, but for the purposes of a simple example the R factor model is sufficient. Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) suggest that different $R$ factors are required for rocks in compression compared with those in expansion, otherwise the predicted time shift through the reservoir layer is too large and makes the time shifts below the reservoir negative, which disagrees with published observations. This is in agreement with the general observation of an asymmetry between the velocity-stress response of rocks under dilation, compared with those under compaction. Figure 3.1 shows the calculated vertical displacement, vertical strain and zero offset time shift through the reservoir described earlier. When the rocks are expanding (positive strain) I use $R^+ = 5$, where the plus sign denotes that this value is used in areas of positive strain. Inside the reservoir where the rock is compacting I use six different $R$ values ranging monotonically from $R^- = 0$ to $R^- = 5$, where the negative sign denotes that these value are used for where strain is negative (compaction). In this example I have removed the constant offset time shift caused by surface subsidence.

Figure 3.1 shows the time shifts created using the different $R$ factors inside the reservoir. Obviously, down to top reservoir the time shift in all examples are the same because $R^- = 5$ in the overburden for all cases. For $R^+ = R^- = 5$ the time shift through the reservoir is large enough to reverse the sign of the time shifts below the reservoir. As the value of $R^+$ increases, the time shifts below the reservoir are shifted towards the positive as the magnitude of compaction-induced speed-up through the reservoir is decreased.
Figure 3.1: The displacement, strain and calculated time shift though a disk-shaped reservoir with a radius of 1000m buried at 2500m depth in a homogeneous half-space ($\nu = 0.25, \mu = 1\text{GPa}$). The time shift was calculated by assuming the velocity is a linear function of strain. Outside the reservoir the $R^-$ factor, which relates velocity changes to strain under dilation is $R^- = 5$. A range of $R^-$ factors were used inside the reservoir.
The simple example above shows how knowledge of the velocity change inside the reservoir is crucial to our understanding of the time-lapse signal at reservoir level and below it. In the next section I elaborate on some of the complexities of determining reservoir compaction using the reservoir-level time-lapse signature.

### 3.3 Problems with determining compaction from the reservoir-level signal

In Chapter 2 I introduced the equation $\Delta t/t = \Delta z/z - \Delta v/v$ which relates the time strain ($\Delta t/t$) to the fractional changes in vertical thickness ($\Delta z/z$) and velocity ($\Delta v/v$). This equation has been widely adopted to interpret time-lapse time shift measurements in and around compacting reservoirs. The assumption that the fractional change in velocity can be linearly related to vertical strain is also often adopted, so that $\Delta v/v = -R\varepsilon_{zz}$ (e.g. Røste et al., 2005; Hatchell et al., 2003; Bourne and Hatchell, 2005; Staples et al., 2007; Hawkins et al., 2007). Both equations are derived using simplifying assumptions which rely on small changes in thickness and velocity. In addition, by relating fractional change in velocity to vertical strain it is assumed that there are no additional factors which contribute to the velocity change. I will argue that these assumptions are invalid inside the reservoir, but are valid in the overburden. By restricting our analysis to how overburden deformation relates to reservoir strain, we can find an alternative route to estimating reservoir compaction.

**Fluid effects**

Adopting the approach of Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) and using different $R$-factors under extension and compression to account for the smaller than expected observed speed-up in the reservoir assumes that the sole contributing factor to the reservoir velocity change is reservoir strain, which is generally not the case. In all but the simplest of production scenarios the velocity change will be made up from a fluid component, such as the variation of fluid properties with pressure (e.g. gas out of solution, fluid compressibility) and changes in fluid saturations (the relative mixture of gas, oil and water). If we wish to decouple the compaction and fluid components of the velocity change in the reservoir we require knowledge of the fluid distribution and fluid properties, in addition to the reservoir strain.
For example, Staples et al. (2007) calculate an effective $R^- = 3 - 5$ for the reservoir at Shearwater Field, North Sea, by estimating vertical strain from radioactive bullet data and the time shift through the reservoir from 4D seismic. However, when the fluid effect of the gas condensate pore-fill was accounted for, the $R^-$ value attributed to strain alone was estimated to be in the much higher range of $R^- = 5 - 10$. This is because at Shearwater the gas bulk modulus decreases with reservoir depletion, counteracting the speed up in the rock frame modulus caused by compaction.

Separating the pressure and saturation related components from reservoir level time-lapse signal, such as amplitude changes, has been a major goal for time-lapse seismic community (see for example Landrø et al., 2001; Floricich, 2006). The addition of compaction-related effects further complicates this (e.g. Corzo and MacBeth, 2006).

Velocity changes due to compaction

In addition to the fluid effect, there is a high degree of uncertainty around determining the actual velocity changes due to rock compaction. There have now been many examples of a simple $R$-factor model being used to explain the time shifts observed through the overburden. However, there is significant controversy over whether such a simple model can be applicable in the reservoir.

Using the $R$ factor model, Hatchell and Bourne (2005b) proposed that an asymmetry exists between the velocity-stress dependency under compaction and under extension. I used this assumption earlier for forward modelling. While this asymmetry can be used practically to help to explain time-lapse observations and improve the match with geomechanical models, as Bauer et al. (2008) note, this model implies a sharp discontinuity of the slope of $\Delta V_p/\epsilon_{zz}$ at zero strain, which is unlikely.

Instead this apparent asymmetry may be explained by a number of factors. First, the linearisation of velocity and strain used in the $R$ factor model is based on small strain perturbations. Outside the reservoir, strains are typically in the order of $10^{-3}$ compared with inside the compacting reservoir where they may be an order of magnitude larger (up to a few percent).

Some authors have suggested this asymmetry may be due to the different stress-paths followed by the overburden and the underburden (e.g. Sayers, 2007; Scott Jr, 2007).
In addition, if the rock fails and enters the plastic regime as may happen in the reservoir (e.g. Kristiansen et al., 2005; Fjær et al., 2008) then post-failure velocity-stress is not a phenomenon that is easily (or usually) measured in the laboratory and therefore not well understood.

If it were possible to understand the rock velocity changes inside the reservoir, which would be required to decouple the fluid changes from the rock changes, one would also have to be able to confidently measure the time shift at top and base reservoir, which can be problematic.

The time shift across the reservoir is difficult to measure

Measuring time shifts at top and base reservoir can be very difficult, especially if the reservoir is thin. Several factors complicate time shift measurements at the reservoir level. Firstly, Figure 3.1 shows that we expect an instantaneous change in gradient of the time shifts at top and base reservoir, where velocity reduction above and below the reservoir is interrupted by speed-up inside the reservoir. Usually, time shifts are measured using a windowed cross-correlation measurement. The windowed nature of cross-correlation means that if the window used is too long it will contain areas of both positive and negative time shift and these sharp changes will be lost (e.g. Tigrek and Hatchell, 2006; Staples et al., 2007). This is especially a problem when the reservoir is has a relatively small time-thickness in which case even the shortest practical correlation windows can contain signal from both top and base reservoir. Furthermore, if the reflectivity is strongly changed because of the reservoir acoustic impedance changes or tuning effects, methods which rely on comparing the similarity of time-lapse traces to estimate the time shift will be invalid (Williamson et al., 2007). In contrast, we expect the overburden to be free from both these problems. Strain is predicted to vary gradually in the overburden and because velocity changes are small we expect negligible reflectivity changes. I will discuss this issue in further detail later in this chapter in relation to the specific techniques used to measure time shifts.
3.4 Time-lapse seismic data quality and time shift measurements

So far I have identified a generalized time-lapse time shift signal above, inside and below the centre of a compacting reservoir. Our ability to use these time shifts qualitatively for reservoir management relies on our ability to confidently and accurately measure them. Before discussing in detail specific methods of estimating time shifts I first discuss how improvements in time-lapse seismic data quality has lead to our ability to detect these small time shifts in the first place.

It is now widely accepted that we can observe subtle (often <2 samples) time-lapse time shifts around geomechanically active reservoirs. Our confidence that these observations are real comes from a growing confidence in the quality of time-lapse seismic data and the fact that we are increasingly able to forward predict the gross features of our observations. However, such subtle measurements were not always possible because production-related time shifts were contaminated by noise.

In the earliest days of time-lapse seismic, so-called legacy data was typical. In this case, the baseline survey may have been an old exploration or development seismic survey. The legacy survey often had different acquisition and processing parameters to the monitor, leading to significant differences between the base and monitor which were unrelated to dynamic reservoir changes. To account for these differences a process known as cross-equalization was developed. This broad term encompasses several signal processing techniques that were used to compensate for differences in processing and acquisition such as trace interpolation onto a common grid, amplitude balancing, spectral balancing and image warping. For an overview of cross-equalization see Ross and Cunningham (1996).

As part of the cross-equalization process image warping was commonly used as a final step, to correct for gross vertical misalignments (time shifts) and horizontal misalignments between the data sets (Rickett and Lumley, 2001; Hall et al., 2002) possibly in a cyclic sequence of cross equalization. However, improvements in data quality due to dedicated 4D acquisition and processing mean that warping is now rarely required as part of the cross-equalization process, because the sources of noise that cause non production-related misalignments have been eliminated or greatly reduced. Indeed, warping is now more commonly used to study the more subtle
production-induced misalignments between time-lapse surveys (Hall et al., 2002; Hall, 2006; Rickett et al., 2006; Williamson et al., 2007).

So, how much has data quality improved since the earliest 4D experiments? As the technological and economic benefits of 4D seismic data became more apparent there was a drive for better quality time-lapse images. Big leaps were made when the geophysical community realized that dedicated parallel processing was needed. Whereas early 4D processing tried to correct for differences in acquisition and processing in the post-stack domain (e.g. Rickett and Lumley, 2001), processors instead started with the raw pre-stack seismic data and processed the base and monitor in parallel (e.g. Magesan et al., 2005). This greatly reduced processing errors (differing algorithms or migration velocity fields, for example) and allowed quality control at every stage of the processing sequence. A second step-change in data quality can be attributed to recent efforts to repeat source and receiver positions as accurately as possible. Calvert (2005) suggests that:

\[(\text{Monitor} + \text{Error}_2) - (\text{Base} + \text{Error}_1) = \text{small production-related change}\]

where the definition of Error can include a host of phenomenon that will damage the time-lapse seismic signal, such as random noise, water velocity variations, source and receiver positioning errors, overburden heterogeneities and the effects of processing. Where we are unable to eliminate sources of error, a second approach suggested by Calvert is to repeat errors as accurately as possible, so that they are differenced away. One source of the errors is non-repeatability of the ray path, which is controlled by source and receiver position repeatability. For example, in the case of distortions caused by overburden heterogeneity, if the seismic ray paths between base and monitor surveys are repeated with enough accuracy, then distortions due to these heterogeneities will be differenced away.

Most time-lapse seismic surveys are now dedicated to the purpose of reservoir management, so that the base survey acquisition and processing are designed with future monitor surveys in mind. For marine seismic data steerable streamers are now commonly used to repeat the acquisition geometry as closely as possible (e.g. Eiken et al., 2003). A further development is at the Valhall Field where permanent Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC) has been used with excellent results in the BP Life of Field Seismic (LOFS) project. Errors in receiver positions are essentially eliminated.
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because the receiver cables are trenched in the seabed at a depth of 1m (Kommedal et al., 2005). Careful source positioning has resulted in such good repeatability that automated workflows can be used to produce a rapid turnaround between acquisition and processing. van Gestel et al. (2008b) report achieving fully processed time-lapse data just three weeks after the last shot of the survey.

One measure of the quality of time-lapse data can be quantified by examining the now common metric NRMS (normalized root-mean-square) given by:

\[
NRMS = 2 \frac{RMS(a(t) - b(t))}{RMS(a(t)) + RMS(b(t))}
\]  

(3.2)

where RMS is defined as:

\[
RMS = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{t_1}^{t_2} a(t)^2}{N}}
\]  

(3.3)

and \(N\) is the number of samples in the interval \([t_1, t_2]\) (Kragh and Christie, 2002). The value of NRMS tells us how similar the two traces \(a\) and \(b\) are over the time interval \([t_1, t_2]\). Numerically it varies between 0 and 2. If the two traces are identical, \(NRMS = 0\). If the two traces are anti-correlated (i.e. \(b = -a\)) then \(NRMS = 2\). When the two traces are entirely made of random noise, \(NRMS = \sqrt{2}\). Multiplying by 100 then gives what is commonly termed the percentage NRMS, although the term percentage is misleading as NRMS ranges from 0 to 200%! NRMS is a common metric used to judge the improvement due to cross-equalization. While NRMS is not an absolute metric, it can give a qualitative idea of the general level of repeatability.

A literature survey reveals that in the North Sea early legacy time-lapse surveys had NRMS values of 60% or higher, while the NRMS values for more recent 4D-specific surveys were generally below 40%. More recently, where emphasis has been placed on repeating source and receiver positioning with a high degree of accuracy, NRMS values of 20% or lower are typically achieved (e.g. Eiken et al., 2003; Staples et al., 2006; Osdal et al., 2006; Furre et al., 2006).
3.5 Why do we need to improve current methods of time shift estimation?

Even though the quality of time lapse seismic data is constantly being improved, there remain inherent limitations on the accurate measurement of time-lapse time shifts using the most common methods. In this section I review these limitations.

3.5.1 Cross-correlation

By far the most common technique used at present to estimate time shifts is local window cross-correlation. The cross-correlation of two time sequences \( a \) and \( b \) is defined as:

\[
c_j = \frac{1}{N + M - 1} \sum_i a_i b_{i+j}
\]  

(3.4)

where \( j \) is called the lag, \( N \) and \( M \) are the lengths of \( a \) and \( b \) respectively and the sum is taken over all \( N + M - 1 \) possible products (Gubbins, 2004). Often, the correlation coefficient is normalised so that \( c_j = 1 \) when \( a = b \) and \( c_j = -1 \) when \( a = -b \). The normalised cross-correlation is given by:

\[
c_j = \frac{\sum_i a_i b_{i+j}}{\sqrt{\sum_i a_i a_i \sum b_i b_i}}
\]  

(3.5)

Normalisation makes the correlation coefficients insensitive to variations in local amplitudes. As I discussed in earlier chapters, time shifts around compacting reservoirs are spatially variable. To capture this variability cross-correlation is performed in local windows of data. The window is often multiplied by a taper to mitigate the influence of strong events entering the window edge. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a local cross-correlation performed on a 101 sample section of two traces, \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), which have been tapered with a Hanning window. The traces are taken from a real time-lapse dataset.

The time shift is identified by finding the lag with the maximum cross-correlation coefficient. However, as can clearly seen on Figure 3.2, which shows the cross-correlation function, the peak is not resolved because of the discrete sampling of
the time series, which is usually 4 ms for seismic data. Sub-sample resolution is possible by (a) resampling either the seismic data or the cross-correlation function to some desired resolution or by (b) fitting a function in the vicinity of the maximum cross correlation value. Of these two options a fitting procedure is often used because resampling is a comparatively costly computation process and provides only a marginal improvement in accuracy. If we chose the two points either side of the cross-correlation maximum value then it is trivial to exactly fit a parabola and calculate the lag and cross correlation value associated with the peak.

When significant time shifts occur outside the reservoir in a spatially variable pattern it is more natural to examine a time shift cube, where the time shift has been evaluated at every sample of the seismic trace. This can be viewed in standard seismic visualization packages which allow the extraction of arbitrary slices and horizons, potentially greatly aiding our interpretation capability. However, measuring the time shift at every sample using cross-correlation is not without pitfalls. The windowed nature of the cross correlation measurement means that there are inherent limitations of resolution and accuracy. I will illustrate these limitations by examining an example from a real time-lapse dataset. Figure 5.2 shows two real time-lapse traces from a
time-lapse survey over a compacting reservoir. The time shift is estimated at every sample using three different sized local windows (tapered using a Hanning taper).

The time shifts show the general characteristics of the time shift signal through a compacting reservoir. Time shifts accumulate through the overburden, reaching a maximum at top reservoir. A reduction in travel time can clearly be seen through the reservoir zone. In the underburden time shifts start to accumulate again, before levelling off. Clearly, in the overburden the time shift estimates show more variability as the window length decreases. At top reservoir the breakpoint, where the time shifts start to decrease because of reservoir speed-up, is less well defined. As the window size increases the breakpoint appears earlier. In addition the base reservoir breakpoint is also not well defined for the same reason. This makes measuring the time strain ($\Delta t/t$) over the reservoir zone difficult and prone to error. I will explore these points further.

Figure 3.3: Time shifts between two time-lapse traces measured in local windows at every sample. Three different size windows 13, 25, 51 samples (52, 100, 204ms) were used. Top and base reservoir are shown.
3.5.2 Problems with the cross-correlation approach

To demonstrate inherent problems with the windowed nature of cross-correlation methods I create a seismic trace by imbedding two large reflections (to simulate top and base reservoir) in an otherwise random reflectivity. I have create a second "time-lapse" trace by applying a time-variant time shift which follows our conceptual model of compaction-induced time shifts (Figure 3.4). Next, I try to recover these shifts using sliding window cross correlation. I have used window lengths of 52, 100 and 204ms and show the results with and without the application of a Hanning taper.

Several main points can be observed from this example:

- Tapering and increasing window length stabilizes the time shift estimation.
- Resolution decreases with increasing window size.
- Short windows tend to underestimate the actual time shift.

Resolution

One obvious consequence of windowed measurements is that the length of the window determines the ultimate resolution. For long window lengths rapid changes in the time shift gradient will be averaged within the window. For this reason the time shift at top and base reservoir is not measured correctly by the 204 or 100ms windows and the reduction in time shift over the reservoir zone is smeared. The 52ms does a better job of delineating the reservoir zone, but clearly underestimates the time shift in several places. This is result of window bias, which I will discuss later.

Tapering

One way to understand how tapering helps to stabilize the time shift estimate is to consider cross-correlation in the frequency domain, although the analysis is relevant regardless of whether the calculation is done in the time or frequency domains. If we let $f$ and $g$ be the seismic traces in the time domain then the cross-correlation is defined as $c = f \star g = f(-t) \ast g(t)$, where the star denotes the correlation and the
Figure 3.4: Time shifts measured using various size windows to demonstrate some of the limitations with the cross-correlation technique.
asterisk denotes convolution. The cross-correlation is the convolution of the time-reversed \( f \) with \( g \). Using convolution theorem and the fact that time reversal is equivalent to complex conjugation in the frequency domain, the cross-correlation is defined as \( C = F^* \cdot G \) in the frequency domain, where \( F^* \) is the complex conjugate of \( F \). Therefore, the accuracy of the cross-correlation can be related to the accuracy of the spectra of our two locally windowed time-series.

Without applying a taper we are multiplying our seismic trace by a boxcar in order to take a local cross-correlation. A boxcar function suffers from considerable spectral leakage (Gubbins, 2004) meaning the energy in the spectrum is spread across a range of frequencies around the actual central frequency. Tapering reduces spectral leakage but effectively smooths the amplitude spectrum, reducing the resolution of individual frequencies. The positive side of this smoothing is that noise is attenuated. It also has the effect of equalizing end points of the data to zero, avoiding discontinuities in the convolution. These positive effects result in the more stable estimation shown in Figure 3.4(c).

Prediction bias in short tapered windows

An often overlooked aspect of using short tapered windows is the bias it produces in the cross-correlation. Imagine a reflection event situated at 2000ms (the baseline seismic) and the same event shifted by +6ms so that it is situated at 2006ms (the monitor seismic). In a standard cross-correlation approach we would window and taper both the base and monitor seismic at 2000ms, the location of the original event. For large windows the whole event is captured in the window. However, for increasingly smaller windows the event is gradually shaped by the taper, which has its maximum 6ms earlier than the reflection event. The effect is to bias the cross-correlation and make the time shift appear smaller than it is. The exact amount of bias will be determined by the frequency content of the seismic data and the type of taper that is used to window the data.

To demonstrate this I create a baseline event situated at 0ms and a time-lapse event delayed by 6ms. In accordance with usual practice the cross-correlation window is centered at 0ms in both the base and monitor traces. Figure 3.5 shows a 25Hz Ricker wavelet centred at 6ms before and after tapering the data using a 52ms Hanning window. Both the boxcar and the Hanning taper are centred on 0ms. This example
Figure 3.5: A Ricker wavelet centered on 6ms before and after tapering with a Hanning taper centred on 0ms. The wavelet peak is biased towards 0ms after tapering because the centre of the taper is displaced in relation to the centre of the wavelet.

clearly shows how the wavelet peak is biased towards 0ms after tapering because the centre of the taper is displaced in relation to the centre of the wavelet. If I cross-correlate the Hanning tapered monitor with baseline (also tapered using a Hanning window) then the calculated time shift is 5.17ms, nearly nearly 1ms less than the actual 6ms time shift.

The amount of bias will depend on the following factors,

- Frequency content (higher frequencies, less bias)
- Magnitude of the time shift (smaller time shift, less bias)
- Taper type
- Window size (longer windows, less bias)

To demonstrate the frequency dependency I repeat the above example using Ricker wavelets with several different central frequencies. Figure 3.6(a) is a plot of bias (defined as $\Delta t_{true} - \Delta t_{est}$) against the central frequency of the Ricker wavelet. As predicted, as the central frequency increases the bias is reduced. However, even at
30Hz the bias is still as high as 0.5ms, which could add significant uncertainty to the
time shift estimation.

Figure 3.6(b) shows the impact of the taper length on the bias. In this example the
central frequency of the Ricker wavelets was kept at 25Hz, but an increasingly large
taper was used to window the data. As expected, as the length of the taper increases
the bias is reduced, so that for windows of 200ms the bias is less than 0.1ms, which is
well below the noise level for real data. However, as we saw in the earlier examples,
in order to capture sharp changes in time shift we require small windows. In addition
to the trade-off between noise and resolution, there is also the window-bias effect to
consider.

The magnitude of the time shift is also an important factor. The bias increases
with the magnitude of the time shift. This can be significant as time shifts as large
as 12ms have been observed over some compacting reservoirs (e.g. Magesan et al.,
2005). To demonstrate this I have time shifted a 25Hz Ricker wavelet by an increasing
amount, from 0ms to 12ms. I then calculate the time shift by cross-correlation, first
windowing and tapering the data with a 52ms Hanning window. Figure 3.6(c) shows
the result. The bias increases with increasing time shift. One approach adopted by
many processors is to use smaller windows then to smooth the result after. Ironically
this means that the bias will be made even worse, since smoothing also tends degrade
the magnitude of the true signal.

The type of taper also makes a difference. As noted by Gubbins (2004), a whole
menagerie of tapers are used in signal processing, many without physical basis.
Commonly used tapers are the Hanning, Cosine, Bartlett and Gaussian. Different
windows have optimal properties depending on the application. To show the effect of
window choice on the cross-correlation time shift estimate, I taper two 25Hz Ricker
wavelets delayed by 6ms with a Hanning, Cosine and Bartlett tapers. The bias cause
by the windows is 0.63ms, 0.51ms and 0.91ms respectively.

Conclusion

The standard method of measuring time shifts, using locally windowed cross-
correlation, has many pitfalls. All the synthetic examples I have shown have
been noise-free with no reflectivity changes between the base and monitor times,
demonstrating that these problems are inherent to the local cross-correlation method.
(a) The effect of the central frequency of the Ricker wavelet on the bias.

(b) The effect of the length of the Hanning taper on the bias.

(c) The effect of the magnitude of the time shift on the bias. The time shift between two Ricker wavelets estimated using a 52ms Hanning tapered window for varying time shifts. The bias is the actual time shift minus the estimated time shift.

Figure 3.6
At the heart of these problems is a trade-off between long windows, which are less sensitive to bias but lack the desired resolution, and short windows which provide resolution but are prone to biasing the result.

An additional factor is the effect of 4D noise. The exact nature of 4D noise is complex to understand but it is almost certainly not random (ref). For that reason I have not investigated the effect of noise. However, I can readily conclude based on the published experience of the 4D community that short windows suffer much more from 4D noise than long windows (e.g. Tigrek and Hatchell, 2006; Staples et al., 2007; De Gennaro et al., 2008). The effect of window length and noise is also readily observed in the real data example shown in Figure 5.2.

The implication for time-lapse time shift estimation is that improvements or new methods are needed to address these limitations. However, where the time shift is slowly varying, long windows provide stable cross-correlation results as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. For compacting reservoirs, where overburden velocity slowdown is observed, this implies that we can measure the slowly varying overburden time shift with considerable confidence. However, near or inside the reservoir zone time shift estimates measured by cross-correlation are often unreliable, depending on the time-thickness of the reservoir and frequency content of the seismic data.

3.6 Developments in time shift estimation

The recognition that time-lapse time shifts hold valuable information has led to a drive to develop improved methods of estimating them.

3.6.1 Fast local cross-correlation

The equation for a local cross-correlation between two windows of data $a$ and $b$ was defined earlier as:

$$c_j = \frac{1}{N + M - 1} \sum_i a_i b_{i+j}$$  (3.6)
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where \( j \) is called the **lag**, \( N \) and \( M \) are the lengths of \( a \) and \( b \) respectively and the sum is taken over all \( N + M - 1 \) possible products.

As noted by Rickett et al. (2006) the computational cost of calculating \( c_j \) for \( k \) samples in a seismic volume is \( O(N_k \times N_l \times N_w) \), where \( N_k \) is the number of local correlations, \( N_l \) the number of lags and \( N_w \) the number of samples in the window. For 3-D datasets, which commonly contain tens of millions of samples it is easy to see that this is a very computationally expensive process. Recently two papers Rickett et al. (2006) and Hale (2007) have addressed the issue of reducing the computational cost of performing cross-correlations. Their approaches are different but both reduce the cost of computing local cross-correlations at every sample to \( O(N_k \times N_l) \) by removing the dependence on the window length.

Speeding up the cross-correlation process alone is not an improvement to time shift estimation, since the inherent problems discussed in Section 3.5.2 remain. However, one thing faster execution times do make practical is the cross-correlation of 3D patches of data, instead of individual traces. The cross-correlation of a 3D patch of data in the time-direction is defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c^{(3D)}_{j_x, j_y, j_z} & = \sum_{p_x} \sum_{p_y} \sum_{p_z} a_{p_x, p_y, p_z} b_{p_x + j_x, p_y + j_y, p_z + j_z} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(3.7)

where \( j_x \) is the lag in the \( x \) direction, \( j_y \) the lag in the \( y \) direction and \( j_z \) the lag in the \( z \) direction. Note that this is not the same as warping, which finds the maximum cross-correlation in a 3D sense to estimate a 3D shift that aligns the data. Instead the maximum correlation in the vertical sense (i.e. time) is only found for a 3D patch of data. The method of fast cross-correlation proposed by Hale (2007) uses Gaussian tapers so that 3D 'blobs' of data are cross-correlated, whereas the method proposed by Rickett et al. (2006) uses a boxcar window (i.e. no taper) so that rectangular blocks of data are cross-correlated. As discussed earlier, tapering is necessary, meaning that the algorithm proposed by Hale (2007) is of more practical value for field data.

Cross-correlating 3D patches of data has the apparent effect of smoothing, but it is different to simply smoothing the time shifts calculated from trace-to-trace local cross-correlations. Instead the effect is to average the cross-correlation functions in the 3D patch **before** calculating the time shift by calculation of the maximum cross-correlation.
3.6.2 Inversion-based methods

A different approach to finding the time shift is to use an inversion approach. In this approach an inversion problem is set up to find a time shift that, once applied, minimizes the misfit between two seismic volumes.

The least-squares objective function that describes this problem is:

\[ E = |d - f(m)|^2 \] (3.8)

where the data vector \( d \) contains the baseline seismic data volume, \( x_1(x, y, t) \), the model vector \( m \) contains the time shift volume, \( \tau(x, y, t) \), and the function \( f(m) \) applies these shifts to the monitor survey to give \( x_2(x, y, t + \tau(x, y, t)) \). As the time shifts are themselves a function of time the inversion is a non-linear problem.

The function \( f \) that applies time shifts to the seismic survey is typically an interpolation algorithm. Applying a time shift to a seismic trace involves first shifting the amplitudes by the time shift then, reconstructing the trace at the regular sampling interval. This reconstruction is usually by numerical interpolation such as cubic spline interpolation or sinc interpolation.

There are various options for solving nonlinear least-squares problems. Rickett et al. (2007a) chose the Gauss-Newton method which, proves to be efficient for small time shifts. Gauss-Newton works by linearizing the nonlinear operator around the current model, solving the resulting linear problem, updating the model, and iterating (see Aster et al., 2005, for example).

Additional constraints can be put into the objective function in order to regularize the inverse problem and give the solution some desired characteristics. A common form of regularization is to minimize the first or second gradient of a solution. Rickett et al. (2007a) choose to minimize the second derivative of the time shift estimate, in order that the first derivative be stable. I will address the reasons for this later in this chapter. Adding in this regularisation, our objective function becomes:

\[ E = |d - f(m)|^2 + \alpha^2 |\nabla^2 m| \] (3.9)

where \( \alpha^2 \) controls the relative importance of the smoothness in the inverse solution. A more detailed derivation of the inversion method can be found in Appendix A.
To demonstrate how the inversion presented can offer potential improvements compared to local cross-correlations I use the same synthetic example presented earlier in Figure 3.4. I recover the time shifts using the inversion scheme presented above. The result shown in Figure 3.7 is a clear improvement on the local cross-correlation approach.

3.7 Time shifts and time strains

So far, I have described approaches to estimate time shift. In addition to time shifts, time strains, the vertical derivatives of time shifts are of great interest. Time shifts accumulate along the seismic ray path. For a vertical ray path the time shift at a particular point is the sum of travel time differences due to all the layers above. To assess what is happening at a particular point in the subsurface, we need to differentiate this integrated measurement to give the fractional change in travel time at that location. For example, consider two reflection events, A and B, with travel times $t_A$ and $t_B$ on the base trace and have times $t_A + \tau(t_A)$ and $t_B + \tau(t_B)$ on the monitor trace. The fractional change in travel time between these two events on the two surveys is given by:

$$\Delta t_{AB} = \frac{\tau(t_B) - \tau(t_A)}{t_B - t_A}$$

(3.10)

in the limit that the distance between A and B becomes very small, then the right side of Equation 3.10 becomes a differential:

$$\frac{\Delta t}{t} = \frac{\partial \tau}{\partial t}$$

(3.11)

Equation 3.11 indicates that by taking the vertical derivative of the time shift volume, we can produce a volume that describes the fractional change in travel time. I showed in Chapter 2 that this fractional change in travel time can be decomposed into a vertical strain component and a fractional change in velocity:

$$\frac{\Delta t}{t} \approx \frac{\Delta z}{z} - \frac{\Delta v}{v}$$

(3.12)
Figure 3.7: Time shifts estimated using an inversion approach compared with those estimated by local cross-correlations.
In an analogy with physical strain, the fraction change in travel time may be called time strain. The derivative of the time-lapse time shifts is essentially a layer-stripping process that converts the averaged time shift measurement into the interval time strain. By converting the time shift into an interval property, it can be interpreted more directly than accumulated time shifts. Figure 6.4 shows the interpretive potential of time strains. Time shifts at the Genesis Field, a compacting turbidite reservoir in the Gulf of Mexico, are shown on the left and the time strains on the right. The time strains are instantly more interpretable. A distinction can be made between the stretching and accompanying velocity slow-down in overburden (blue) and compaction and velocity increase in the reservoir (red). In addition to the improved interpretation value, time strains have attractive physical properties. I will show in the next chapter how time strain (but not time shifts) can be linearly related to reservoir pressure changes. Unfortunately, taking the derivative of the time shift volume tends to boost noise. As a consequence time strain estimates are generally noisier and less robust than time shift estimates.

In the paper 4D time strain and the seismic signature of geomechanical compaction at Genesis Rickett et al. (2007a) show that the inversion approach to time shift estimation can yield superior estimates to time strain compared to local cross-correlation methods. This is because, in the inversion approach, the stability of
"compaction" anomaly may be caused purely by an increase in seismic velocity, and a "dilation" anomaly may be caused purely by a drop in velocity. The companion paper in this special section ("Inverting for pressure using time-lapse..."

Figure 3.9: Synthetic test of time shift estimation algorithms. A 1D synthetic data set was created with time shifts given by the blue curves in (a) and (c), and time strains given by the blue curves in (b) and (d). The red curves show the recovered functions with the cross-correlation technique, panels (a) and (b), and the nonlinear inversion, panels (c) and (d). After Rickett et al. (2007a)

the time shift derivative can be built-in to the objective function, ensuring that the time shift estimate also gives a stable time strain.

The examples given in Rickett et al. (2007a) are shown in Figure 3.9. Indeed, the time strain estimates generated by inversion are far superior to those generated by local cross-correlations. However, the time shift examples in Figure 3.9 are not very representative of a true compaction-induced time-lapse time shifts. The time shifts between zones all change monotonically and the smallest zone has a thickness of ∼200ms two-way-time. At the beginning of this chapter I showed time shifts generated from a geomechanical model, albeit a very simple one. That model showed a 30ms-thick reservoir. The time shift accumulates smoothly through the reservoir before reducing sharply in the reservoir zone and then continuing smoothly in the overburden. This simple model, even though idealized, is more similar to observations from field data. This reservoir time-thickness is more representative of Genesis, where the stacked turbidite reservoirs are at most ∼50ms thick and also Valhall, where the compacting zone is approximately 30ms thick.

Therefore, I conduct a similar comparison of local cross-correlation versus inversion using the time shifts from the model presented at the beginning of the chapter. The difference from the earlier time shift estimation examples is that we are now interested in the ability to recover time strain in addition to time shifts.

To conduct this experiment I create a base seismic trace by convolving a random reflectivity with a Ricker wavelet which has a central frequency of 25Hz. I then
Figure 3.10: Synthetic test of time shift estimation algorithms. A 1D synthetic data set was created with time shifts and time strains given by the grey curves. The blue crosses show the recovered functions using the cross-correlation technique using a cosine tapered window with lengths of 120ms, 240ms and 400ms.

create the monitor trace by applying the time shifts through the centre of a depleting disk-shaped reservoir, which I generated earlier in the chapter.

The time shifts were estimated using local cross-correlations with three different window lengths (120ms, 240ms and 400ms) all with Hanning tapers applied, and with the inversion scheme. For the inversion scheme the $\alpha$ value, which in the objective function weights the importance given to the minimization of the second derivative, is set to 10, 100 and 1000. The time strain is calculated using the numerical derivative i.e. $(\tau_{i+1} - \tau_i)/s$, where $\tau$ is the time shift at sample $i$ and $s$ is the sampling rate of the seismic data, which in this case is 4ms. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the result of the test.

Clearly, as was originally found by Rickett et al. (2007a), the time strains produced by the inversion technique are far superior to the local cross-correlation technique, even
Figure 3.11: Synthetic test of time shift estimation algorithms. A 1D synthetic data set was created with time shifts and time strains given by the grey curves. The blue crosses show the recovered functions using the inversion technique with $\alpha$ values (weighting the importance of the second derivative in the objective function) set at 1, 100 and 1000.
for the lowest $\alpha$ value. In this geomechanically-based example however we are made aware that the inversion approach does have some of the limitations of the cross-correlation technique. I find a similar trade-off between the stability and resolution of the time shifts and time strains. Clearly if we strongly weight the importance of the second derivative in the objective function then we achieve more accurate time shifts and time strains away from the reservoir, at the expense of resolution inside the reservoir zone. This is a result of the underlying assumption in the inversion that the time strain is slowly varying, which in reality is not the case.

### 3.8 Summary

This chapter has investigated the time shift signature around a compacting reservoir. I have taken a very simple example of a compacting disk in a homogeneous half-space and used simple strain-velocity transforms to give the time shift for a seismic trace through the centre of the reservoir.

In the first section of this chapter I focused on how different models of velocity change inside the reservoir can dramatically change our predictions of time shifts at reservoir level and in the underburden, because of the cumulative nature of time shifts. In general, a large amount of uncertainty remains when calculating the velocity change inside the reservoir because of the many complex contributing factors. In the overburden, however, for zero offset traces, a simple linear relationship between velocity change and strain has proved effective when matching modelled time shifts from geomechanical models to several field examples. In this thesis I will suggest ways of using the overburden time shift signature to infer changes in the reservoir zone. By using the overburden signal we avoid the complexities involved in separating all the components contributing to the reservoir level signature.

Next, I investigated how accurately time shifts can be estimated. Despite the ever-increasing quality of time-lapse seismic data there remain some inherent problems with the standard methods used to estimate time shifts, which means even with noise-free synthetic data our ability to accurately recover time shift estimates is limited. I investigated the method of local cross-correlations and found that there is a trade-off between long windows, which are less sensitive to bias but lack the desired resolution, and short windows which provide resolution but are prone to bias the result. I also
found that tapering the local window is necessary, but that the taper chosen can also influence the result. I concluded that these problems were significant where time shifts vary slowly, such as in the overburden. Again the using the overburden time shifts we avoid the complexities in and around the reservoir zone.

I also introduced the concept of time strain, which will be important feature in the next chapters of this thesis. Time strains are the derivative of time shifts and convert time shifts into an interval property, which can be interpreted more directly than accumulated time shifts. Unfortunately, taking the derivative of the time shift volume tends to boost noise. As a consequence, time strain estimates are generally noisier and less robust than time shift estimates.

An inversion-based time shift estimation scheme first presented by Rickett et al. (2007a) offers an alternative route to the calculation of time-shifts. This method maximizes the smoothness of the time strain function as part of the objective function and as a result produces more stable estimates of time strain. However, I was critical of the examples presented in Rickett et al. (2007a) because they were not based on realistic geomechanical modelling. I repeated the experiment based on a simple geomechanical model of a thin compacting reservoir. I found that in general the inversion method was indeed superior to the local cross-correlation method. However, there is also a trade-off with this method: We again sacrifice resolution in the reservoir zone for stability outside of it.

I have shown that when the reservoir zone of is included in our analysis we introduce several complexities. Firstly, the velocity change is hard to characterize because of the complex processes inside the reservoir. Secondly, all our current time shift estimation methods struggle to correctly estimate the time shift around the reservoir zone.

I stress that the pursuit of understanding the reservoir level signature is an important goal. However, studying the reservoir changes in terms of time shifts through the reservoir alone is not sufficient. To characterize the sharp changes around the reservoir zone alternative methods are required such as those being investigated by Corzo and MacBeth (2006) where geomechanical and reservoir engineering information is integrated into the reservoir level interpretation. With the tools available at present the overburden offers one alternative way to characterize changes inside the reservoir, without the complication of the reservoir-level signal. The rest
of this thesis will develop this idea further.
Inverting for reservoir strain using time-lapse time shifts and time strains

In previous chapters I have shown how time-lapse time shifts are observed throughout the 4D seismic volume around compacting reservoirs. I have also suggested that these time shifts can be transformed to 3D estimates of vertical strain, under appropriate assumptions. In this chapter I will establish a linear relationship between time shifts in the overburden and reservoir strain, using simple geomechanical models. This linear relationship forms the basis for a linear inversion to estimate reservoir strain directly from 4D seismic measurements.
4.1 Introduction

In the first two chapters we have seen how reservoir depletion of certain reservoirs can lead to reservoir compaction and can cause significant time-lapse changes in the rocks surrounding the reservoir. While these non-reservoir 4D seismic changes can potentially obscure or contribute to the reservoir-level signal, making the 4D interpretation uncertain, if used appropriately they may also provide information on the actual reservoir pressure changes. In this chapter I will formulate a linear inversion for reservoir pressure change using these non-reservoir changes.

My starting point is the linear relationship between fractional change in time-lapse time shift, which I will term \( \text{time strain} \), and physical strain in the earth, which was proposed by Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) and was derived in the previous chapter.

\[ \frac{\Delta t}{t} \approx (1 + R) \varepsilon_{zz} \]  

(4.1)

This equation shows that if we can estimate the value of \( R \) and vertical strain \( \varepsilon_{zz} \) then we can directly estimate time-lapse time strains. It also shows that we can do the inverse and estimate vertical strain from time-lapse time strains. As seen in the previous chapter, the earth around the reservoir strains as a direct result of reservoir pressure changes. In this chapter I will show that we can rewrite vertical strains as a linear function of the reservoir pressure changes that caused them, allowing us to perform a linear inversion for reservoir pressure directly from 4D seismic data. Note the distinction between time shift and time strain. Time strain and vertical strain are instantaneous properties, whereas the time shift is a cumulative property.

To recast Equation 4.1 in terms of time shift we need to integrate the time strain between the surface and a depth of interest \( z \).

\[ \Delta t(z) \approx 2(1 + R) \int_0^d \frac{\varepsilon_{zz}(z)}{V_0(z)} dz + t_0 \]  

(4.2)

where \( t_0 \) is a static time shift, such as that created by sea floor surface subsidence. The relationship between depth and time is defined by the initial velocity function \( V_0(z) \) (i.e. the velocity before any strain-induced velocity changes caused by reservoir production).
On first inspection it is easy to see that working with the instantaneous properties of vertical strain and time strain greatly simplifies the problem and is a more natural choice over the cumulative properties of time shifts. However, there may be cases where it is preferable to work with time shifts rather than time strains, for example when time strains are difficult to measure. In this case we need to evaluate the integral in Equation 5.2 which means we are only able to preserve a linear relationship between the time shift and strain when the initial velocity function $V(z)$ can be assumed to be constant. Regardless of whether we use time shifts or time strains, in both cases we wish to relate the induced strain in the overburden directly to reservoir pressure.

The formulation of an inversion for reservoir pressure from overburden changes can be split into two components. One component is the identification of a suitable forward operator that can describe observed strain as a linear function of reservoir pressure, which will be investigated in this chapter. The second component is the estimation of 4D seismic time shifts and time strains, which form the input data to our inversion, as discussed in the previous chapter of this thesis.

Relating reservoir pressure changes to observed strains is a geomechanical problem. Geomechanical approaches that tackle this problem can be split into three categories; analytical, semi-analytical and numerical.

**Analytical:** Estimating strain due to reservoir pressure changes using analytical methods quickly becomes a complex problem for anything other than very simple geometries and material properties. Analytical solutions are only feasible in homogeneous linear-poroelastic (HLP) whole or halfspaces for reservoirs which simple geometries. A commonly used analytical solution is a uniformly disk-shaped reservoir situated in a HLP halfspace, commonly known as the Geertsma model (Geertsma, 1966). This model was later recovered as a special case by Segall (1992), who provides an analytical solution for axisymmetric depletion patterns and reservoir shapes (such as a dome structure) in a HLP halfspace. While these models are useful for insights into the stress, strain and displacement around reservoirs (Fjær et al., 2008) they rarely represent real reservoir geometries or depletion scenarios.

**Semi-analytical:** The analytical solutions described above use the nucleus of strain approach. Deformation due to a point source (a nucleus of strain) is described
analytically and then integrated over the area of the reservoir. Deriving
the expression for a point-source deformation and performing an analytical
integration of this over a volume is only tractable for simple media and reservoir
shapes. If we wish to include arbitrary reservoir shapes or more complex
material properties, such as a layered media, then these solutions quickly
become too complex to be solved analytically. Semi-analytical models are
models that are rooted in the analytical approach. They aim to maintain as
much simplicity as possible, but employ numerical methods where necessary.

**Numerical:** For complex problems with arbitrary material properties and complex
geometries the problem can only be solved using fully numerical methods.
The standard method to solve complex deformation problems is the finite
element method (e.g. Smith and Griffiths (2004)). The finite element
method is a powerful tool. However, there is a cost associated with the
increased complexity. Models are time-consuming to build and computationally
expensive to run. Also, while finite element modeling may correctly capture
some degree of the earth’s heterogeneity, the misparameterisation of such models
can give misleading results. As we discussed in Chapter 2, the parametrisation
of geomechanical properties is a difficult problem because of the sparse nature
of hard data measurements.

My approach will take the semi-analytical route. This route provides a compromise
between the inflexibility of analytical solutions and the complexity, uncertainty
and time-consuming nature of numerical modeling. In many cases semi-analytical
solutions can give a good approximation of the fully numerical solution, capturing
the essential phenomena but not the fine detail of the problem, with the advantage of
requiring minimal parametrisation and being computationally fast. The philosophy
I adopt is to start simply and only add complexity if we find that our simplifying
assumptions break down.

In the next section I use the governing equations for deformation in a poroelastic
media as a framework to obtain a semi-analytical linear relationship between reservoir
pressure change and vertical strain.
4.2 Deformation in a poroelastic medium

4.2.1 Governing equations

Biot (1941) derived constitutive equations for a linear-poroelastic material which relate solid stress $\sigma_{ij}$, solid strain $\varepsilon_{ij}$, changes in fluid mass $\Delta m$ and fluid pressure $p$ in a porous medium:

\[
\sigma_{ij} = 2\mu\varepsilon_{ij} + \frac{2\mu\nu}{1 - 2\nu} \varepsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij} - \alpha p \delta_{ij} \tag{4.3a}
\]

\[
\Delta m = m - m_0 = \frac{\alpha(1 - 2\nu)\rho_0}{2\mu(1 + \nu)} \left[ \sigma_{kk} + \frac{3}{B} p \right] \tag{4.3b}
\]

In addition to the standard elastic parameters, Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ and shear modulus $\mu$, for a solid linear elastic medium, there are two additional parameters that describe the fluid interaction with the rock: Biot’s coefficient $\alpha$ and Skempton’s coefficient $B$.

Biot’s coefficient can be thought of as the load taken by the rock grains. Imagine all pore space is filled with fluid and that all the solid phase consists of material elements which respond isotropically with the same bulk modulus $K_g$. If we simultaneously apply a pore pressure $p = p_0$ and external stresses amounting to compression by $p_0$ on all faces, then the result is a local stress state of $-p_0\delta_{ij}$ on each point of the solid phase. The induced local stresses will cause the solid phase to strain by an amount $-p_0\delta_{ij}/3K_g$. Using this concept the definition of Biot’s coefficient can be derived (Biot and Willis, 1957; Nur and Byerlee, 1971):

\[
\alpha = 1 - \frac{K}{K_g} \tag{4.4}
\]

where $K$ is the bulk modulus of the rock mass under drained conditions i.e. fluid is allowed to flow in and out of a material element in a manner that maintains pore pressure. Biot’s coefficient varies between 0 and 1.

Skempton’s pore pressure coefficient relates the pore-pressure to induced mean stress under undrained conditions, i.e. the fluid is constrained from flowing in or out of the material element during deformation. Its value lies between zero and one and is a
measure of how the applied stress is distributed between the skeletal framework and the fluid. It will tend toward one for saturated soils because the fluid will support the load and tend toward zero for gas-filled pores because the pore framework will take the load.

\[ p = -\frac{B\sigma_{kk}}{3} \] (4.5)

Rice and Cleary (1976) formulate equations 4.3a and 4.3b with emphasis on the two limiting behaviours described above, drained and undrained. They introduce the undrained elastic constants, \( \nu_u \), \( \lambda_u \) and \( K_u \). The undrained Poisson’s ratio \( \nu_u \) has the standard definition of Poisson’s ratio, but is measured under undrained conditions (i.e. \( \delta m = 0 \) in equation 4.3b). As the shear modulus \( \mu \) is unaffected by the fluid pore fill then \( \lambda_u \) and \( K_u \) can be calculated using the standard relationships by inserting \( \nu_u \).

Using these constitutive relationships we can derive the equations that give the displacements induced in a poroelastic medium by a change in pore-fluid mass (reservoir depletion or inflation). Assuming the material can be treated as continuum and neglecting inertial forces, then conservation of linear momentum leads to the equilibrium equation:

\[ \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial x_j} - b_i = 0 \] (4.6)

where \( b_i \) are external body forces (e.g. gravity). Strain \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) and displacement \( u_i \) are related by

\[ \varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \] (4.7)

The equilibrium equation (Equation 4.6) can be rewritten in terms of stress and strain by using the strain and displacement relation (Equation 4.7) together with the constitutive equations (Equation 4.3a) to give the governing equation:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \lambda_u \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial x_k} \right] \delta_{ij} = \alpha \frac{\partial p}{\partial x_i} + b_i \] (4.8)
Solving the forward problem involves finding the pore-pressure distribution on the righthand side of Equation 4.8. This can be obtained by combining Darcy’s law with the conservation of fluid mass. For an isotropic material, ignoring body forces acting on the fluid, Darcy’s law states:

\[ q_i = -\frac{\rho_0 \kappa \partial p}{\eta \partial x_i} \]  

(4.9)

where \( q_i \) is the fluid mass flux, \( \kappa \) permeability, \( \rho_0 \) fluid density and \( \eta \) fluid viscosity. Conservation of fluid mass requires

\[ \frac{\partial q_i}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial m}{\partial t} = 0 \]  

(4.10)

Combining equations Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10 yields the diffusion equation:

\[ c(x) \nabla^2 m = \frac{\partial m}{\partial t} \]  

(4.11)

where \( c(x) \) is the hydraulic diffusivity which is a spatially variable function of porosity, permeability, fluid compressibility and fluid viscosity.

**Coupled fluid flow and deformation**

The preceding equations clearly show that changes in fluid mass and displacements are coupled in a linear poroelastic medium. Generally, in reservoir engineering, the flow equation (Equation 4.11) is solved independently of the stress equations, which makes the problem theoretically simpler, less computationally expensive and in most cases where stress changes in the reservoir are small, is a good approximation. Pseudo-coupling is often used to account for reservoir compaction. The overburden stress \( \sigma_{ob} \) is assumed to be constant and is used to calculate the reservoir effective stress which is defined as \( \sigma_{eff} = \sigma_{ob} - \alpha P_{pore} \), where \( P_{pore} \) is the pore pressure. Porosity is then assumed to be some function of effective stress, which may be theoretical or based on laboratory tests, and is recalculated as the effective stress in the reservoir changes.

This approach is incorrect in strongly compacting reservoirs. The coupled poroelastic equations show that we expect overburden stress to change as the reservoir compacts.
and, therefore, the assumption of constant overburden stress used in pseudo-coupling is invalid. This can lead to incorrect estimates of effective stress and reservoir compaction. Figure 4.1 compares the compaction predicted using the pseudo-coupling with a fully-coupled approach, for an idealized North Sea reservoir (Sen and Settari, 2005). Compaction is predicted by pseudo-coupled modeling and the fully coupled modeling under two depletion scenarios: depletion for 25 years and partial depletion for 15 years followed by repressurization by water flood. Ignoring the coupling leads to significant errors in the predictions.

![Figure 4.1: Compaction predicted by uncoupled versus coupled modeling. After Sen and Settari (2005).](image)

**A linear model for deformation**

The problem of predicting deformations due to reservoir pressure changes and its inverse can be cast as linear if we treat it as quasi-static, i.e. we can assume a steady state has been achieved. If the pressure source term is no longer taken to have a time dependency then it appears on the righthand side only. Since it does not multiply the displacement field both the forward and inverse problems are linear. As noted by Vasco et al. (2000), with the exception of the righthand side Equation 4.8 is identical to the equation governing static displacements in an elastic medium (Aki and Richards, 2002). This linearity means that given a pressure change distribution we can calculate the resultant displacements or given overburden strains we can invert for reservoir pressure changes.
Pressure or volume changes?

In the above approach the equations are set out in terms of pressure sources but can equally be recast to be in terms of volume changes. Whatever the choice, it is important to recognise that they are mathematically equivalent because in a linear-elastic system pressure and volume change are linearly related. The choice does not effect the nature of the solution to equation 4.8. If we define the source term (the right-hand side of Equation 4.8) as \( f_i(x) \) then the source can be written as a function of pressure:

\[
f_i(x) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} [\alpha \Delta p] \delta_{ij} - b_i(x)
\]  

(4.12)

or in terms of volume change:

\[
f_i(x) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} [B \Delta v] \delta_{ij} - b_i(x)
\]  

(4.13)

where volume change is derived from the change in fluid mass, \( \Delta v = K_u \Delta m/\rho_0 \). \( K_u \) is the undrained bulk modulus and \( \rho_0 \) is the initial density. The important thing to realize is that under a linear elastic system swapping between strain and pressure is only a matter of scaling. In reality, however, the relationship between strain and pore pressure is most likely non-linear.

4.2.2 A Green’s function solution

Segall (1992) shows that the displacement in a poroelastic medium can be generated by a distribution of centres of dilatation with a magnitude proportional to \( \alpha \Delta p(\zeta, t) \). This provides a solution to the governing equations of linear poroelasticity (Equation 4.8). The \( i \)th component of the displacement tensor \( u_i \) at an observation point \( x \) in the subsurface, given by a center of dilatation located at \( \zeta \) is given by:

\[
u_i(x, t) = \frac{\alpha}{\mu} \int_v \Delta p(\zeta, t) g_i(x, \zeta) dV_\zeta
\]  

(4.14)
Following this approach the problem becomes one of finding a suitable displacement Green’s function, \( g_i(\mathbf{x}, \zeta) \). Given a displacement Green’s function the strain Green’s functions are found by taking the appropriate derivatives:

\[
\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right)
\]  

where the subscripts \( i \) and \( j \) can be the numbers 1, 2, 3, representing the \( x \)-, \( y \)- and \( z \)-axis respectively. The stress tensor is easily calculated by combining elements of the strain tensor and the elastic properties of the material. Assuming undrained conditions (i.e. no pore pressure change in the material surrounding the nucleus) the stress tensor is related to strain by:

\[
\sigma_{ij} = 2\mu \varepsilon_{ij} + 2\mu \nu \sum_k \varepsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij}
\]

The displacement Green’s function in Equation 4.14 could be calculated in various ways. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, there is a trade-off between the advantages of simple solutions, such as the nucleus of strain method for a homogeneous elastic whole-space (Fjær et al., 1992) or halfspace (Geertsma, 1966), which are easy to implement, computationally fast and require little parametrisation, and the complexity of more sophisticated numerical techniques, such as finite element methods, which require a greater number of parameters and are computationally expensive. In keeping with the philosophy outlined in the introduction to this chapter I explore the simplest solution that is representative the problem, the superposition of point sources in a homogeneous linear poroelastic halfspace.

### 4.2.3 Nucleus of strain in a linear poroelastic homogeneous halfspace

A general solution to this problem was first presented independently by Mindlin and Cheng (1950) and Sen (1943) within the framework of thermoelasticity and adapted to poroelasticity by Geertsma (1966), who provides an analytical Green’s function for a nucleus of strain in a homogeneous linear poroelastic halfspace. The general expression for displacement at the radial distance \( r \) and depth \( z \) due to an
infinitesimal nucleus of strain located at \((0, 0, c)\) is given by:

\[
\overrightarrow{u}_l^* = \frac{C_m \Delta p}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{R_1}{R_1^3} + \frac{(3 - 4\nu)R_2}{R_2^3} - \frac{6z(z + c)R_2}{R_2^5} - \frac{2k}{R_2} \left( (3 - 4\nu)(z + c) - z \right) \right] \tag{4.17}
\]

where \(R_1^2 = r^2 + (z - c)^2\), \(R_2^2 = r^2 + (z + c)^2\) which relates to the image source and is introduced to create a traction-free surface, \(\overrightarrow{k}\) is the unit vector in the \(z\)-direction and \(C_m\) is the uniaxial compaction coefficient, which is given by:

\[
C_m = \frac{\alpha(1 - 2\nu)}{2\mu(1 - \nu)} \tag{4.18}
\]

Uniaxial deformation?

Referring to the previous discussion on the interchangeability of pressure and volume change in a linear elastic system we see that:

\[
C_m \Delta p = \frac{\Delta V}{V} = \varepsilon_v \tag{4.19}
\]

The solution of the fundamental equations result in the finding that the volumetric strain caused by a unit dilatation (pressure sink) is not proportional to the material bulk compressibility \((C_b)\) as one might intuitively expect, but rather proportional to another constant \(C_m\). For typical values of Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus in rocks \(C_b > C_m\) The physical reason for this is the way that stress is distributed around the nuclei (Fjær et al., 2008).

As I showed earlier, the total strain due to reservoir depletion is found by integrating the contributions of individual strain nuclei of the volume of the reservoir. Geertsma gave \(C_m\) the term \textit{uniaxial compaction coefficient} because for horizontal reservoirs of \textit{infinite lateral extent} the total deformation is indeed uniaxial (i.e. all the deformation is in the vertical direction). This is often the source of much confusion. In Geertsma’s terminology the volumetric strain of a strain nucleus is given by the product of the uniaxial compaction coefficient and pressure change. However, it is not the case that the sum of contributions of individual nuclei results in the uniaxial deformation of the reservoir, except in the case of a horizontal reservoir of infinite lateral extent. Indeed,
it is obvious from the Green’s function (Equation 4.17) that the lateral components of deformation are non-zero.

The geometry relating to Equation 4.17 is shown in Figure 4.2. It should be noted that Geertsma uses the convention that $z$ is positive downwards.

![Figure 4.2: The geometry to which Equation ?? is applied. Note that Geertsma uses $z$ positive downward.](image)

The components of the strain tensor are found by taking the appropriate derivative of the displacement Green’s function. A derivation of the Green’s functions for displacement vector, stress tensor and strain tensor based on Equation 4.17 is provided in Appendix B. These expressions contain the Green’s function’s that will be used for this particular work.

### 4.2.4 Forming arbitrary reservoir shapes by numerical discretization

Geertsma (1966) analytically integrated Equation 4.17 over the volume of a thin disk, enabling displacements, stresses and strains to be calculated due to a constant pressure change over that disk. Segall (1992) later recovered Geertsma’s solution as
a special case of a more general solution that includes axisymmetric geometries and pressure distributions, allowing the creation of dome structures for example.

The more general approach, that enables us to account for an arbitrary reservoir geometry, takes advantage of the linearity of Equation 4.14 with respect to pressure change. This linearity allows us to represent the reservoir as a linear sum of \( N \) prescribed orthogonal basis functions (Vasco et al., 2000). For practical applications, the most convenient basis functions are non-overlapping cuboids (for example, it is common practice for the reservoir model to be composed of cells). We can therefore write Equation 4.14 as a summation over \( N \) cuboids:

\[
\alpha \frac{\mu}{\kappa} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta p_n \int_{V_n} G_i(x, \zeta) dV_n
\]

where \( V_n \) signifies the volume occupied by the \( nth \) cuboid. The change in pressure represents an average in each cuboid and the volume integral is taken over the volume of each cuboid. As we have derived expressions for the Green’s functions for displacement, stress and strain then Equation 4.20 can be applied to any component of interest by using the appropriate Green’s function. The volume integral can be achieved using an appropriate numerical method (I use an algorithm set out by Stroud (1971)). Assuming the volume integral has been performed as part of the Green’s function calculation, we can express the vertical strain as a linear system of equations:

\[
\varepsilon_{zz,M} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta p_n G_{n,M}^{\varepsilon_{zz}}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_{zz,M} \) is the \( Mth \) strain observation and \( \Delta p \) are the reservoir pressure changes. Figure 4.3 gives a pictorial representation of how equation C.2 is applied for a rectangular reservoir split into four cuboids.

### 4.3 Validation of the discretization procedure

The forward model is validated against the analytical solutions of Geertsma (1966) and Geertsma (1973b). First, the vertical displacement is calculated along the \( z-\)
axis at the centre of a thin disk-shaped reservoir of radius \( R \) and height \( h \) for which Geertsma (1966) gives an analytical solution:

\[
\frac{u_z(0, 0, z)}{C_m h \Delta p} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\Delta P_n G_{nM}}{4} \cdot \left[ \frac{C(Z - 1)}{1 + C^2(Z - 1)} - \frac{(3 - 4\nu)C(Z + 1)}{1 + C^2(Z + 1)} - \frac{2CZ}{1 + C^2(Z + 1)} \right] + (3 - 4\nu + \varepsilon)
\]

where \( C = D/R, \ Z = z/D, \ D \) is the reservoir depth and \( \varepsilon = -1 \) when \( z \geq D \) and \( \varepsilon = +1 \) when \( z < D \). Figure 4.4 shows a comparison between the numerical and analytical solution for normalized vertical displacement for a 30m thick reservoir with an average depth of 1000m, a radius of 3000m and a Poisson’s ratio of \( \nu = 0.25 \). Observations are made at regular intervals of 15m, except for inside and on the boundaries of the reservoir where the numerical integration is invalid.

To show the effect of the numerical integration two grid spacings are used, 10×10m and 100×100m. Because a disk shape cannot be fully reconstructed from cuboids it
Figure 4.4: A comparison between the analytical solution of $U_z(0,0,z)$ for a thin disk-shaped reservoir (Geertsma, 1966) and the numerical solution for two different discretization grids.
is natural to expect some error. The difference in area between the disk and the disk constructed of cuboids is 0.007\% for the fine grid and 0.303\% for the coarse grid. As can be seen clearly in Figure 4.4, the error between the analytical and numerical solutions is small. For the fine grid the mean absolute error is 0.002\% and for the coarse grid it is 0.316\%. There is clearly a problem when the observations points are in close proximity to the reservoir. For the fine grid the maximum error is still only 0.004\%. The problem is more acute for the coarser grid, where the error is as large as 23\% 30m above the reservoir. However, the error quickly reduces as the distance from the reservoir increases and it reduces to > 0.3\% when the observation points are situated > 75m above or below the reservoir.

As expected, the results show a common phenomenon associated with the discretization of continuous functions, the finer the discretization the more accurate the solution in comparison to the analytic one. The greatest error related to coarse gridding occurs nearest the reservoir and that we should treat the numerical solution with caution in this region.

### 4.4 Inversion for reservoir pressure change

Using our forward model we can now write our time-lapse time strains as a linear function of reservoir pressure. Given a time strain measurement located at an observation point \( M \) then rewriting the vertical strain term in Equation C.2 using the relationship of Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) we have:

\[
\left( \frac{\Delta l}{l} \right)_M = (1 + R) \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta p_n G_{n,M}^{xz}
\]  

(4.23)

We can build a discrete vertical strain Green’s function matrix \( G \) with dimensions \( n \times k \) where \( n \) is the number of observation points, and \( k \) is the number of reservoir blocks. The data matrix \( d \) will contain time strain observations and is of length \( n \). The vector \( p \) is the unknown average reservoir pressure changes in each cuboid and has a length \( k \). The least-squares (\( L_2 \)) objective function can be written as follows:

\[
E = \| G \Delta p - d \|^2
\]  

(4.24)
4.5 Why 4D seismic offers more

In this section we see why the ability of time-lapse seismic to see inside the Earth offers a distinct advantage over inverting for reservoir pressure changes from surface subsidence methods. In doing so I also show why this is an ill-posed inverse problem that requires regularization to stabilize the solution.

The Green’s function for vertical displacement in a homogeneous linear poroelastic halfspace at the Earth’s surface due to a nucleus of strain at depth \( c \) is given by:

\[
g_z(x, y, c) = -\frac{C_m(1 - \nu)}{\pi} \frac{c}{(x^2 + y^2 + c^2)^{3/2}} \tag{4.25}
\]

Assuming a 2D pressure distribution located on a plane at depth \( c \) then the total surface displacement is given by a two-dimensional convolution between the pressure distribution \( \Delta P(x, y, c) \) and the Green’s function, \( g_z(x, y, c) \) in the \((x, y)\) plane:

\[
g_z(c, x, y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \Delta P(\zeta_1 - x, \zeta_2 - y, c) \cdot \frac{c}{(\zeta_1^2 + \zeta_2^2 + c^2)^{3/2}} d\zeta_1 d\zeta_2 \tag{4.26}
\]

The convolution in the spatial domain can be written as a multiplication in the frequency domain so that Equation 4.27 can be written:

\[
g_z'(k_x, k_y) = \Delta P(k_x, k_y) * G(k_x, k_y) \tag{4.27}
\]

Using the Fourier basis functions \( e^{ik_xx} \) and \( e^{ik_yy} \), where \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \), then the transfer function of the Green’s function \( G(k_x, k_y) \) can be written in the Fourier domain:

\[
G(k_x, k_y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} c \cdot e^{-ik_xx}e^{-ik_yy} dxdy = e^{-c(k_x^2 + k_y^2)^{1/2}} \tag{4.28}
\]

Equation 4.28 shows that the Green’s function acts as a low pass filter. The higher wavenumber (large \( k \)) spatial basis functions, which represent the frequency components of the surface displacement, have their amplitudes attenuated exponentially. The parameter that controls the rate of decay of the transfer function is the depth \( c \). The surface displacement becomes smoother as the reservoir is located at greater
depths. In solving the inverse problem we are performing a deconvolution, for which the transfer function is given by:

\[ G(k_x, k_y)^{-1} = e^{(k_x^2 + k_y^2)^{1/2}} \] (4.29)

Equation 4.29 reveals a fundamental problem: The spatial frequencies of the deconvolution operator grow without bound as spatial frequencies grow. Thus small components of high frequency noise will make the inverse problem severely unstable. Problems of this kind are ill-posed inversion problems and frequently require regularization (Hansen, 1998), such as smoothness or inequality constrains.

The above equations illustrate the additional information that time-lapse seismic data can potentially offer. Although I gave the example of vertical surface displacement (because the mathematics is more compact for the purpose of an example), the principles hold true for measurements of the vertical strain. We can only hope to better resolve the features of the reservoir pressure change distribution by taking measurements closer to the reservoir, i.e. capturing higher frequency information before it is attenuated. As I have shown, time-lapse seismic has the potential to deliver estimates of strain inside the earth and so offer higher frequency information than surface displacements, which at present are the most common data used for inversion of reservoir pressure changes (e.g. Vasco et al., 2000; Du and Olson, 2001; Vasco and Ferretti, 2006).

### 4.6 Inversion method

To perform the inversion I will use well established techniques based on SVD (singular value decomposition) and use regularization to constrain the ill-posed nature of the problem. The objective function I will solve is:

\[ E = \|G\Delta p - d\|^2 + \gamma^2\|L\Delta p\|^2 \] (4.30)

where \( G \) is the forward operator connecting the pressure changes \( \Delta p \) to the observation data \( d \). The second term in the objective function is the regularization term which makes certain pressure change distributions more favourable than others.
Zero order Tikhonov solutions use $L = I$ where $I$ is the identity matrix. Higher order Tikhonov solutions use discrete finite difference approximations of derivatives. A commonly used matrix for $L$ is the Laplacian operator which in two dimensions approximates

$$L = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \quad (4.31)$$

Minimizing $\gamma^2 \| L \Delta p \|^2$ penalizes pressure change distributions that are rough in the second derivative sense, meaning that we expect the solution to be smoothly varying, but not flat. Tikhonov regularization can be solved using generalized singular value decomposition techniques (Hansen, 1998).

Selecting the smoothing weight $\gamma$ is an important problem in both theory and practice (Aster et al., 2005). When there is only a single regularization term, as in Equation 4.30, then a commonly used method is the trade-off or "L-curve" method (Hansen, 1998). If we plot the model norm $|Gm - d|$ against the smoothness norm, which in the case of Equation 4.30 is $\gamma^2 |Lm|$, as a log-log plot then we generally get a characteristic L-shaped curve. As we increase the value of $\gamma$, so that greater importance is placed on minimizing the smoothness norm, the model misfit becomes greater. Conversely, if we allow too little smoothing then the inversion will provide the best fit with both the noise and the data (see figure 4.5). The optimum value of $\gamma$ is, therefore, a trade-off between model smoothness and data fit.

4.7 Experimental design analysis

Seismic data is commonly sampled on a lateral grid of a $25 \times 25$ m and sampled every 4 milliseconds. If we calculate time strain at every data sample then for a seismic survey covering $5 \times 5$ km area with a trace length of 4 seconds we would have over 40 million data points. Using this sort of volume of data in the inversion would be impractical because of the computational expense. In general, we will select a subset of the data to use as an input, such as the time shift or time strain at a particular seismic horizon in the overburden or on an arbitrary slice through the volume. This leads us to ask which subset of data is optimal to resolve the reservoir pressure changes from 4D seismic. I will show that the answer to this question depends on
Figure 4.5: A cartoon showing the use of an L-curve used to choose the optimum regularization parameter. If the model norm, $|Gm - d|$, is plot against the smoothness norm, $\alpha |Lm|$, on a log-log scale then one generally sees a characteristic L-shaped curve. As the value of $\alpha$ is increase greater importance is placed on minimizing the smoothness and norm the model misfit becomes greater. Conversely, if we impose no smoothing at all then the model will provide the best fit with the both noise and the data increasing the smoothness norm.

the reservoir in question because it is a function of the geometric relationship between the reservoir and observation data. As a consequence there will be and optimized solution for every reservoir geometry, but by looking a some simple examples we can draw some general conclusions.

We can characterize the resolution offered by a certain configuration of observation points by examining the model resolution matrix. For Tikhinov regularization the model resolution matrix is given by:

$$ R_{m,\gamma,L} = G^\dagger G $$

(4.32)

where $G^\dagger$ is the generalized inverse (Aster et al., 2005). The important thing to note is that the resolution matrix is independent of the data. The resolution matrix is only dependent on the forward operator matrix $G$, the order of regularization used (the $L$ matrix) and the weight given to the regularization ($\gamma$).

We can compare the relative resolution of different experimental setups by examining the impulse response of the model resolution matrix. The model resolution matrix multiplied by a model consisting of a unit amplitude spike at a single location would return the same model if the resolution was perfect. However, the geometry of the
horizons and the use of regularization will mean that the model can never be fully recovered with perfect resolution. While we have complete control over the geometry of the observation data, the regularization term is dictated by the noise level in the data. Because noise will always be present in the system, the regularization term will be large enough that the resolution is substantially affected by regularization. The order of the regularization and the magnitude of $\gamma$ will determine the smearing of the recovered reservoir strain. Therefore, the absolute resolution will be determined by the magnitude of $\gamma$, which will be ultimately dictated by the signal to noise ratio of the data. However, we can compare the relative resolution of different observation geometries by fixing the value of $\gamma$.

**Which horizons?**

First, I will show that, if we have several horizons in the overburden the ultimate resolution is controlled by the horizon nearest to the reservoir. To show this I use a deep narrow reservoir buried at 4km depth, which is rectangular in shape, has dimensions of $6 \times 2$km and a thickness of 100m. This is an approximation of the geometry of the Genesis Field, which will be studied later in this thesis. In this example the reservoir is perfectly horizontal.

Three scenarios are tested: two horizons located at 3250m and 3500m depth, one horizon located at 3500m depth and finally two horizons located at 3500m and 3750m depth. The overburden horizons are assumed to be perfectly horizontal in depth and cover an area of $8 \times 8$km. The observations are located on a $100 \times 100$m grid. An impulse test is carried out with the unit impulse located in the centre of the reservoir. In all cases second order Tikhinov regularization is used ($L$ is the discrete Laplacian) and the value of $\alpha$ is held at $1 \times 10^{-5}$.

Figure 4.6 shows the consequence of the low pass filter nature of the Green’s function, which was demonstrated earlier. We can only improve resolution by making measurements closer to the reservoir. Adding a shallower horizon to the horizon at 3500m has little effect on the resolution. However, adding a deeper horizon improves the resolution.
Figure 4.6: An impulse response test to characterize the resolution of different observation geometries. Three scenarios are tested. Horizons with lateral dimensions of $8 \times 8$ km containing observations points every $100 \times 100$ m are placed at depths of (a) 3250 m and 3500 m (b) 3500 m and (c) 3500 m and 3750 m. The reservoir is horizontal with lateral dimensions of $6 \times 2$ km, is 100 m thick and located at a depth of 4000 m and discretized into $100 \times 100 \times 100$ m blocks. Clearly the depth of the horizon closest to the reservoir controls the resolution.
I have examined the effect of using horizons located at different depths on the resolution of the recovered reservoir pressure change using a horizontal reservoir and horizontal overburden horizons as an example. However, a common scenario is a dipping reservoir with approximately horizontal layering in the overburden. Two published examples of compacting reservoirs with this geometry are the Genesis Field in the Gulf of Mexico, and Shearwater in the North Sea. Figure 4.7 shows the 3D seismic, 4D seismic difference and measured time shifts at Shearwater (Staples et al., 2006). The reservoir and some overburden layers display moderate dip before being truncated by the Base Cretaceous Unconformity, whereafter the overburden layers are conformable and approximately horizontal. The reservoir has undergone significant compaction and displays a strong overburden slow-down response, with time shifts extending considerably above the reservoir.

The question is, which horizons offer more resolution, those parallel to the reservoir or horizontal horizons? To address this I take the same approach as earlier and examine the model resolution matrix for three different scenarios. The model is based on the Shearwater Field, a deeply buried narrow reservoir with a moderate dip of 15°. The reservoir has lateral dimensions of 6×2km, is 100m thick and is...
An impulse response test to characterize the resolution of different observation geometries over a reservoir with a dip of 15°. The reservoir is horizontal with lateral dimensions of 6×2km, is 100m thick and located at a depth of 4000m and discretized into 100×100×100m blocks. Three scenarios are tested. Horizons with lateral dimensions of 8×2.5km containing observations points every 100×100m are placed (a) horizontally 500m above the reservoir and (b) parallel to the reservoir 500m above it. In the third scenario both horizons are used.

I investigate three experimental setups: (a) An observation plane located horizontally 500m above the reservoir; (b) a observation plane located parallel to the reservoir 500m above it; and (c) both the dipping and horizontal horizons are used. The horizons have lateral dimensions of 8×2.5km and have observations every 100×100m. In all cases second order Tikhinov regularization is used (L is the discrete Laplacian) and the value of α is held at 1×10^{-5}. I test the resolution of three different impulse responses located up dip, in the centre of the reservoir and down dip.

Figure 4.8 is in agreement with the earlier observation that resolution is controlled
by the observation points closest to the reservoir. In the case where the observations are parallel to the reservoir all locations in the reservoir are equally resolved. In the case of a horizontal horizon resolution is lost down dip, as the distance between the pressure centre and the observations becomes greater. The final scenario of using both horizons shows that the resolution is determined by the observations parallel to the reservoir and adding the shallower horizon has no effect. This means that for strongly dipping reservoirs we should choose data aligned parallel to the top reservoir surface.

4.8 Assessing the impact of uncertainties

So far I have addressed resolution, which is dictated by the experimental geometry and which is independent of the data. We will also wish to assess the impact of uncertainties on our input data. Uncertainties in the time-lapse derived strain estimation will be discussed in the next chapter. However, there will be uncertainties in the location of the observation points, caused by uncertainty in the depth conversion, and in the material properties, which I will address in this section.

Depth conversion uncertainties

The 3D strain estimates from time-lapse seismic data must be converted into the depth domain because the geomechanical domain is depth, not two-way time. To convert between time and depth the velocity structure of the earth must be known. The seismic industry devotes a huge amount of time and effort to building accurate velocity models that transform the data between the time and depth domains. Accurate depth converted models are needed to define the geometry of the reservoir and plan wells. Absolute errors in depth conversion will depend on many factors, such as the complexity of the geological setting or the quality of the pre-stack seismic data used in velocity analysis.

The severity of depth conversion errors on the inversion result will depend on the rate of change of vertical strain at the observation point. In areas where the rate of change is high the error due to an incorrect depth estimate will be most severe. The vertical distribution of strain in the overburden will depend primarily on the geometry of the
reservoir, depth of burial and the depletion pattern, therefore, potential errors will
be unique to the model.

To demonstrate this I examine the vertical strain in the overburden caused by a
uniform depletion of two a thin, disk-shaped reservoirs, at observation points along a
vertical cross section through the centre of the reservoir. The first reservoir is buried
at 2000m and the second at 4000m. Errors are calculated by comparing the strain
at the true depth, \( d \), and at \( d + 0.01d \), i.e. 1% error in depth. Figure 4.9 shows that
the error is correlated with the the gradient of the vertical strain.

It is important to remember that we expect depth conversion errors will, in most
cases, be of low spatial frequency (see Brown, 2004, for example). Therefore, if
depth errors exist, we expect them to introduce a systematic low frequency bias to
the inversion result, since errors in the forward model linearly map into the inverse.

---

**Figure 4.9:** The errors in vertical strain estimates caused by a 1% error in the true depth. Errors are greatest when the gradient of the vertical strain is greatest. Two examples are given for two thin disk-shaped reservoirs located at 2000m (blue lines) and 4000m depth (green lines).
4.8.1 Uncertainties in material properties

The Green’s function for vertical strain in a linear poroelastic halfspace (LPH) is a function of very few variables:

- The relative position of the source ζ and the observation x
- The material properties, which can be fully characterized by three poroelastic constants: Poisson’s ratio, ν; the shear modulus, μ; and the Biot’s coefficient, α.

The vertical strain due to the unit depletion of a nucleus of strain in a LPH can be written as follows:

\[ \varepsilon_{zz}(x, \zeta, \mu, \nu, \alpha) = \alpha(1 - 2\nu) \frac{1}{8\pi \mu(1 - \nu)} G(x, \zeta, \nu) \] \hspace{1cm} (4.33)

where \( G(x, \zeta, \nu) \) is a geometrical term which is only dependent on the Poisson’s ratio along with the spatial locations of the source and observation. Equation 4.33 reveals that the controlling geomechanical parameter is the Poisson’s ratio, because the constants \( \mu \) and \( \alpha \) linearly scale the strain. This means that if we imagine two halfspaces with different values of shear modulus and Biot’s coefficient, but identical Poisson’s ratios, then the spatial distribution of the strain will be exactly the same. However, the magnitude at every location will differ by a constant. For two materials with the same Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) but shear moduli \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) and Biot’s coefficients \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \), this ratio is given by:

\[ \frac{\varepsilon_{zz}(x, \zeta, \mu_1, \nu, \alpha_1)}{\varepsilon_{zz}(x, \zeta, \mu_2, \nu, \alpha_2)} = \frac{\alpha_1 \mu_2}{\alpha_2 \mu_1} \] \hspace{1cm} (4.34)

This means that if the Poisson’s ratio is correct but there are errors in \( \mu \) and \( \alpha \), then the magnitude of the inverted depletion pattern will simply be under or over-estimated, but the spatial pattern will remain unaffected.

I have identified that the Poisson’s ratio is the controlling geomechanical factor. How big is the uncertainty on the Poisson’s ratio and how does this uncertainty feed into our inversion? Poisson’s ratio is a measure of lateral expansion relative
to longitudinal contraction. For an isotropic linear elastic material the laws of thermodynamics give theoretical bounds of \(-1 < \nu < 1/2\) and in general the value in rocks is typically 0.15-0.25 (Fjær et al., 2008).

I will show that the error in vertical strain caused by an uncertainty in the Poisson’s ratio is both non-linear and dependent on the geometry of the reservoir and the location of the observation relative to the reservoir.

First, I study the effect the reservoir geometry. To do this I use the analytical solution for a uniformly depleting disk-shaped reservoir in a homogeneous halfspace. Two reservoirs are used: A shallow reservoir and buried at \(D = 2000\) m with a radius of \(R = 4000\) m \((D/R = 0.5)\) and a deep reservoir buried at \(D = 4000\) m with a radius of \(R = 2000\) m \((D/R = 2)\). I study the error in predicted strain at an observation point 500m above the centre of each reservoir relative to a true Poisson’s ratio of 0.15. The result is shown in Figure 4.10.

Clearly for the two different reservoirs the errors are dramatically different. This shows that we can not generalize the error due to uncertainties in Poisson’s ratio because they will depend on the geometry of the reservoir.

Next, to show that the error is also dependent on the position of the observation to point relative to the reservoir I conduct the same experiment but this time fixing the reservoir geometry to that of the shallow reservoir, but testing two difference observations; 500m and 1000m above the centre of the reservoir. The result is shown in Figure 4.11 which shows the error is clearly dependent on position of the observation to point relative to the reservoir.

In conclusion, we cannot generalize the sensitivity of the inversion to uncertainties in Poisson’s ratio. This will depend on the geometry of the reservoir and location of the strain data we choose to use as an input to the inversion. This should be incorporated into the inversion or a sensitivity study should be carried out if the uncertainty in the Poisson’s ratio is high. In addition, these errors may be small compared with the assumption of a homogeneous halfspace.
Figure 4.10: The effect of reservoir geometry on errors in vertical strain caused by uncertainties in Poisson’s ratio. The analytical solution for a uniformly depleting disk-shaped reservoir in a homogeneous halfspace is used to measure the strain 500m above the centre of two different reservoirs. Reservoir A is a shallow reservoir buried at $D = 2000\text{m}$ with a radius of $R = 4000\text{m}$ ($D/R = 0.5$). Reservoir B is a deep reservoir buried at $D = 4000\text{m}$ with a radius of $R = 2000\text{m}$ ($D/R = 2$). The error in predicted strain is given relative to a true Poisson’s ratio of 0.15.
Figure 4.11: The effect of the observation location relative to the reservoir on errors in vertical strain caused by uncertainties in Poisson’s ratio. Vertical strain is measured 500m and 1000m above a uniformly depleting reservoir buried in at 2000m with a radius of 4000m.
4.9 Test inversion

In this section I explore several of the issues involved in the inversion scheme. Rather than conducting an inversion of synthetic data forward modelled by the simple semi-analytic methods explored so far, in this chapter I will use data from an iteratively coupled (fluid flow and deformation) model of a compacting reservoir, created using the finite element method (FEM). The model was created by Margarita Corzo and is based on a sector of the Valhall Field (Corzo and MacBeth, 2006).

4.9.1 Description of the model

The following description is based on details from Corzo and MacBeth (2006) and directly from Margarita Corzo (pers. comm.).

The model is based on the geological structure of the southeastern part of Valhall field. A horizontal well is located in the thickest part of the producing layer. The model has 23 layers in total that includes: Nine overburden layers, 13 reservoir layers and one underburden layer. A horizontal well is located in the 12th layer of the reservoir zone. The overburden and underburden are comprised of nine linear elastic materials, with varying geomechanical properties. The input fluid and reservoir rock properties, such as porosity, oil density, and relative/matrix permeabilities, used in the model are similar to those observed in the field. Reservoir permeability is held constant (i.e. there is no compaction related permeability loss) during simulation but porosity is allowed to vary and is updated as a function of the reservoir effective stress.

Two sets of initial porosities are used: 40% initial porosity in the upper high porosity zone (the first four reservoir layers) and 15% for the remaining reservoir layers. The initial porosity is an important factor for the model as rocks with higher initial porosities have been shown to compact more that those with lower ones. Compaction curves published by Barkved et al. (2003) were used to calculate the linear elastic parameters for the two porosity families. For layers with porosities of 40%, two linear elastic behaviors are used, before and after a yield-point. The Youngs modulus after yield-point ($E_2$) is smaller than the Youngs modulus before the rock yields ($E_1$), which approximates the non-linear properties of the rock. For the low porosity layers, a single value of Youngs modulus is used. Figure 4.12 shows the geometry of
Figure 4.12: The geometry and properties assigned to the Valhall sector model. Geomechanical properties are fully tabulated in Table 4.1. After Corzo and MacBeth (2006)

the whole model and of the reservoir and some of the elastic properties assigned to the overburden. The geomechanical properties assigned throughout the model are given in Table 4.1.

4.9.2 Depletion scenario and compaction

The initial reservoir pressure was 41.4MPa at a depth of 2500m. A horizontal well was placed along the centre of the reservoir and was set to produce 3100bb/day for 10 years. Primary depletion was assumed, with no aquifer support. After 10 years the pressure depleted by approximately 12MPa at the well location (Figure 4.13). Although the pressure drops uniformly throughout the reservoir, the greatest porosity loss, and hence the majority of reservoir compaction, occurs in the mechanically softer high-porosity layers in the upper part of the reservoir (Figure 4.13).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Distribution</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overburden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaternary/T200</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T180</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra M Miocene</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T110</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra L Eocene</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balda/Sele/Lista</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tor</td>
<td>( E_1 = 2.43 )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( E_2 = 1.65 )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hod</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underburden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidra</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1:** The linear elastic geomechanical properties assigned to the Valhall model. After Corzo and MacBeth (2006)

**Figure 4.13:** Changes in reservoir pressure and porosity in the Valhall model after 10 years of production Corzo and MacBeth (2006)
4.9.3 Inversion for reservoir pressure

Given our simple semi-analytic geomechanical model, is it possible to recover reservoir pressure from overburden strain from a much more complex geomechanical model that includes contrasts in the mechanical properties of layers? In this section I answer this question by performing the inversion using data output from the Valhall model as an input to the inversion.

Inversion setup

To perform the inversion we need very little information. The first step is to form the semi-analytic discrete linear poroelastic vertical strain Green’s function for a halfspace. This is a function of only three required parameters: The relative position of the reservoir grid to the observation grid, the thickness profile of the reservoir, and the poroelastic properties of the halfspace (the shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio and Biot coefficient). I assign a shear modulus of 1GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.15 and Biot coefficient of 1, which are the averaged overburden properties. The reservoir grid used is the same as in the geomechanical model, which has a lateral spacing of 100×100m in the reservoir.

The observation data in this case is the strain output from the Valhall finite element model. The finite element model calculates the displacement at element nodes. Changes and stress and strain are calculated from displacements and the material properties of the cells. In the case of the Valhall model there are only nine layers in the overburden, with one cell per layer in the vertical direction. The coarse discretization of the overburden means that the strain profile is not well characterized. To calculate the strain at a given point we must assume an interpolation function. If we assume that this is a linear function, then the vertical strain due to displacements at nodes on layer $n$ and layer $n+1$ is given by:

$$
\varepsilon_{zz}[z_n + D/2] = \frac{U_z[z_{n+1}] - U_z[z_n]}{D}
$$

(4.35)

where $D$ is the vertical distance between the two nodes which are located at depths $z_n$ and $z_{n+1}$. The strain observation is located halfway between the nodes at the depth $z_n + D/2$. The square brackets indicate that we are working with a discretised function.
Figure 4.14: A profile of \( U_{zz} \) and \( E_{zz} \) through the cell with the largest depletion in the Valhall model. Each diamond represents a node in the FEM model. The coarse discretization in the overburden means that the non-linear decay of the vertical displacement and strain is not fully characterized. If linear interpolation is used between the displacements the result is a blocky strain model. In reality strain is expected to vary more smoothly in the overburden. This can only be remedied by finer discretization of the overburden.

I use the strain between layers 6 and 7 on a 100\( \times \)100m grid, which is the lateral grid spacing in the reservoir zone of the finite element model. I use the strain between layers 6 and 7 rather than layers closer to the reservoir to avoid any near-reservoir numerical effects in the semi-analytic calculation, which I identified earlier in the chapter.

Forward modelling and calibration

Once the discrete Green’s function is calculated it is possible to perform both the forward and inverse operations. Since the depletion pattern is known we can forward model the overburden strain using the semi-analytic method and compare it to the strain given by the Valhall finite element model.

Figure 4.15 shows the vertical strain between layers 6 and 7 forward modelled by the semi-analytical method calculated by the Valhall finite element model.

The agreement between the spatial distribution is very good. The most obvious difference is the magnitude. The ratio of root mean square (RMS) energy between
Figure 4.15: Strain between layers 6 and 7 predicted using the semi-analytical model for a homogeneous halfspace ($\mu = 0.2$ GPa and $\nu = 0.15$) compared with the strain calculated from the Valhall FEM model. Note the scalebars differ by a factor of $10^4$.

The FEM result and the semi-analytic result is approximately 4800, which can be attributed to fact that the semi-analytical model doesn’t account for the heterogeneous layering of materials with different mechanical properties. For example, the reservoir is stiffer than the overburden but the semi-analytic model uses the same properties in the reservoir as the overburden. As the reservoir is less compressible than the overburden the amount of reservoir strain per unit depletion is under-estimated.

This difference means that we will need to calibrate the inverted solution against known pressures, or average pressure changes. Figure 4.16 shows the strain maps after calibration. Both strain maps are now on the same colour scale. The normalized difference is also shown, which is defined as the difference between to two maps divided by the RMS energy of the Valhall model strain map. The agreement is good, showing that a single scaler can account for much of the difference. However, some differences remain, especially above the area of main drawdown.

Another area of consideration when analysing the differences between the maps is the coarseness of the Valhall finite element model, which I discussed earlier. There is tendency to assume that numerical models are ‘truth’. In reality many factors such as the density and type of elements or the boundary conditions for example
Figure 4.16: Strain between layers 6 and 7 predicted using the semi-analytical model for a homogeneous halfspace ($\mu = 0.2$ GPa and $\nu = 0.15$) compared with the strain calculated from the Valhall FEM model, after scaling the semi-analytical result to account for differences in magnitude. After scaling two maps visually correlate very well (also, note that in comparison to Figure 4.15 both images are now shown on the same colour scale.) The normalized difference reveals that there are still significant differences.

all contribute to the quality of the solution. In this example, we saw in how coarse discretization in the vertical direction results in a blocky strain model (Figure 4.14), which does not fully capture the decay of vertical strain through the overburden. This coarse discretization will also effect the lateral distribution of the vertical strain.

Performing the inversion

I now invert for reservoir pressure using the Valhall model strain data. The discrete Green’s function matrix is formed using a shear modulus of 1GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.15 and a Biot coefficient of 1. In addition, the Green’s function is scaled by a calibration factor of 4800, which was as identified earlier. For now this calibration is possible because we know the pressure changes and can compare the forward modeled and observed strain. I will address how this calibration can be performed on real data in later Chapters, when I apply the technique to the Genesis and Valhall Field data. The inversion is solved using standard numerical techniques.

In general the gross features and magnitude of the pressure depletion pattern are recovered well. Rather than calculate the percentage error I use the normalized error (NRMS), which is defined as the difference between the inverted and synthetic
pressure changes normalized by the RMS energy of the synthetic depletion map. This avoids instabilities in the denominator in the traditional percentage error calculation, which will occur when the pressure is very small. Errors are largest at the edges of the well-track. Elsewhere the depletion is predicted within $\pm 10\%$ NRMS of the actual solution. So what are the cause of these errors?

Earlier I showed that there are significant differences between observed strains from the Valhall model and the strain predicted by the semi-analytical model. A scaling factor was needed to account for an order of magnitude difference between the two. After the scaling factor was applied differences remained. Figure 4.18 shows the normalized difference between the forward modeled strain created using the semi-analytic method and FE model alongside the errors in the inverted pressure.

There is a clear correlation in the difference between the semi-analytic and FEM strain data and the errors in pressure, which is expected since the two are linearly related.

Another source of error will be related to the depletion pattern. In the case of a horizontal well the drawdown at the well decays sharply. To regularize the inversion I used second order Tikhinov regularization, which makes the assumption that the Laplacian of the depletion pattern is zero. This assumption is invalid near the region of the well, as shown in Figure 4.19. This means that there is a trade-off between
preserving the sharp gradient in this region and the stability of the rest of the solution. This explains why the inverted depletion pattern is slightly broader than the actual depletion pattern in the central region.

4.10 Conclusions and discussion

This chapter began with the assumption that we can relate overburden time-lapse time shifts or there derivative time strains to overburden strain. The aim of the remainder of this chapter was to try to identify a link between reservoir pressure changes and overburden strain that could be exploited in a simple, computationally inexpensive way so that we can directly invert observations for reservoir changes.

Possibly the simplest geomechanical model that represents a depleting reservoir is a nucleus of strain in a linear poroelastic halfspace. The mathematical description the displacement due to a nucleus of strain under such conditions had been reported by several authors. In this chapter, I described how this model can be used to construct reservoirs of arbitrary shapes, by the superposition of a number of depleting cuboids.

Next I showed how the problem can be cast as linear, allowing forward modelling of deformation given a known pressure distribution, and allowing inversion given strain observations outside the reservoir.

Crucially I demonstrated through several examples that it is the distance between the reservoir and the observations that determines the resolving power of the inversion. This 4D seismic offers greater potential than surface deformation measurements because of the ability to ‘see’ the deformation in the subsurface closer to the reservoir.

Poisson’s ratio was identified as the key geomechanical factor in a homogeneous linear elastic halfspace, with the shear modulus and Biot coefficient simply scaling the solution. Therefore, errors in these parameters can be fixed if calibration is possible. Errors due to uncertainty in the Poisson’s ratio, however, cannot be generalised.

To test the inversion I took the output from a heterogeneous, iteratively coupled, finite element model based on a sector of the Valhall field provided by Margarita Corzo (Corzo and MacBeth, 2006). From this model I successfully inverted the reservoir pressure changes given the overburden strain. The reservoir depletion is
Figure 4.18: A comparison of the normalized difference between the vertical strain predicted by the semi-analytical model to that predicted by the FEM model with the normalized errors between predicted and inverted pressure. Errors in strain are clearly correlated to errors in the inverted pressure.

Figure 4.19: The Laplacian of the Valhall depletion pattern. Clearly the assumption that the Laplacian is zero is invalid in the near-well region.
recovered to within ±10% normalized RMS difference. Some larger errors were found that can be attributed to the large drawdown at the well being inconsistent with the assumption used to regularize the inversion.

Although, I have chosen to relate velocity changes to vertical strain, providing a simple and pragmatic approach, this linear inversion formulation can be extend to allow changes in velocity to be related to any linear combination of the components of the stress and strain tensor. I have described this fully in Appendix C.
This chapter will bring together the material presented thus far by studying a sector of the Valhall Field. First, a time shift analysis will be presented which will reinforce some of the observations made in Chapter 3 about the difficulty of measuring time shifts in the reservoir zone. Next, time shifts in the overburden will be analyzed for their suitability as input to the inversion scheme suggested in Chapter 4. Finally, I will present an inversion for reservoir strain from overburden time-lapse time shifts.
5.1 Description of Valhall Field

5.1.1 Background

The history of Valhall is well documented in the literature. I will give a brief description relevant to the contents of this chapter. For more on the general background, see "Valhall field - still on plateau after 20 years of production" by Barkved et al. (2003).

Valhall is situated in the south-west of the Norwegian sector of the North Sea (see Figure 5.1), under an initial water depth of approximately 70m. The reservoir is an asymmetric NNW-SSE trending anticline which has an average depth of 2500m and covers an area of approximately $6 \times 13\text{km}$.

The reservoir is formed of Upper Cretaceous chalk. The primary reservoir is the Tor Formation which provides the greatest reservoir volume, although a secondary reservoir is also located in the lower Hod Formation. The thickness of the Tor formation varies abruptly and ranges from 0 to 80m, with an average thickness of 30m. There is a general correlation between the thickest areas and the highest porosities (up to 50%) and permeability (1 to 10 mD). Barkved et al. (2003) note that the variability of initial thickness and reservoir quality makes planning and drilling horizontal wells a considerable challenge.

5.1.2 Compaction

The reservoir is substantially over-pressured. The initial pore pressure at the crest of the Tor formation was 45MPa. With an overburden stress of approximately 50MPa the effective stress felt by the reservoir matrix (assuming a Biot coefficient of 1) is only 5MPa, some 20MPa over pressured. The reservoir chalk is mechanically weak, high porosity chalk, displaying porosities of above 50%. With such a low effective stress, significant compaction and associated porosity and permeability loss occurs upon depletion.

The evidence for reservoir compaction has been seen at surface, where the sea floor has compacted several metres since the field was brought on stream in 1985. Subsidence of 0.5m was measured only 3 years after first oil. Maximum sea floor
Figure 5.1: The location of Valhall Field. After Barkved et al. (2003).

Figure 5.2: A simplified geological cross-section of Valhall Field. After Barkved et al. (2003).
subsidence has continued to increase at a rate of approximately 0.25 m/year. As of March 2004 subsidence was 4.9m.

### 5.1.3 Life of Field Seismic

The Valhall Life of Field Seismic (LoFS) project is the world’s first permanently installed Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC) system. More than 120km of seismic cables cover an area of 45km$^2$ - approximately 70% of the field - with around 2500 4-component (4C) sensors. Each sensor consists of three geophones, which record compressional waves and converted waves, and a hydrophone which measures P-waves.

The LoFS project offers several advantages over traditional marine time-lapse data. As I discussed in Chapter 3, Calvert (2005) has shown that source and receiver position repeatability has a direct correlation with the time-lapse repeatability. Fixed receiver positions mean that time-lapse repeatability is greatly improved compared to traditional towed-streamer data, where cable feathering can be a significant issue. The LoFS data were found to have NRMS values a factor of two smaller than streamer time-lapse data recorded at Valhall before the LoFS installation (Kommedal et al., 2005).

Some intervals in the shallow overburden are charged with gas which makes imaging with traditional P-wave data challenging. Converted wave imaging provides a way to ‘see through’ the gas due to the insensitivity of shear waves to the fluid content of the rock.

From a reservoir management perspective, permanently installed sensors allow for continuous time-lapse seismic monitoring of the Valhall reservoir. Nine surveys in total were conducted over the period November 2003 to November 2007. This frequently acquired data is now an integral part of the field development, providing data that informs well planning decisions, helps monitor well performance and identify where well interventions are required, constrains the reservoir model history match and aids calibration and understanding of geomechanical models (van Gestel et al., 2008a).
5.2 Motivation

In Chapter 3 I argued that the time shift at reservoir level was difficult to measure and interpret. In this section I will give an example from the Valhall sector used in this study that supports this statement. Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of traces from the LoFS1 and LoFS6 surveys from a location in the south sector of the field. The BP interpreted pick of top and base reservoir is shown. Alongside the seismic traces is the time shift measured by cross correlation (using a 60ms Hanning window) and the normalized maximum cross correlation coefficient ($CC_{\text{max}}$) associated with that time shift.

Clearly, inside the reservoir zone the reflectivity is dramatically changed because of changes in the acoustic impedance of the reservoir. I make no attempt to interpret these changes, but simply show them as an example of how, in certain cases, time shift measurements based on matching the similarity of events become invalid. In this example the trough at $\approx 2600\text{ms}$ disappears, so that the peak-trough-peak combination that defines the reservoir is no longer visible. This change in reflectivity appears in the normalized values of $CC_{\text{max}}$. Outside the reservoir zone $CC_{\text{max}}$ values are close to the maximum value of 1 (-1 being a perfect anti-correlation). In the reservoir zone they drop down to below zero, indicating that there is little similarity in the shape of the windowed events. In such circumstances it is meaningless to measure a time shift based on a similarity measurement (such as cross-correlation or least-squares, which were discussed in Chapter 3).

A more appropriate approach accounting for the changes in the seismic data is through an acoustic impedance inversion, which will correctly account for both time shifts and changes in reflectivity. Time-lapse acoustic impedance inversions are additionally challenging in compacting reservoirs due to extra degrees of freedom required to capture the compaction effect. Layer thickness, as well as density and velocity, must be allowed to vary. In addition, as discussed by Pettersen et al. (2006), the low frequency background model that is often assumed to be constant for time-lapse inversions must also change to capture the changes in the non-reservoir rocks.

The method of inversion of overburden time-lapse time shifts presented offers a potentially quick inversion to estimate reservoir strain compared to an acoustic impedance inversion.
Figure 5.3: Traces from the LoFS1 and (base) and LoFS6 surveys (monitor) showing reflectivity changes in the reservoir zone. The measured time shift is shown along with the maximum cross-correlation coefficient ($CC_{\text{max}}$) used to calculate the time shift (measured in a 60ms Hanning window). In the reservoir zone $CC_{\text{max}}$ decreases as a result of the strong reflectivity change. In such circumstances measuring time shifts based on maximizing the similarity of two signals is inappropriate.
5.2.1 Scope of the study

Since the inversion technology presented thus far is untested, the aim of this study is to see what the results are possible with limited \textit{a priori} knowledge. This provides a way of evaluating the proposed inversion technique without imposing too many preconceptions about what the answer should be. I will conduct the inversion with only the most basic information required, which is top and base reservoir horizons (in depth) and the time-lapse seismic volumes at the times of interest. Note that no other information such as well-log data is required, which is a distinct advantage over seismic inversion, for example.

5.2.2 Study area

Valhall is a large reservoir, so to make the study manageable a small subarea in the south of the field was chosen. This area is away from the central overburden gas cloud and had good quality P-wave seismic data. Figure 5.4 shows an estimated compaction map for the whole of the Valhall Field at the time of the LoFS6 survey. The study sub-area is identified in Figure 5.4.

5.3 Building a model of the area of interest

In this section I will describe the model building process for the Valhall sector. Once the model is constructed I will have the ability to (a) forward model time-lapse time shifts given a reservoir strain map and (b) invert time-lapse time shifts for reservoir strain.

The model building process involves constructing a block model of the reservoir. The summation of the independent contribution of each block can yield the total stress, strain or displacement at any point in the overburden if an appropriate Green’s function is employed.

To build a block model of the sector of interest I was given depth horizons of top and base reservoir. These maps were based on seismic data and as such had a sampling of $25 \times 25\text{m}$. As discussed in Chapter 4, this sampling is inappropriate
Figure 5.4: The subarea selected for the study. The map shows the estimated compaction of the reservoir between the time of the LoFS 6 and LoFS 1 surveys. The zoom-in box shows the area of interest that will be studied in this thesis. The area consists of a $110 \times 142$ seismic bins, with a spacing of 25m in both the inline and crossline directions.
for our inversion as we do not expect to be able to resolve changes to such a high resolution from overburden time shifts. To be consistent with the reservoir engineering and geomechanical modeling scale, I resampled the grid to 100×100m.

As described earlier in the chapter, there is some uncertainty in the initial thickness of the reservoir, because of the low acoustic impedance contrast at top reservoir, which makes the top reservoir difficult to pick on 3D seismic. This uncertainty will be explored later in the chapter as part of the study.

5.4 An linear equation relating time shifts to reservoir strain

In this section I define the equations for the forward modelling of time-lapse time shifts using a reservoir strain map and the inversion of reservoir strain from time-lapse time shifts. Recall that in Chapter 4 I outlined an equation relating time-lapse time strain to vertical strain:

\[
\Delta t = (1 + R)\varepsilon_{zz}
\]  

(5.1)

This equation gives a linear relationship between the overburden vertical strain \( \varepsilon_{zz} \) and time strain \( \Delta t/t \). The time shift at a given depth was found by integration of the above equation:

\[
\Delta t(z) \approx 2(1 + R) \int_0^d \frac{\varepsilon_{zz}(z)}{V_0(z)} dz
\]  

(5.2)

In Chapters 3 and 4 I showed that time strains were convenient because they linearized the problem, allowing for a direct inversion of reservoir strain from the measured time strain. However, since time strains are the derivative of time shifts they are prone to be noisier. I stated that it was preferable to work with time shifts but that the linearization of Equation 5.2 was only possible for constant initial overburden velocity \( (V_0) \).

In the case of Valhall we have the special case of being able to assume the initial overburden velocity \( (V_0) \) is constant with depth. The overburden velocity model shows no strong deviations and can be approximated by constant mean velocity of
2000ms\(^{-1}\) (Barkved, 2008). This assumption was also adopted by Hatchell et al. (2005) who used alternative methods to calculate time-lapse time shifts at Valhall. As I will outline, the assumption of constant velocity means that we can linearly relate time shifts to reservoir strain. As discussed in Chapter 3, time shifts are a more stable product than time strains and, if possible, it is preferable to work with them.

If the initial overburden velocity structure is sufficiently simple that it can be approximated as constant, then we can evaluate the integral between the surface and depth \(D\):

\[
\Delta t(D) \approx \frac{2(1 + R)}{V_0} \int_0^D \varepsilon_{zz}(z)dz = \frac{2(1 + R)}{V_0} [U_z(D) - U_z(0)] + \Delta t_0
\]

Equation 5.3 is a simple result, it allows us to think in terms of displacements \((U)\) rather than strain. \(U_z(D) - U_z(0)\) is simply the change in path length. The term \(\Delta t_0\) is the constant of integration. In the case of time-lapse time shifts at an offshore field this would be a result of seafloor subsidence, which increases the travel time through the water layer. It is the case at Valhall and common practice to datum the seismic to the seafloor, which removes the surface subsidence-imprint. Therefore, from herein I remove this term.

In Chapter 3 I showed how displacements, stress, and strain in a linear poroelastic half-space can be written as Green’s functions, which are a linear function of reservoir pressure change. Re-writing Equation 5.3 in terms of a discrete Green’s function matrix, where the reservoir is described as a series of blocks (see Chapter 4), I arrive at the following expression:

\[
\Delta t_M \approx \frac{2000(1 + R)C_m}{4\pi V_0} \sum_{n=1}^N \Delta p_n G_{n,M}
\]

where I have defined a new Green’s function matrix \(G(x, y, z = D) = [U_z(x, y, z = D) - U_z(x, y, z = 0)]\) that describes the overburden stretch (between the surface and the point of interest) at a location, \(M = (x, y, z = D)\), due to unit pressure change in the \(n\)th reservoir block. The multiplier of 2000 converts the time shift from one way travel time in seconds to two way time in milliseconds. The time shift at a location \(M\) is given by the sum over all \(n\) pressure sources (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.3).
term $C_m \Delta P$ gives the volumetric strain $\varepsilon_v$ and therefore the above equation can be written in terms of the volumetric strain of each block:

$$\Delta t_M \approx \frac{2000(1 + R)}{4\pi V_0} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta \varepsilon_{v,n} G_{n,M}$$

(5.5)

5.5 Forward modelling overburden time-lapse time shifts

As what some may describe as a "sanity check" it makes sense to conduct deterministic modelling with a current estimate of reservoir strain. In general, unless our current estimate is in gross error or our modelling assumptions are too limiting, then one might expect a reasonable agreement.

5.5.1 Reservoir strain estimate

A top reservoir displacement map was provided by BP for the time of the LoFS6 survey. Since no information on the displacement of the base reservoir was available I calculated a reservoir strain map assuming uniaxial displacement and no movement of base reservoir. In this case my a priori strain estimate is simply $\varepsilon_{zz} = \Delta h/h$, where $h$ is the initial thickness and $\Delta h$ is the top reservoir displacement. The resulting strains show values as high as several percent.

5.5.2 Visual comparison

Figure 5.6 shows the modelled and predicted time shifts using $R = 5$, $V_0 = 2000 ms^{-1}$ and $\nu = 0.25$ for a depth-slice 100m above the reservoir and for a cross-section through the central time shift anomaly. I will investigate further the sensitivity of the value of $R$ and $\nu$ in the next section.

As expected, the qualitative match is good. The anomalies clearly match in location and general shape, even if their magnitude differs slightly. Clearly, increasing the LSF window size reduces the noise without reducing resolution, since the spatial wavelengths in the modelled time shift are also very low. In the following sections I will quantify the goodness of the match.
Figure 5.5: The strain in the area of interest. A map of top reservoir vertical displacement was provided by BP along with the depths of top and base reservoir, from which the reservoir thickness was calculated. The strain was calculated assuming no movement of base reservoir, so that $\varepsilon_{zz} = \Delta h / h$. 

$\Delta H = \text{Top reservoir vertical displacement (cm)}$

$H = \text{Reservoir Thickness (m)}$

$\text{Reservoir vertical strain (}\Delta H / H)$
(a) Modelled (centre) and measured time shifts on a horizon 100m above the reservoir. The measured time shifts are for two different LSF parameterizations. The blue line indicates the location of the cross-section below.

(b) Modelled and measured time shifts shown on a cross-section. The contour lines show the predicted time shift at 1, 2, 3 and 4ms. Note that underburden time shifts were not modelled.

**Figure 5.6:** A comparison of modelled and measured time shifts at the area of interest in Valhall using $C = 0.48$ and $\nu = 0.25$. In general the agreement is very good. Note the apparent 'hole' in the centre of the time shift anomaly.
I chose to show this particular cross-section because during the course of the study I noticed a 'hole' in some areas of the time shift signal (located at approximately 2300m) that is inconsistent with the forward modeled data. I will discuss this further in Section 5.6.

5.5.3 Investigating the sensitivity to \( R \) and \( \nu \)

In order to forward model we have to assess the value of the constants that characterize the problem. As described in Chapter 4, the only parameter that controls the shape of the deformation around the reservoir is the Poisson’s ratio, all the other factors simply scale the deformation pattern. In the case of Equation 5.5 we can define a scaling factor \( C \) that is given by:

\[
C = \frac{2000(1 + R)}{4\pi V_0}
\]

The previous figures show a good qualitative match was achieved with \( R = 5, V_0 = 2000\text{ms}^{-1} \), giving \( C = 0.48 \). However, as we have an estimate of the reservoir strain, then for any given Poisson’s ratio I am able to calculate the value of \( C \) that minimizes the misfit between the observed and calculated time shifts. The time shifts were calculated between the LoFS1 and LoFS6 surveys (which is the timing of the estimated compaction map) using a cross-correlation technique. The cross-correlation was performed using a method called Local Shift Finder (LSF) which was discussed in Chapter 3 (Hale, 2007). The technique calculates the time shift by cross-correlating local 3D patches of data which are tapered by Gaussian windows. The Gaussian tapers are defined by their half-widths in the time, inline and cross-line direction, \( \sigma_t, \sigma_x \) and \( \sigma_y \) respectively.

To calculate the value of \( C \) I forward model time shifts at three depth horizons with average distances of 100m, 300m and 500m above the reservoir for Poisson’s ratios of 0.1 to 0.45 in steps of 0.05. In principle we could use the whole time shift cube, however using depth slices is convenient from a computational standpoint. Each horizon has 15,620 data points on it, given that the grid spacing is 25×25m and the area of interest is 2725×3525m.

For each forward model a value of \( C \) was found that minimized the least-squares misfit between the measured time shifts and the forward modelled time shift. I then
LSF($\sigma_t=24\text{ms}, \sigma_x=\sigma_y=150\text{m}$)  
LSF($\sigma_t=12\text{ms}, \sigma_x=\sigma_y=75\text{m}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\nu$</th>
<th>$C$</th>
<th>Residuals $r$</th>
<th>Residuals $r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{mean}(r)$</td>
<td>$\text{1 s.d.}(r)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1:** For each Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ the scaling factor $C$ which gave the lowest least-squares error between the forward modeled time shifts and the measured time shifts. Two sets of time shift measurements were made using the Local Shift Finder algorithm with two sets of parameterizations for the Gaussian tapers. The mean and 1 standard deviation of the residuals ($r = \Delta t_{\text{modeled}} - \Delta t_{\text{measured}}$) are also presented.

characterize the goodness-of-fit of a particular combination of Poisson’s ratio and $C$ by examining the mean and 1 standard deviation ($\sigma_{s.d.}$) of the residuals. The results are reported in Table 5.1.

The results presented in Table 5.1 show that the value of $C$ is reasonably consistent and lies between 0.39 and 0.5. An analysis of the residuals shows that the mean and standard deviations are also consistent between each Poisson’s ratio tested. Intuitively one can see that no distinction can be made between any of the combination of Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ and the $C$ value. It is also clear that the larger windows used to calculate the time shift substantially decrease the standard deviation of the residuals.

Two standard statistical tests are appropriate to give a firmer basis to these observations. First, a series of F-tests (see Davis and Sampson, 1986, for example) reveal that for each separate LSF parametrization we can not distinguish between the variances of the models with a significance level of 99%. Second, a series of t-tests are used to test the hypothesis that we can not distinguish between the means of the models. The t-test assumes (see Davis and Sampson, 1986, for example) equal variances, which the F-test showed to be an acceptable assumption. The result of the t-tests showed that we can not distinguish the means of the models within a significance level of 99%. These two statements together suggest that for the current estimated strain distribution all models fit the data equally well. Clearly,
the sensitivity of the model to Poisson’s ratio is less than the noise observed in the
time shift data.

A further observation is that the best fit to the time shift data gives residuals that
are slightly biased below zero. This may be due to the presence of some areas of
positive time shift which the current model does not predict. These are thought to
be acquisition related (see Figure 5.6 for more detail).

If we examine the standard deviations of the two different LSF parameterizations
then it is clear that using a larger window has the desired effect of reducing the noise
without biasing the result. The standard deviations are reduced by approximately
half without significantly changing the mean.

5.5.4 Interpreting the value of C

So how does our range of $C$ values derived from the matching process compare with
the value of $C$ we might predict using our current estimate of $R$ and $V_0$? The value
of $R$ at the Valhall field has been independently estimated as 5 by Hatchell et al.
(2005) and 5.7 by van Gestel et al. (2008a). These would give theoretical values of
$C=0.48$ and $C=0.53$ respectively, assuming $V_0 = 2000\text{ms}^{-1}$, which are consistent
with the observed values over the range of Poisson’s ratios.

5.6 The effect of residual multiple energy on overburden time-
lapse time shifts

The 'hole' in the time shift data which can clearly be observed in Figure 5.6(b)
requires some further investigation. Several hypotheses were considered such as
whether the geomechanical model is too simple (e.g. the anomaly could be explained
by material contrasts), or if there are fluid effects in the overburden such as
migrating gas or pore pressure changes in the shales overlying the reservoir offered
an explanation. However, a paper by Hatchell and Wills (2007) suggested that these
data may be explained by time-lapse multiple interference. Hatchell and Wills (2007)
looked at the behaviour of time-lapse time shifts inside the central gas cloud region
and found that these were strongly correlated to the water velocity variations between
time-lapse surveys. Subtle differences in acoustic velocity of the water column occur mainly because of seasonal variations in water temperature (Kommedal et al., 2005). Figure 5.7 shows the seasonal variations in water velocity as reported by Hatchell and Wills (2007). A correlation between time shifts and water velocity variations indicates a relationship to residual multiple energy that has not been removed from the seismic data. In this section I carry out a similar analysis to Hatchell and Wills (2007) on the data from the area of interest covered by this chapter.

As I discussed in the introduction, the acquisition of multiple time-lapse surveys over the Valhall field offers new possibilities for time-lapse seismic. Not only does it allow us to gain even more insight into the dynamic evolution of the reservoir (Floricich, 2006, e.g.), but it also enables us to approach traditional seismic processing problems in a new light. For example, Calvert (2005) identifies a multiple suppression technique that is only possible using three or more time-lapse surveys. With six LoFS surveys available at Valhall we have a unique opportunity to study certain phenomena.

Figure 5.8(a) shows a cross-section of the modelled and estimated time shifts with three areas of interest marked on them, one just above the reservoir, one where the multiple interference is suspected and a third area above this. First, I will examine the evolution of the time shifts relative to the first LoFS survey (LoFS1). I examine the average time shift in a small 16ms×250m×250m patch of data. Figure 5.8(b) shows the evolution of these time shifts with each LoFS survey.
(a) A cross section of the time shift between LoFS1 and LoFS6. Three regions are identified for analysis: 16ms×250m×250m windows centered at 2566ms, 2400ms and 2200ms.

(b) The time-lapse time shift in each of the three regions relative to LoFS1.

Figure 5.8: Investigating the overburden time-lapse time shift anomaly.
Regions 1 and 3 show increasing time-lapse time shifts with time (note they are plotted as a function of LoFS survey, not as a function of real time between surveys). Region 2 lies in between regions 1 and 3 in depth. Geomechanical principles dictate that deformation will decay with distance from the reservoir, assuming a linear-elastic overburden. Even if strong material contrasts were introduced in the overburden this would only change the rate of decay. Therefore, we would expect the magnitude of time shifts in region 2 to lie between the time shifts above and below it, assuming the R factor model holds, which is reasonable given the quantitative match I showed in the earlier section.

Next I examine the theory that the mismatch is caused by time lapse multiple interference. Using a Taylor expansion for the theoretical trend line for time shift caused by water velocity changes for a water column of depth $D$, initial water velocity $V_0$ and a change in velocity of $\Delta V$ is given by:

$$
\Delta t = 2000D \left[ \frac{1}{V_0} - \frac{1}{V_0 + \Delta V} \right] \approx -\frac{2000D}{V_0^2} \Delta V
$$

\hspace{1cm} (5.7)

where the value 2000 converts from one-way travel time in seconds to two-way travel time in milliseconds. To examine if the time shifts in a particular region are correlated to the water velocity variations I will calculate the value of $\Delta t$ in each of the three regions over a range of water velocity variations. This is only possible because we have six LoFS surveys with which to work with. I calculate time shifts for the following combinations of surveys:

- LoFSn LoFS1 (for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
- LoFSn LoFS2 (for n = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6)
- LoFSn LoFS3 (for n = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6)

The value of the water velocity change $\Delta V$ between the above combinations of surveys will be calculated from Table 5.2, which was derived from the data in Figure 5.7.

The plots in Figure 5.9 clearly suggest that the time shifts in region 2 show a correlation to water velocity changes. Although the correlation coefficient ($R^2$ value)
Figure 5.9: A plot of time shift against water velocity variations in the three regions of interest identified in Figure 5.8. Note there is a clearer correlation between water velocity changes and measured time shift in region 2 compared to regions 1 and 3. The least-squares fit to a straight line is shown for each region, along with the equation and $R^2$ value.
Table 5.2: Water velocities at the time of the Valhall LoFS surveys as derived from Figure 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LoFS survey</th>
<th>Water Velocity (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1500.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1485.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1492.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1500.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1485.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1497.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is only 0.46, it is an order of magnitude higher than the other two regions (0.089 and 0.004). The theoretical trend, based on a water depth of 69m and an average reference water velocity of 1492m/s is $\Delta t = -0.062\Delta V$. The measured best fit line, with standard errors is $\Delta t = (-0.057 \pm 0.017)\Delta V + (0.07 \pm 0.17)$. I conclude that the measured time shifts in the region 2 are consistent with time shifts generated by residual multiple energy.

Summary

The objective of this section is to demonstrate an example of the uncertainties and errors involved in the estimation of overburden time shifts which were raised but not specifically addressed in Chapter 3. The work in this section has demonstrated that:

- Forward modelling using the current reservoir strain estimate provided a good match to the observed time shift, despite the use of a simple geomechanical model based on a homogeneous half-space.
- Where the modelled and observed data showed a mismatch I was able to identify an area for further investigation.

These two points show that simple, quick and cheap geomechanical modelling can be useful for deterministic forward modelling.

Methods of multiple removal are beyond the scope of this thesis and so I do not address ways to correct for the multiple contamination observed. For the inversion of time shift data, I propose a horizon-based approach, which will allow me to simply avoid the contaminated area, by selecting horizons above or below it.
5.7 Inversion for reservoir strain from time-lapse time shifts

Equations for forward modelling time shifts have been presented earlier in this chapter. The same equations can also be used to invert observed time shifts. There are three main processes involved in the inversion: Defining the reservoir geometry, geomechanical parameters and velocity strain relationship; Defining the time shift data that will be used as an input to the inversion; and finally defining the inversion algorithm and parametrization. I will discuss each of these areas in more detail below.

Model parametrization

The reservoir geometry is the same as outlined for the forward modelling process. The reservoir is defined by splitting it into blocks with a lateral extent of $100 \times 100m$. The thickness is given by the average thickness of the reservoir over the block, which is derived from a map provided by depth-converted seismic interpretation. As discussed earlier, there is some uncertainty about the thickness of the reservoir because the top reservoir reflectivity is difficult to interpret on the seismic data. I will address these uncertainties in reservoir thickness in a later section. For the first inversion run I will assume that the reservoir geometry provided by BP is accurate.

In addition to the geometry, three further parameters are required for Equation 5.5: $R$ which couples the strain in the overburden to the change in velocity; the initial velocity of the overburden $V_0$; and Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ which controls the geomechanical deformation. By forward modelling based on the current reservoir strain estimate provided by BP, I found the data was consistent with other published observations giving $R = 5$ and an initial overburden velocity of $2000ms^{-1}$. These factors only scale the magnitude of the solution and have no influence on the spatial distribution of the reservoir strain, therefore, it is not critical to have these values correct to a high degree of accuracy. However, it is crucial that these parameters are of the correct order of magnitude, otherwise the inversion may be badly scaled. The choice of Poisson’s ratio was found to have a limited impact on the goodness-of-fit to the observed time shift data in the range $0.1 \geq \nu \leq 0.45$, implying that the sensitivity of the model to Poisson’s ratio is less than the noise observed in the time shift data, making the choice of Poisson’s ratio essentially arbitrary in this range. I therefore
chose \( R = 5, \ V_0 = 2000ms^{-1} \) and \( \nu = 0.25 \) as my modelling parameters.

**Choice of time shift data**

As demonstrated in Chapter 4, data closest to the reservoir will control the highest frequencies of the inversion result. Therefore, it is best to choose a horizon which is parallel to the reservoir. Since the area of interest is dipping, I extract a horizon that is simply the top reservoir horizon moved up by 100m. I chose 100m because it is outside the zone which was identified as being contaminated by multiples, but also far enough away from the reservoir to not feel the influence of near field effects, such as the bias of time shift measurements or inaccuracies with the geomechanical model which were discussed in Chapter 3.

**Inversion**

For the inversion I use a least-squares algorithm with a non-negative constraint, i.e. a least-squares solution is found under the conditions that all strains are positive. This is reasonable given that the area is depleting and we expect only compaction. I stabilize the spatial distribution of the solution using weighted second order Tikhonov regularization. The weight given to the regularization is determined by the L-curve method as described in Chapter 4.

### 5.7.1 Inversion results

The results of the inversion are presented in Figure 5.10. The inverted volumetric reservoir strains are shown alongside the current strain estimation map for comparison. In addition to the reservoir strain, well paths are included, with perforations marked as diamonds.

In general the agreement is good, especially the shape of the depletion pattern. The magnitudes are clearly different, but, as discussed, the scaling of the inversion does not alter the resulting shape of the inverted solution. The cause of the differences in the magnitude could lie with a number of problems:
• The original assumption of uniaxial strain conditions used to create the reservoir strain from the top reservoir vertical displacement map provided by BP.

• The assumption of an isotropic homogenous half-space.

• Uncertainties in the values of $R$ and $V_0$.

Table 5.1 shows that forward modelling using the current simulator estimate underestimated the overburden time shifts by approximately 0.13ms (the mean of the residuals was -0.13ms) with standard deviation of 0.62ms. The residuals for the inverted data have a mean of -0.2ms with a standard deviation of 0.38ms. The inverted strain map fits the observations with more confidence (the standard deviation is approximately one third lower). However, the mean of the residuals is still biased. This is a result of putting a non-negative constraint on the inverted strains, which will have the effect of not allowing the prediction of positive time shifts in the overburden. This is a reasonable constraint as we expect only compaction in the reservoir and only negative time shifts based on our forward modelling earlier in the chapter. Figure 5.11 compares the measured time shift data to time shifts modeled using the inverted strain map, along with the difference between the two. An area affecting the residuals is in the top right corner which shows an area of positive time shifts. Further investigation showed that this is most likely related to problems with acquisition and processing.

Figure 5.12(b) shows a depth slice through the time shift cube at 300m which has the receiver lines plotted in addition. Striping is observed in the direction of the receiver lines. The cross section (Figure 5.12 (a)) shows that the striping is more prominent in the shallow overburden, and appears to attenuate with depth, although the effects are still seen at reservoir level.

Removing the biased data (15% of the total number of data points) from the calculation of mean and standard deviation of the residuals shows that it does indeed have an impact. The mean and standard deviation are reduced to -0.07ms and 0.19ms respectively.
Figure 5.10: Results of the inversion for volumetric reservoir strain (a) compared with the current strain estimate based on geomechanical modelling (b). The color scale shows the fractional volumetric strain.

Figure 5.11: The measured time shift data (a), time shifts modeled using the inverted strain map (b) and the difference between the two (c).
Figure 5.12: A cross-section through the time shift data (a) clearly shows striping of positive time shifts. Figure (b) shows a depth slice at 300m with the receiver lines marked. Clearly the striping is in the direction of the receiver lines, inferring that they are related to acquisition and/or processing.

5.7.2 Investigating uncertainty in reservoir thickness

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, a key uncertainty is the thickness of the reservoir, which may be in error because of the difficult interpretation of the top reservoir horizon on the seismic data.

What happens if the reservoir thickness is incorrect? In Chapter 4 I showed that, under the assumption of a linear elastic deformation in a half-space, deformation outside a reservoir can be described by summing the contributions of depletion in a series of cuboids:

\[
\mathbf{u}_i = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \varepsilon_{v,n} \int_{V_n} G_i(x, \zeta) dV_n
\]  

(5.8)

where \( V_n \) and \( \varepsilon_{v,n} \) are the volume and average volumetric strain over the \( nth \) cuboid respectively. Thus, if two cuboids experience the same change in volumetric strain, a larger one will produce larger overburden deformation, since the integration is over a bigger volume. In general, our reservoir will be made of cuboids that are evenly
spaced laterally (e.g. 100×100m in this case) but vary in thickness. Therefore, variations in the integration volume come from variations in the reservoir thickness.

Imagine a reservoir of constant thickness with uniform depletion. If the thickness of one reservoir block is in error we may not necessarily find that the inversion returns an anomalous result at that cuboid, especially if smoothing constraints have also been imposed. Instead, because the overburden deformation at any given point is the sum of the contributions of all blocks, then the error can be distributed over the other cuboids in the reservoir.

To demonstrate this I invert the Valhall data, assuming a constant reservoir thickness of 19m - the average reservoir thickness. Figure 5.13(a) shows the ratio of the constant thickness to the previous reservoir geometry and, therefore, highlights areas where the thickness is much greater or smaller. Two areas of interest are highlighted where, by assuming a thickness of 19m, the thickness of those cells is increased by up to a factor of four, relative to the original thickness. However a comparison of the inversion results (Figures 5.13(b) and (c)) shows that the change in reservoir geometry has very little effect in the visual appearance of the reservoir strain. An examination of the least-squares error between the modelled and observed overburden time shifts gives a root mean squared error of 0.43ms using the original reservoir geometry, and 0.63ms using a uniform thickness, so mathematically we can conclude that the original geometry fits the data more accurately.

A suggestion for inverting reservoir strain when the reservoir thickness is uncertain, would be to conduct a probabilistic joint inversion for reservoir strain and initial thickness. In this case a probability density functions (pdf’s) would be defined for reservoir thickness and strain. An approach such as Monte-Carlo simulation could then be used to find, in a probabilistic framework, the initial thickness and volumetric strain that best fit the observed time shift data. I leave this as a suggestion for future work, since the approach of this thesis has been to concentrate on linear inversion.

5.8 Summary

This chapter has combined the material presented in Chapters 3 and 4, culminating in the inversion for reservoir strain at a sector of the Valhall field.
First, a time shift analysis was presented. Some observations made in Chapter 3 about the difficulty of measuring time shifts in the reservoir zone were highlighted. It was found that reflectivity changes in the reservoir zone compromised the integrity of the time shift estimate using similarity-based algorithms. More complex processing, such as acoustic impedance inversion, would be needed to unravel the combination time shifts in the overburden, underburden and reservoir along reflectivity changes. The motivation for this thesis is to present an inversion for reservoir strain from overburden time lapse time shifts, which is simple to apply and requires substantially less \textit{a priori} information than current alternatives.

Next, a formulation for linking time-lapse time shifts directly to reservoir strain was presented. This took advantage of the relatively homogenous properties of the overburden at Valhall that allow the approximation of a uniform initial velocity. Forward modelling using an existing reservoir strain estimate revealed that the approximation of a homogenous linear elastic half-space was able to produce a good match to the observed time-lapse time shifts. An investigation into the sensitivity to the choice of Poisson’s ratio revealed the sensitivity of the model to Poisson’s ratio to be less than the uncertainty observed in the time shift data.

Forward modelling also suggested that the overburden time-lapse time shifts showed
areas of correlated noise. First, an analysis of an anomalous region of time shifts suggested a relationship to residual multiple energy. This section of the chapter was able to capitalise on the availability of frequently acquired data at Valhall. Other anomalous time shifts were observed that correlated very well with the receiver lines, suggesting the origin of the noise is related to acquisition and/or processing.

Time-lapse time shifts from a horizon 100m above and parallel to the top reservoir were chosen as an input to an inversion for reservoir volumetric strain. The inversion results are promising, showing good similarity to the current strain estimate. An analysis of the sensitivity to the reservoir thickness was also examined, in light of concerns about uncertainties in the seismic interpretation of top reservoir. I compared two inversions: One using the reservoir geometry provided; and one that assumed the reservoir had a uniform thickness. The results were visually similar, although the inversion which assumed uniform thickness showed a larger least-squared error.

The method presented shows considerable promise. The goal of this chapter was to verify that the theoretical basis for the inversion and forward modelling of time-lapse time shifts produced reasonable results when used with real data. This chapter has shown that in the geological setting of Valhall the framework proposed gives promising results.

As highlighted earlier in the chapter, the semi analytical formulation, when compared to finite element modeling for example, make the approach simple, fast and cheap for both forward modeling and inversion. The forward modeling has shown some practical value, by identifying anomalous areas of time-lapse time shift for further investigation. The next step, once we have more confidence in the inversion result, is to understand how or if the inversion results can contribute to answering any unresolved questions about reservoir performance. Of course, in that respect the results of such an inversion are only a small part of a much larger puzzle.
In the previous chapter I studied a sector of the Valhall field in the North Sea. In this chapter I will apply a similar inversion approach in a very different geological setting: the Genesis Field, a stacked deepwater turbidite reservoir located in the Gulf of Mexico.
6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter I studied a sector the of the Valhall field in the North Sea. The setting was a weak chalk reservoir with compaction confined to a single layer of 20m average thickness. I used overburden time-lapse time shifts as input to an inversion for reservoir strain. In this chapter I will apply a similar inversion approach in a very different setting: the Genesis Field, a stacked deepwater turbidite reservoir located in the Gulf of Mexico.

6.2 The Genesis Field

6.2.1 Location and geology

Genesis Field lies 150 miles southwest of New Orleans in the Gulf of Mexico and encompasses parts of Green Canyon Blocks 160, 161, and 205. The operator is Chevron, with ExxonMobil and BHP Billington as partners. Water depth across the field varies between 750 and 850m. The reservoir is at a depth of approximately 4000m.

![Map showing the location of the Genesis Field](image)

**Figure 6.1:** Map showing the location of the Genesis Field, which lies approximately 150 miles southwest of New Orleans, USA.

Genesis field consists of several stacked Plio-Pleistocene turbidite sandstone reservoirs which lie on the eastern flank of a salt-cored anticline. There are three main producing intervals, named N1, N2, and N3, which are part of a group of
sands labelled the N-series. The sand-rich intervals in the N-series are in the range of approximately 0-33m thick, contain intra-reservoir shales in the ranging of approximately 15-45m thick. The producing N-sands are located on the hanging wall of an east-dipping normal fault on the eastern flank of the anticline. Reservoirs dip between 15° and 40° and pinch out towards the fault, which forms the updip limit of the hydrocarbon accumulation. In addition, there are two deeper late-Pliocene age reservoirs, called the 14200ft sand and the 14800ft sand. The sands are unconsolidated and have high-porosity (23 to 32%), high net-to-gross (0.7 - 1.0), and high permeability (over 1 darcy). The very high porosities are a consequence of rapid burial, which caused the development of overpressure that inhibited normal compaction, along with reservoir temperatures that are too low for the initiation of quartz cementation (Sweet and Sumpter, 2007). Figure 6.2(a) shows a schematic cross-section through the reservoir and Figure 6.2(b) shows an example log.

6.2.2 Production history and compaction

Since first oil in 1999, the field has been produced under primary depletion drive. Although there is a moderate natural water drive in parts of the field, there have been large pressure declines. The initial reservoir pressure was between 55-60 MPa, with a typical bubble point pressure of 40MPa. By the time of the monitor survey, the reservoirs had depleted by up to 30 MPa around some of the wells, with an average depletion of around 20MPa. Sands are over-pressured by approximately 15MPa. The combination of overpressure and the unconsolidated, weak nature of the sands means that reservoir compaction is likely. Unfortunately, there are no physical measurements of reservoir compaction at Genesis. Radioactive bullets were installed during the initial completion of the shales just above the reservoir interval. However, a baseline log for the bullets was never run (Pourciau et al., 2005).

Reservoir compaction has been inferred from three major sources of data: Permeability loss; time-lapse seismic; and well failures. Pourciau et al. (2005) reports that, in the first four years of production, many wells displayed decreasing permeability, which, after ruling out other possible causes, was determined to be caused by compaction. In some cases permeability losses as high as 80-95% of the initial permeability were implied. As I will discuss in the next section, time-lapse seismic observations of overburden time shifts supported the theory of strong reservoir compaction, with significant time shifts outside the reservoir suggesting overburden
Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic cross section of the Genesis Field showing main reservoir intervals (N1, N2, N3L, 14,200-ft sand and 14,800-ft sand), faults, and the salt weld that lies west of the field. Adapted from Sweet and Sumpter (2007). (b) Genesis type log showing gamma ray log (left, yellow), which indicates areas of high-quality reservoir sand and resistivity (right, green) with indicates the presence of hydrocarbons, alongside cumulative production in each of the sands at October 2002, the time of the time-lapse monitor survey.
stretching. Hudson et al. (2005) report that within nine months of the time-lapse seismic observations four wells failed due to compaction-related shear failure. The failed wells were all completed in areas of pure depletion drive and had high inclinations (between 20° and 50°).

6.2.3 Description of the time-lapse surveys

Time-lapse seismic data at Genesis consists of a pre-production base survey shot in 1991 and a monitor survey acquired in October 2001, three years after production started. An overview of the time-lapse acquisition and processing at Genesis is given by Magesan et al. (2005). The monitor survey was acquired with the time-lapse product in mind, so the monitor acquisition parameters were chosen to replicate the base survey as closely as possible. However, since the monitor was shot 10 years after the base survey, acquisition choices were also made to maximize the potential of the monitor survey as a high resolution 3D survey, in addition to its use as a time-lapse survey. The intention was to use the improved 3D seismic data to improve static reservoir characterization. For example, larger offsets allowed AVO (amplitude verses offset) signatures to be used, because the farthest offsets of the monitor survey extend to 45° compared to the baseline which only went out to 30° (Hudson et al., 2005). In addition, the monitor survey was acquired with smaller capacity sources and shallower source/streamer depths, resulting in broader frequency content for the acquired data (Magesan et al., 2005). A summary of survey parameters is provided in Table 6.2.3.

To account for these differences in acquisition parameters, pre-stack co-processing and cross-equalization of the base and monitor seismic data were performed.

6.2.4 Initial 4D observations

The initial 4D observations were reported in Hudson et al. (2006) and Hudson et al. (2005). Alongside some reservoir level 4D differences related to depletion and saturation changes, time-lapse differences were also observed in the overburden. Figure 6.3 shows a line through the time-lapse difference cube. Along with the large differences seen at reservoir level, differences are observed at the Wet Illinoian Sands, a good reflector approximately 300m above the reservoir. These differences
Parameter | Baseline | Monitor
--- | --- | ---
Acquisition year | 1991 | 2001
No. of steamers | 2 | 8
No. of sources | 1 | 2 (dual boat)
Max. offset | 5000m | 7200m
Channel / streamer | 180 | 576
Bin size | 12.5×37.0m | 12.5×37.0m
Fold | 90 | 96
Gun depth | 7.5 m | 6.0m
Streamer depth | 10.0 m | 8.0m
Gun volume | 6324in³ | 3090in³
Direction | N-S | N-S

**Table 6.1:** Acquisition parameters for the base and monitor surveys at Genesis. After Magesan et al. (2005)

are attributed to reservoir compaction causing overburden dilation and a reduction in overburden velocities. These observations were published about the same time that other authors were reporting similar compaction-related 4D differences outside compacting reservoirs (e.g. Hatchell and Bourne, 2005b; Kristiansen et al., 2005; Tura et al., 2005), lending further weight to the argument that reservoir compaction caused observable non-reservoir time-lapse changes.

### 6.2.5 Cross-equalization over compacting reservoirs

In the previous section I described the acquisition and processing of the Genesis time-lapse data. Interestingly, the article by Magesan et al. (2005) does not discuss these overburden changes in the context of cross-equalization. Initially, the cross-equalization produced an unsatisfactory time-lapse product when the matching operators were derived in the overburden above the reservoir. A much better time-lapse product was achieved when matching operators where derived in an area down dip of the reservoir, but, this left overburden time shifts above the reservoir. At the time the reason was not clearly understood (Hudson, 2005, pers. comm.).

In Chapter 2 I performed a literature search showing that there are now many examples where time-lapse time shifts are observed above compacting reservoir. In this context, these time shifts are now accepted as a production-related change and not an artifact of acquisition and/or processing. This above anecdote about
the discovery of overburden time shifts at Genesis reveals two points. First, and most importantly, it reveals that there may be data in time-lapse surveys that we may simply miss because it is processed away as noise. Secondly, it shows that if cross-equalization is required on time-lapse surveys over compacting fields, there must be sufficient good quality data away from the reservoir in which to derive the cross-equalization parameters. In general, however, repeat surveys will cover a more limited area than a base survey, focusing on the lateral extent of the reservoir, making time and cost savings in acquisition and processing. As such, a suitable control area may not be available, unless compaction and overburden expansion was previously considered.

6.3 Time shifts and time strains at Genesis

Since the initial observation of overburden time-lapse time shifts the desire to maximize the potential of the Genesis time-lapse data has led to significant developments in time-lapse time shift analysis. First, a recursive algorithm for cross-correlation was developed, which provided a computationally efficient algorithm for
cross-correlating 3D patches of data in the vertical (time) direction (see Rickett et al., 2006). However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the approach has its limitations. A second approach, which was also introduced in Chapter 3, of non-linear time shift inversion was applied, which finds the time shift \( \tau(t) \) that maps the base \( x_1(t) \) to the monitor data \( x_2(t) \) by minimizing the least squared difference \( E = \left| x_1(t) - x_2(t + \tau(t)) \right|^2 \).

Crucially, the inversion uses spatial constraints to favour trace to trace consistency and a stable first time derivative of the time shifts.

The advantage of this new approach is the ability to produce stable estimates of time strains in comparison to cross-correlation based measurements. As identified in Chapters 3 and 4, time strains have the advantage of being instantaneous measurements, which avoids the non-linearity introduced by working with time shifts. These time strains form the input to our inversion for reservoir pressure changes. Figure 6.4 shows the time shift and time strain at a cross-line through the Genesis reservoir.

6.3.1 Time shift resolution at reservoir level

A stacked turbidite system such as Genesis, which is a common geological setting for hydrocarbon accumulations, present challenges for seismic imaging. Typically, the
vertical resolution of surface seismic data is in the order of tens of meters. At Genesis using the assumption of an RMS velocity of approximately $2500\text{ms}^{-1}$ in the reservoir zone and a peak frequency of 25Hz for the seismic wavelet, the resolution given by the Rayleigh criteria is approximately $45\text{m}$. Since the sands have an average thickness of $20\text{m}$, it is clear that they are below seismic resolution. This further complicates time shift analysis in the reservoir zone. Figure 6.5 shows a gamma log from a vertical Genesis well in the centre of the field with the baseline seismic plotted alongside. The formation tops are marked. The sands are low impedance compared to the surrounding shales, so the top N1 formation is a trough under normal polarity. The sand/shale sequences are clearly represented by a trough/peak combination.

Compacting stacked reservoirs present new time-lapse challenges. In addition to the recognition of overburden and underburden stretching, the inter-reservoir shales are predicted to respond to the compaction of the reservoirs. Geomechanical modelling suggests that, just as in the overburden, the inter-reservoir shales will expand. Figure 6.6 shows the vertical strain computed for an unconsolidated deep water Gulf of Mexico turbidite by Sayers (2006). Here the sands are compacting while the intra reservoir shales and the shales overlying and underlying the reservoir are in
The geomechanical modelling presented by Sayers et al. (2006) assumes that there is no pressure communication between the shales and the sands due to the low permeability of the shales, which is typically in the order of 1mD to 1nD. Recent research by MacBeth et al. (2008) shows that the shale response will be time-dependent. Over short timescales the shale is expected to dilate as though it were impermeable, as an elastic rebound response to the compaction of the sands. However, over large timescales it is expected that the pressure in the shales will equilibrate with the depleted sands, resulting in eventual compaction of the shale.

The exact length of these time-scales will depend on a number of factors, such as the permeability, mineral makeup and thickness of the shale unit. Further research is required into the poro-mechanical properties of shale in order to properly understand these effects. However, assuming the intra-reservoir shales behave elastically and expand over the timescale of seismic surveys, then it is reasonable to expect this to lead to a decrease in velocity in the same way that we observe velocity changes in the overburden. This means that there are potentially two counteracting effects in the reservoir zone: A decrease in travel time in the reservoir sands because of compaction and velocity increase; and an increase in travel time between the compacting layers due to the expansion of the shales. The time strain cross-section (Figure 6.4) clearly shows that a decrease in the time shift decrease is observed across the reservoir,
suggesting that velocity increase due to compaction is the dominant effect.

6.4 Inversion for reservoir pressure change

In this section I describe the process of an inversion for reservoir pressure change. The workflow is very similar to that used for the inversion of the Valhall data. However, there are two major differences. First, the velocity of the overburden increases approximately linearly with depth, unlike the Valhall overburden velocity which could be approximated as constant. The presence of a velocity gradient breaks the linearity between time shifts and reservoir strain. Instead, as described in Chapter 3, we can use time strains, which localise the measurement. Secondly, unlike the Valhall reservoir, which could be approximated as a single compacting layer, Genesis is made up of a series of vertically stacked sands. I will show that one cannot resolve individual pressure distributions in a stacked system from overburden measurements alone. I will, therefore, create a single composite reservoir and invert for the total pressure change. I will discuss this issue in more detail.

6.4.1 Inversion of a vertically stacked reservoir

The synthetic modelling conducted in Chapter 4 showed that the inversion is stable where the reservoir is confined to a single layer. However, a problem arises when attempting to resolve vertical layers: There is a trade-off between pressure changes in layers at different depths.

I explore this problem by examining the model resolution matrix of a simple three layer reservoir. Details about the model resolution matrix were given in Chapter 4 (Section 4.7). The reservoir has lateral dimensions of 2 × 4km and consists of three 20m thick layers, with the top of each layer located at 4000m, 4050m and 4100m respectively. I make a horizontal observation horizon 250m above the top reservoir. The forward operator is the discrete vertical strain Green’s matrix for a poroelastic halfspace. I assume no vertical connectivity between layers and as such employ regularisation to each layer individually i.e. I favor spatial consistency in the horizontal direction in each layer, but do not expect that the any consistency in the vertical direction. Figure 6.7 shows the results of this test. The resolution is tested
by multiplying the resolution matrix with a unit spike located at the centre of the uppermost layer. If resolution were perfect then the spike test would return the input.

Figure 6.7 reveals that there is substantial leakage between the layers. For the input spike located in the centre of the upper layer components of that spike are found in the middle and lower layers, showing the trade-off between layers.

To avoid this problem I take the pragmatic approach of creating a single equivalent unit representing the three sand units. The consequences of adopting this approach will be discussed later.

**Upscaling layers**

In order to create a composite layer out of a series of vertically stacked layers we must understand how the pressure upscales, so that a single equivalent layer generates the correct equivalent overburden strain. This helps to interpret the physical meaning of the results, as well as provide a model to upscale the pressures from the layered reservoir model to the composite layer for use in forward modelling.

As I have done throughout this thesis I will assume a uniform linear poroelastic medium. For simplicity I assume a stack of layers of infinite lateral extent, so that the deformation is uniaxial. Figure 6.8 shows the simple case of a three-layered stacked reservoir where a barrier between the layers means that the pressure in each layer is different. These barriers represent the intra-reservoir shales. If we want to represent this as a single layer instead of three separate layers then what pressure change $\Delta \bar{P}$ should be used to replace the pressures changes in each of the layers?

We want to find a pressure $\Delta \bar{P}$ that when applied to the new volume, creates the same total vertical strain as the summation of the three independent vertical strains. For layers of infinite lateral extent (or reservoirs where the size $>>$ depth) the vertical strain is related to pressure via the uniaxial compaction coefficient $C_m$

$$
\varepsilon_{zz} = \frac{\Delta h}{h} = C_m \Delta P
$$

To find the equivalent pressure for the composite layer we need to determine
Figure 6.7: A resolution spike test showing leakage between stacked reservoirs. (a) The model resolution matrix was formed for a three layer stacked reservoir model, with the top of each layers located at 4000m, 4050m and 4100m respectively. The model resolution matrix is multiplied by a unit spike located at the centre of the upper reservoir. If the resolution were perfect, the test would return a unit spike. As can seen, the returned spike is distributed in all three layers because an observation plane directly above the reservoir cannot distinguish in which layer the pressure change has taken place.
Figure 6.8: By upscaling a vertically stacked reservoir one wishes to find a pressure $\Delta \bar{P}$ that when applied to the net volume, creates the same total vertical strain as the summing the individual vertical strains together.

$$\frac{\Delta h_{\text{net}}}{h_{\text{net}}} = C_m \Delta \bar{P}.$$  

The total change in thickness of the three layers is given by $\Delta h_{\text{net}} = C_m (h_1 \Delta P_1 + h_2 \Delta P_2 + h_3 \Delta P_3)$ from which we can calculate $\Delta \bar{P}$:

$$C_m \Delta \bar{P} = \frac{\Delta h_{\text{net}}}{h_{\text{net}}} = C_m \frac{(h_1 \Delta P_1 + h_2 \Delta P_2 + h_3 \Delta P_3)}{h_{\text{net}}} \quad (6.2)$$

leading to the $\Delta \bar{P}$ being the thickness-weighted average of the pressure in all layers:

$$\Delta \bar{P} = \frac{(h_1 \Delta P_1 + h_2 \Delta P_2 + h_3 \Delta P_3)}{h_{\text{net}}} \quad (6.3)$$

In fact, Equation 6.3 can be extended to $n$ layers and is similar to the Backus averaging result (Backus, 1962), but with all layers having the same material properties.

Under the assumption of uniaxial compaction, the intra-reservoir shales will not strain in response to the reservoir. As discussed earlier, in reality the mode of deformation is most probably not uniaxial. The geometry of the reservoir along with material contrasts and poro-mechanical effects between the reservoirs, intra-reservoir shales, underburden and overburden will all play a role. However, this approach is consistent with the simple models I have used thus far and provides a first order upscaling routine.
To show that the overburden displacement and strain from a series of vertically stacked layers can be approximated by a single layer under the assumptions outlined above, I use Geertsma’s solution for a disk-shaped reservoir (Geertsma, 1966). Figure 6.9 shows the displacement and strain through the centre of three vertically stacked reservoirs of thickness 20, 20 and 30m respectively that are undergoing 10, 4 and 6 MPa of depletion in a half-space with shear modulus = 1GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. This model is very loosely based on the layering of Genesis. The reservoirs are located at 4000, 4050 and 4100m depth and all have a radius of 2000m. The stretching of the intra-reservoir areas can clearly be seen. Plotted on top of those solutions is the solution for a composite layer located at the mean depth of 4050m and undergoing the thickness-weighed depletion $P = 6.57$MPa. The two solutions are almost identical in the over and underburden (the error is less than 1% everywhere outside the reservoir), however, at reservoir level there are obvious differences. The fact that outside the reservoir we cannot distinguish between these two systems is at the heart of the non-uniqueness identified in the spike test I performed earlier.
Conclusion

In a linear elastic homogeneous half-space we can approximate a stack of layers as a single layer with a thickness equivalent to the total thickness of all layers (depleting and non-depleting) and located at the mean depth of those layers. However, the assumption of a homogenous media and uniaxial compaction may be a limitation.

I will use this upscaling approach to invert for a thickness-weighted pressure distribution which we can not readily decompose back into individual layers. This knowledge is important for interpreting the inversion product.

6.4.2 Data preparation

Time strains

For the Genesis data I will work with time strains. A time strain volume was provided by Chevron and created using the non-linear inversion approach described in Chapter 3, earlier in this chapter and in greater detail in Rickett et al. (2007b). The time strain volume was converted from two-way time to depth using the velocity model resulting from seismic processing. From this depth-converted time strain cube I extract the time strain on a surface 350m parallel to the top N1 reservoir horizon. The seismic data were acquired at a sample interval of 12.5×18.5m (see Table 6.2.3). In order to reduce the number of data points in the inversion I resample this grid to 50×55.5m. This reduces the number of data points over the region of interest from ≈50,000 to ≈4,000, which has a significant impact on the computational time and memory requirements of the inversion for reservoir pressure change. As I will describe, the reservoir simulation grid onto which we will invert has a spatial sampling of 100×100m. Therefore, since the seismic data is at nearly half that sample rate we are over-sampled for the problem.

Figure 6.10 shows the observed time strains as a millistrain (i.e. 1000 Δt/t). Two major separate anomalies, one to the north and one to the south, are visible.
Preparing the inversion grid

The next step of the preparation is to define a the reservoir geometry upon which we wish to invert to. Results of a reservoir model were provided by Chevron, with the dynamic data (pressures and saturations) at the time of the time-lapse surveys along with static data (grid geometry and porosity). For the inversion of overburden strain to reservoir pressure, the geometry of the sources, i.e. grid blocks, must be defined in relation to the observations. As discussed in the section on upscaling, I will invert for a the pressure change in a single layer equivalent layer which is a combination of the N1, N2 and N3 sands. In addition, I choose to place these grid blocks on a grid with regular lateral spacing of $100 \times 100$ m (although this is not strictly necessary, it makes computations easier). The spacing of the grid is consistent with the spacing used for reservoir simulations. In some places it is more dense than the simulation grid, since the the grid becomes less dense towards the edges of the reservoir. I define the thickness of the grid block at each location as the total thickness of the interval between the top N1 surface and the base N3 surface. For forward modelling and comparison purposes, the pressure is upscaled as defined.
previously. Figure 6.11 shows pressure changes in each of the individual sands along with the upscaled pressure change.

Here it is clear that there have been some dramatic pressure declines. Compartmentalization and the influence of varying connectivity to the aquifer has had a significant impact on resulting the depletion.

**Calibration of material properties**

As described in Chapter 3 and the previous chapter on the Valhall data, two material properties characterize the linear elastic half-space: The Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ and the shear modulus $\mu$. Together these material properties can be used to relate pressure changes to the volumetric strain of each block. As discussed in Chapter 3, the shear modulus plays no role in the shape of the predicted overburden strain, it simply scales the magnitude of the solution. Therefore, additional information is required to constrain the magnitude of the inverted solution. Fortunately, almost all of the development wells were fitted with downhole pressure gauges, so pressure data are abundant and pressure measurements at the times of the seismic surveys are available. The calibration of the data will be performed as part of the inversion and described in the coming section. The Poisson’s ratio does have some influence over the spatial distribution of overburden strain. However, as we saw with the analysis of the Valhall data, the influence of Poisson’s ratio was below the noise level of the measured data, i.e. a range of Poisson’s ratio’s fitted the data with equal goodness-of-fit. I will perform the same test for Poisson’s ratio when inverting the Genesis data.

6.4.3 Results

The time-lapse time strain data shown Figure 6.10 were used as input into the inversion. To regularise the solution, first-order Tikhonov regularisation was found to give the most stable result. I use the same approach as with the Valhall data and use a bounded least squares solver, which assumes that pressure changes are negative everywhere. This is consistent with the production in the field, which is primary depletion drive with no injection support.
Figure 6.11: Above, one history-matched reservoir simulation of the pressure depletion in the N1, N2 and N3 sands (provided by Chevron). Below, depletion upscaled to a single layer based using the upscaling scheme described in Equation 6.3.
The inversion was carried out several times, with Poisson ratios ranging between 0.2 and 0.49 in steps of 0.05. In addition, for each Poisson’s ratio a range of scaling factors where tested to find the best least squares fit. This is done in two stages. First, by using depletion estimates from the reservoir simulator, I forward model overburden strains and compare them to the observed time strains and calculate a scaling factor which equalizes the root mean squared (RMS) energy between the predictions and observations. While the forward-modelled strains may be inaccurate, because the simulator input is only one estimate, unless it is wildly different from the real depletion field, it allows an order-of-magnitude calculation. Next, the a range of calibration factors can be tested around this first estimate, to find the one that minimizes the least-squares error between the observations and the observations predicted using the inverted result.

Table 6.2: Comparison of the mean and standard deviations of the residuals ($r = \text{observed} - \text{modelled}$) for inversions parameterized by different Poisson’s ratio for the half-space used in the Genesis inversion. The optimal scaling factor $C$ is then found for each Poisson’s ratio.

Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ and scaling factor, $C$, along with mean and standard deviations of data residuals are reported in Table 6.2.

Formally, in this case, the scaling factor $C$ relates to the shear modulus and R-factor by:

$$C = \frac{(1 + R)}{8\pi\mu} \tag{6.4}$$

I do not attempt to interpret these scaling factors in terms of $R$ and $\mu$ because,
as discussed in Chapter 3, instead of representing an actual elastic property of the material, it is in fact a pseudo-property which will include a correction to account for the contrast in material properties between the overburden and the reservoir. In addition, the value of R is uncertain. We can not meaningfully separate the value $C$ into its constituent components.

As can be seen the mean and standard deviations of the various models are very similar and we can not say that one scaling-factor/Poisson’s ratio combination is better than any other. This is confirmed by statistical tests (f-test followed by a t-test as described in the previous chapter).

As can be seen, all models generally under-predict the magnitude of the time-lapse time strain signal, as the mean of the residuals is positive.

These results show that, under the geomechanical assumptions made, the choice of Poisson’s ratio is irrelevant. I therefore show results for $\nu = 0.48$, which was the average Poisson’s ratio in the overburden determined by Chevron, from empirical relationships between dynamic measurements (sonic log data) and static measurements (rock mechanical tests). Figure 6.12 shows the inverted pressure change in the composite layer alongside the upscaled pressure changes from the reservoir simulator.

The agreement between the two maps is favourable. As expected, the inverted depletion does not contain the high spatial frequencies seen in the upscaled result. The major depleted area in the south of the field is in good agreement. In particular the inversion appears to capture a linear baffle running parallel to the main fault which is evident on the simulator result (highlighted by an arrow). In the north at the G1 well the result is also in good agreement. There are two notable areas of disagreement, one around the G2 and G3 wells and the area to the north-east.

**Area around the G2 and G3 wells**

The most obvious discrepancy between the simulated pressure changes and inverted pressure changes is in the centre of the field around the G3 well. The production in this well is from the N2 sands (see Figure 6.11). As indicated earlier the reservoir pressure changes provided by the reservoir simulator are history matched to pressure changes measured by downhole gauges. Figure 6.13 shows the maximum shut-in
Figure 6.12: (a) The result of the inversion for pressure change in a layer combining the N1, N2 and N3 sands. (b) The pressure depletion from one reservoir simulation, upscaled to the same single layer.
bottom-hole pressure (SIBHP) from downhole gauges plotted against time for the G2, G3 and G6 wells, which were all completed exclusively in the N2 sand.

The downhole measurements show that there has indeed been a large depletion at the G3 well, and that it appears there a large difference in the depletion between the G2 and G3 wells. The G3 well has shown depletion of approximately 28MPa in the period March 2000 to September 2003. The G2 well was brought on stream in January 2002 and found virgin pressures, indicating that although the two wells reached equilibrium in a single pressure compartment over geologic time, the connections between the two wells and between each well and the aquifer are not effective over production time-scales (Sweet and Sumpter, 2007).

So why do we not see a large depletion around the G3 well? Figure 6.14 shows the measured overburden time strain with the overburden time strain calculated using the reservoir simulator pressure. From this figure it is clear that if our assumptions are correct, then there should indeed be a distinct overburden time strain that is of similar magnitude to the time strain anomalies in the north and the south. This suggests that the time strain in this area should be measurable above any noise.
Figure 6.14: Left, measured time strains from the Genesis seismic data. Right, modelled time strains using the depletion from the reservoir simulator.
So we have an area that has seen the largest depletions yet clearly does not appear to have caused significant time strain in the overburden. The absence of this anomaly and the lack of an indication of any pressure change in the inversion is not one that I have a definitive explanation for. In the coming discussion I suggest a range of factors that might lead to inaccuracies in the inverted result.

Area to the east

A significant area of depletion in the east of the field does not seem to have been captured by the inversion. Referring back to Figure 6.11 one can see that all of the depletion in this area comes from the deepest sand the N3. From the time strains predicted by the current simulator depletion estimate (Figure 6.14) it is clear that the time strains are small to the east, on the order of 0.5-1 millistrain. Comparing the observed strains it is probable that they are below the noise have been lost during the time strain calculation.

6.4.4 Discussion

The Genesis field was an challenging field on which to test this inversion scheme to work. Below I discuss several reasons why we should be surprised at the quality result as it stands. Further investigation of these effects may provide ways to improve the inversion result.

The relationship between pressure and strain

As already discussed, the inversion scheme presented assumes that the relationship between pressure and strain is linear, under the framework of linear poroelasticity. In a general case, however, we might reasonably expect the deformation of the sands to be a non-linear function of pressure. Ostermeier (2001) explains that the pore-volume compressibility of deepwater Gulf of Mexico turbidite sands exhibits large variations in both magnitude and stress dependency. Field and laboratory examples are given for geologically young, over-pressured sands that show larger initial compressibility, which decreases as a function of increasing stress (stress hardening). The introduction of a non-linear relationship between pressure and strain (reservoir
compaction) may improve our results. Unfortunately, while suitable constitutive models exist, the parametrisation of such models is often highly uncertain.

**Uncertainties in thickness and vertical resolution**

The role of thickness in the inversion for reservoir strain was also explored in the previous chapter on Valhall. The inversion requires the reservoir geometry as *a priori* information for the calculation of the Green’s function. As mentioned in the introduction to the field, there is some uncertainty in the thickness of the individual sands because they are below the vertical resolution of the seismic data.

**Upscaling and the effect of intra-reservoir shales**

The upscaling scheme presented was extremely simple and assumes uniaxial compaction, resulting in no deformation of the intra-reservoir shales. Earlier I discussed some work being undertaken to understand the effects of intra reservoir shales (e.g. MacBeth et al., 2008). An extension to the upscaling scheme would be to account for material contrasts and non-uniaxial behavior. It is also of note that the upscaling depends upon the layer thicknesses, which, as highlighted in the previous section, are also a source of uncertainty.

**Faults**

The presence of faults is not considered in the model or inversion. Intuitively, however, one feels faults must play a role. Stress effects on faults will effect the distribution of stress and strain in the reservoir and into the overburden. These effects are not well understood at present because defining and parameterising the constitutive mechanical models for faults is highly uncertain. Stress effects around faults will also have a important role for fluid flow modelling, for example, where transmissibilities may change as a function of stress. It is interesting to note that the main area of disagreement between the inversion result and the simulated pressures is around a fault. One possibility is that the fault may be reacting to the depletion in this area and effecting the transference of stress into the overburden. At present this is mere speculation and offers one possible avenue of further investigation.
6.4.5 Conclusion

The results of the Genesis inversion are promising given the major simplifications used to arrive at the result. In the discussion above I introduced several good reasons why one might believe that such a simple approach was unlikely to give any reasonable solution. Interestingly, the issues raised in the discussion are not restricted to the inversion scheme presented in this thesis, but are problems also faced by geomechanicists conducting finite element (FE) modelling to forward predict reservoir compaction and deformation outside the reservoir. For example, upscaling is a major issue for FE modelling of Genesis-type reservoirs, where it is nearly impossible to model thin sands individually because of the computational burden (Schutjens, 2005). Similarly, the discussion on the relationship between pressure and strain is an important one and still on going in the literature. Many constitutive models exist that can describe non-linear deformation, however choosing and parameterising these models is often a very sparsely constrained problem.

The ultimate goal would be to inform a reservoir simulator update. However, it is clear at this stage that, while the results are extremely promising, there are too many uncertainties to give full confidence to the inversion result. We cannot confidently at this stage say whether discrepancies between the inverted result and simulated data are because of problems with the time-lapse data, simplified geomechanical model, or reservoir simulation itself.
Conclusions and recommendations for future research
7.1 Conclusions

This thesis has presented a method to relate overburden time-lapse time shifts, or their derivative time-lapse time strains, directly to the deformation in and around compacting hydrocarbon reservoirs.

This method is a significant departure from the approach of other published methods which generally assume a pancake-like uniaxial deformation of the reservoir and surrounding rock (e.g. Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Røste et al., 2006; Hawkins et al., 2007), or use complex finite-element modelling (e.g. Minkoff et al., 1999; Herwanger and Horne, 2005; Staples et al., 2007; Schutjens, 2005).

The approach I adopted was to find a model to relate pressure change to overburden deformation that was simple and computationally fast to implement. Under the framework of linear poro-elasticity I take a semi-analytical route by numerically integrating the solution for a nucleus of strain in a homogeneous half-space. This approach has the obvious limitation of not allowing mechanical stratigraphy, but it does allow for the geometrical effects and and spatial distribution of reservoir compaction.

I draw on the work of Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) and use the assumption of a linear relationship between overburden vertical strain and relative changes in seismic velocity, which are visible on time-lapse seismic surveys as time shifts. In Chapter 3 I described in detail why using the overburden time-lapse seismic signature presented complimentary information to the reservoir-level signature, which is often more complex to interpret. I also presented a review of several techniques for measuring time-lapse time shifts and showed that we can be more confident of the overburden signature. The reason for this is that time shift estimation techniques work best when the time shift is varying slowly, which we expect to be the case in the overburden based on geomechanical modelling. At the reservoir level this assumption is invalid, because we expect a sharp change in the time shift gradient, where there is a switch between extension of the overburden and compaction of the reservoir.

Using this simple geomechanical approach and the linear rock physics model, I proposed a linear inversion for reservoir strain using time-lapse time strains (the derivative of time-lapse time shifts) as the input data. In Chapter 4 I tested this method on synthetic data. For this synthetic test I chose to invert data created using
a different geomechanical model to one I adopted, avoiding the so-called inverse-crime, where one uses the same model to create synthetic data for an inversion. The data I inverted was created using a finite-element simulation, which modelled realistic subsurface geology and stratified mechanical properties. This inversion test successfully recovered the reservoir pressure changes within a normalized root-mean-squared error of ±10%. Figure 7.1 summarizes the workflow.

Although, I have chosen to draw in the work of Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) and relate velocity changes to vertical strain, which is possibly the simplest possible approach, the inversion formulated in this thesis and summarized in Figure 7.1 can be extended to so that velocity changes can be related to any linear combination of the stress and strain tensor. I have the described this fully in Appendix C.

Two real data applications of this technique were presented in this thesis:

---

**Figure 7.1:** The workflow for inverting for reservoir pressure from time-lapse time strains as outlined in this thesis.
In Chapter 5 a sector of the Valhall field was studied. The relatively benign geology of the overburden is such that to first-order the initial seismic velocity can be assumed to be constant. This allowed the inversion method presented in Chapter 4 to be recast in terms of time-lapse time shifts and vertical displacements instead of time-lapse time strains and vertical strain. It was discussed in Chapter 3 that time-lapse time shifts are a more stable attribute to work with.

Forward modelling using an existing reservoir strain estimate revealed that the approximation of a homogenous linear elastic half-space was able to produce a good match to the observed time-lapse time shifts. An investigation into the sensitivity to the choice of Poisson’s ratio revealed the sensitivity of the model to Poisson’s ratio to be less than the uncertainty observed in the time shift data. Forward modelling also suggested that the overburden time-lapse time shifts showed areas of correlated noise. First, an analysis of an anomalous region of time shifts suggested a relationship to residual multiple energy. This section of the chapter was able to capitalise on the availability of frequently acquired data at Valhall. Other anomalous time shifts were observed that correlated very well with the receiver lines, suggesting the origin of the noise is related to acquisition and/or processing.

Time-lapse time shifts from a horizon 100m above and parallel to the top reservoir were chosen as an input to an inversion for reservoir volumetric strain. The inversion results are promising, showing good similarity to the current strain estimate predicted by complex finite element modelling. The sensitivity to the reservoir thickness was also examined, in light of concerns about uncertainties in the seismic interpretation of top reservoir. I compared two inversions: one using the reservoir geometry provided; and one that assumed the reservoir had a uniform thickness. The results were visually similar, although the inversion which assumed uniform thickness showed a larger least squared error.

The Genesis Field in the Gulf of Mexico presented considerably greater challenges than the sector of the Valhall Field. First, the presence of a linear overburden velocity gradient meant that it was necessary to work with time strains, which is
and instantaneous property, rather than time-strains. Time-strains are generally noisier to work with, but a new method presented by Rickett et al. (2007b) provided stable results. Second, the geology of the Genesis field was also more complex than Valhall. The inversion focused on three vertically stacked thin reservoirs. Vertical resolution was identified as a limitation of the proposed inversion scheme. To tackle this I adopted an approach of inverting for the pressure in an upscaled layer. Taking a uniaxial approach in a homogeneous half-space, I showed that the upscaled pressure is the thickness weighted average of the pressure changes in the individual layers.

An inversion for reservoir pressure change of the time-lapse data revealed that there is broad agreement in two areas. However, a large pressure depletion in a small compartment in the centre of the field was not predicted by the inversion. Downhole pressure measurements reveal that the reservoir model in this area was expected to be broadly correct. So what caused this mismatch? In the conclusions of the chapter I discussed many areas of further investigation based around the limitations of the current geomechanical formulation. Although the inversion result is favourable, showing many of the key features of the pressure distribution, additional complexity, such as layering and faults, may be required to explain some of the discrepancies.

### 7.2 Suggestions for further research

#### 7.2.1 Further investigation of the limitations of the geomechanical model

In this thesis I set out to relate reservoir pore pressure changes to time-lapse seismic observations. In Chapter 4 I showed that poroelasticity does indeed allow this connection and holds true for any heterogeneous linear elastic medium. However, calculation of the Green’s function for a fully heterogeneous medium would require computation using a numerical method such as finite elements. I opted for a simple semi-analytic solution that is simple to implement and computationally fast. With this choice comes a compromise; the medium is a homogenous linear elastic halfspace.

In the case of the inversion test of the Valhall FEM model in Chapter 4, we saw that a simple scaling factor was able to largely account for the difference in observed overburden strains and those predicted by the homogenous model. In the field data study of the Valhall Field, we also saw how we were able to model time-shifts within
the noise level of the data with the assumption of a homogeneous media. However, in the case of Genesis there was more uncertainty. A combination of upscaling layers and contrasts in material properties, along with possible non-linear effects, meant that relating the inverted strain product to reservoir pressure changes was challenging.

Further investigation is required in this area to better define the cases where the assumption of a homogeneous media is no longer adequate. An analytical model by Rudnicki (1999) goes part of the way. The model is of an ellipsoidal inclusion inside an infinite material. In this model the material properties of the inclusion are allowed to differ from those of the surroundings, but only the deformation of the inclusion (i.e. the reservoir) can calculated. In general, one can make the statement that the reservoir geometry (i.e. the aspect ratio of the ellipsoid) and the magnitude of the contrast between the reservoir and the surroundings affect the reservoir strain. However, this general statement can only provide partial understanding. For this model, because an the inclusion is in an infinite medium, we are restricted to reservoirs whose depth is much greater than width, so that the effect of the free surface is negligible. Also, in relation to the work presented in this thesis, we are more specifically interested in how material contrasts and geometrical effects affect the overburden deformation, which the model does not allow us to investigate. In addition to a simple material contrast between the reservoir and the surroundings, we wish to understand the affect of multiple layers, for example, the case of reservoir sand and intra reservoir shale interaction.

These topics are non-trivial and substantial, requiring finite element modelling of the mechanical interaction of layers and, where appropriate, the poromechanical interaction between layers via the coupled flow-deformation equations presented in Chapter 4.

I suggest we should try to find the appropriate limits of applicability of our current model, before extending the simple model to something more complex. For example, it would be possible to pre-compute the Green’s function of a linearly elastic heterogenous media using a fully numerical approach such as finite elements or finite difference. However, depending on the complexity of the scenario we wish to calculate, the computational power required could be potentially prohibitive.

In conclusion, this thesis has shown simple semi-analytical modelling of a homogeneous half space to give good approximations in several cases. However, more
research is needed to define cases in which we expect these models will fail to adequately approximate the physics of the situation.

### 7.2.2 Understanding the reservoir level signal

In Chapter 3 I made the case that the reservoir level signal is more complex to interpret than overburden observations, because the reflectivity changes at reservoir level mean that both amplitude changes, caused by compaction and fluid changes, and time shifts, which are difficult to measure, must be understood. In this thesis I have identified a link between reservoir strain changes and overburden deformation. This allows the possibility of this technique being used to decouple the two effects at reservoir level, in a joint inversion. The overburden is related only to the volume change in reservoir, where as the reservoir level amplitude, or other seismic attribute derived at reservoir level, will be effected by both. Therefore, a joint inversion of the two complimentary data sources might be able to separate the two effects.

### 7.2.3 Geomechanically consistent seismic warping

This thesis is built on the fundamental principle that, when a reservoir compacts, some overburden deformation will occur. This then causes a change in seismic velocity that, if sufficiently large, we can measure using the method of time-lapse seismic imaging.

The approach of this thesis has been one of linear least-squares inversion, in which a linear forward model connects our unknown reservoir strain to the observed data. The observed data is then inverted for the unknowns in the model to find the solution with the smallest L2-norm fit to the data.

In Chapter 3 I reviewed how those observations (time-lapse time shifts and time strains) are made. I showed that the way we make these measurements has some inherent limitations, mostly that we only make the most stable measurements when the underlying time shift signal is slowly varying.

An alternative approach is to make the time-shift estimation part of the inversion. An approach like this would be a non-linear stochastic inversion, in which reservoir
strains are estimated, then overburden deformation is calculated. Using the overburden deformation the resultant time shifts are calculated and applied to the seismic data. Next, the residuals between the time shifted monitor data and base are examined and the reservoir strain estimate is updated accordingly. For example, a global optimization scheme such as simulated annealing could be used.

The key difference between this approach and the one outlined in this thesis is that instead of first processing the seismic data, i.e. measuring time shifts and then using the time shift product to invert for reservoir strain, we would instead find a geomechanical model that was directly consistent with the seismic data and therefore not subject to the pitfalls involved in the measurement of time shifts.

In addition to vertical shifts, Cox and Hatchell (2008) show that overburden deformation and velocity change can cause apparent lateral shifts in the time-lapse seismic images. This is a result of seismic ray bending through the overburden velocity perturbation which is not accounted for in the migration of the time-lapse datasets. These lateral shifts can be included in such an inversion scheme. If we account for both time shifts and lateral shifts then I would call this concept "geomechanically consistent warping".

For reservoirs where the effect of fluid saturation is small and the change in seismic velocity is related mainly to the reservoir strain (such as a compacting gas reservoir for example), this would address the issue of resolving the sharp change at reservoir level, since this approach would not require the gradient of the time-shift to be smooth in order to stabilize the result. In reservoirs where changes in saturation cause significant changes in velocity, then we would be restricted to looking at only the overburden warp.

In order to conduct such an inversion, however, the geomechanical model needs to be simple and quick to compute, because at every update of the reservoir strain, a new geomechanical model must be run and from this the warp vectors calculated. Assuming linear elasticity this amounts to a simple convolution of the Green’s function matrix with the current strain estimate. Therefore the computation cost is mostly in the initial building the of the Green’s function matrix. As I indicated earlier the balance would lie in finding a geomechanical model that was simple enough to be of practical use, but complex enough to define the gross features seen in the data. For this reason the earlier recommendations of further research into geomechanical
modelling are even more relevant.
Time shift estimation by non-linear inversion

This appendix describes in detail the method of time shift estimation by non-linear inversion.

In the case of time-lapse time shifts we have two seismic traces, \( x_1(t) \) from the base survey and \( x_2(t + \tau(t)) \), where \( \tau(t) \) is a time shift function that describes the time-lapse time shifts. Our goal is to estimate the function \( \tau(t) \) given the two time-lapse traces.

To pose this as an inversion problem we wish to find the function \( \tau(t) \), which, once applied, minimizes the difference between the traces in a least-squares sense:

\[
\min |x_1(t) - x_2(t + \tau(t))|^2 \quad (A.1)
\]

An interpolation algorithm is typically used to apply the time shifts to the monitor trace. Applying a time shift to a seismic trace involves first shifting the amplitudes by the time shift then, reconstructing the trace at the regular sampling interval. This reconstruction is usually done by numerical interpolation such as cubic spline
interpolation or sinc interpolation. The objective function can generally be written as:

$$\min \left| d - f(m) \right|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

where the data vector, $d$, contains the baseline seismic data volume, $x_1(t)$; the model vector, $m$, contains the time shift volume, $\tau(t)$; and the function, $f(m)$, applies these shifts to the monitor survey to give $x_2(t + \tau(t))$. Since the time shift itself is a function of time, the objective function is non-linear.

Several approaches can be taken to solving non-linear inversion problems. Here I describe the regularised Gauss-Newton method, which I have used for the examples in this thesis.

The Gauss-Newton algorithm works by linearizing the problem and taking iterative steps towards the solution. At each iteration a linear system of equations is solved:

$$(J^T J) \Delta m = -J^T r$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

where $J$ is the Jacobian, which linearises the non-linear problem; $\Delta m$ is the model update at a given iteration; and $r$ is a vector of the residuals at that iteration.

The Jacobian is found by taking the derivative of the residuals with respect to the time shift, $\tau(t)$. Since only the monitor trace is affected by the time shift, the Jacobian is given by:

$$J_{it} = \left. \frac{\partial x_2}{\partial t} \right|_{t=t_i + \tau_{i}^{(0)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Since many time shift models may match the monitor to the base the problem is non-unique and may become singular. To avoid this we may regularise the problem. One desirable way of regularising the problem is to add the minimisation of a derivative to the objective function. This ensures that the time shift is consistent from sample to sample. The regularised objective function may be written as:

$$\min \left| d - f(m) \right|^2 + \alpha^2 |Lm|$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)
where $L$ takes the derivative of the model $m$. In the case of the time shift estimation problem $L$ will take the form of the second derivative, since we want to minimize the first derivative of the time shifts in order to estimate stable time strains.

Equation A.5 can be rewritten as:

$$\min \left\| \frac{d - f(m)}{\alpha^2 Lm} \right\|_2^2$$

(A.6)

For each iteration step $k$ the Jacobian for the regularised least-squares problem then becomes:

$$K(m^k) = \begin{bmatrix} J(m^k) \\ \alpha^2 Lm^k \end{bmatrix}$$

(A.7)

The model update at each Gauss-Newton iteration is then given by solving the following equation for $\Delta m$:

$$K(m^k)^T K(m^k) \Delta m = -K(m^k)^T \begin{bmatrix} f(m) - d \\ \alpha^2 Lm^k \end{bmatrix}$$

(A.8)

This can be simplified and solved as the linear system of equations $A \Delta m = b$ where:

$$A = J(m^k)^T J(m^k) + \alpha^2 L^T L$$

(A.9)

$$b = -J(m^k)^T r - \alpha^2 L^T L m^k$$

(A.10)

which can be solved for $\Delta m$, the model update, in a least squares sense using the normal equations $\Delta m = (A^T A)^{-1} A^T b$. 
Strain field around a nucleus of strain in a poroelastic half-space

B.1 Introduction

Expressions for the internal displacement due to a nucleus of strain in a poroelastic half-space with a traction-free surface are provided by Geertsma (1966). In this document, equations to calculate the full strain tensor due to a nucleus of strain are given by taking the appropriate derivatives of the $x$, $y$ and $z$ components of displacement.

B.2 Displacements

The coordinate system used by Geertsma is shown below in Figure B.1. Note that the $z$-axis is taken as positive in the downwards direction.

The expression for displacement due to a unit pressure change outside a nucleus at depth $z = c$ and a radial distance $r^2 = (x - a)^2 + (y - b)^2$ from the nucleus located
Figure B.1: Figure taken from Geertsma (1966) defining the geometry used in subsequent equations
at \((a, b, c)\) as:

\[
\overrightarrow{u_i} = \frac{C_m}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{R_1^3}{R_1^4} + \frac{(3 - 4\nu)R_2^3}{R_2^4} - \frac{6z(z + c)R_2^3}{R_2^4} - \frac{2k}{R_2^4} \right] (B.1)
\]

where:

\[
R_1^2 = (x - a)^2 + (y - b)^2 + (z - c)^2,
\]

\[
R_2^2 = (x - a)^2 + (y - b)^2 + (z + c)^2,
\]

\[
\overrightarrow{R_1} = (x - a) \overrightarrow{i} + (y - b) \overrightarrow{j} + (z - c) \overrightarrow{k},
\]

\[
\overrightarrow{R_2} = (x - a) \overrightarrow{i} + (y - b) \overrightarrow{j} + (z + c) \overrightarrow{k}
\]

where \(\overrightarrow{i}, \overrightarrow{j}, \overrightarrow{k}\) are the unit vectors in the \(x, y\) and \(z\) directions respectively. The constant \(C_m\) is the uniaxial compressibility coefficient which is given by:

\[
C_m = \frac{(1 - \beta)(1 - 2\nu)}{2G(1 - \nu)} \tag{B.2}
\]

where \(\beta\) is given by the ratio of rock bulk compressibility to rock matrix compressibility \(C_b/C_r\). Redefining \(x = (x - a)\) and \(y = (y - b)\) for ease of notation, the individual components of the displacement are:

\[
u_x = \frac{C_m}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{x}{R_1^4} + \frac{(3 - 4\nu)x}{R_2^4} - \frac{6z(z + c)x}{R_2^4} \right] \tag{B.3}
\]

\[
u_y = \frac{C_m}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{y}{R_1^4} + \frac{(3 - 4\nu)y}{R_2^4} - \frac{6z(z + c)y}{R_2^4} \right] \tag{B.4}
\]

\[
u_z = \frac{C_m}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{z - c}{R_1^4} + \frac{4\nu(z + c) - (z + 3c)}{R_2^4} - \frac{6z(z + c)^2}{R_2^4} \right] \tag{B.5}
\]
B.3 The strain tensor

The strain tensor is defined as:

\[
\varepsilon = \begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_{xx} & \varepsilon_{xy} & \varepsilon_{xz} \\
\varepsilon_{xy} & \varepsilon_{yy} & \varepsilon_{yz} \\
\varepsilon_{xz} & \varepsilon_{yz} & \varepsilon_{zz}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(B.6)

and the individual components of the strain tensor are given by:

\[
\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) 
\]  

(B.7)

where the subscripts \( i \) and \( j \) can be the numbers 1, 2, 3, representing the \( x \)-, \( y \)- and \( z \)-axis respectively.

To populate the strain tensor nine derivatives are required (the derivatives with respect to \( x \), \( y \) and \( z \) of all three components of displacement). These derivatives are set out on the following pages.

B.4 The stress tensor

The stress tensor is easily calculated by combining elements of the strain tensor and the elastic properties of the material. Assuming undrained conditions (i.e. no pore pressure change in the material surrounding the nucleus) the stress tensor related to strain by:

\[
\sigma_{ij} = 2\mu\varepsilon_{ij} + \frac{2\mu v}{1-2v} \varepsilon_{kk}\delta_{ij} 
\]  

(B.8)

The effective stress is given by:

\[
\sigma_{ij}^{\text{eff}} = 2\mu\varepsilon_{ij} + \frac{2\mu v}{1-2v} \varepsilon_{kk}\delta_{ij} - \alpha \Delta p\delta_{ij} 
\]  

(B.9)
B.5 Numerical Tests

To test that the analytical derivatives have been derived, presented, and coded without error, the numerical derivatives of $u_x$, $u_y$ and $u_z$ with respect to $x$, $y$ and $z$ were taken and plotted against the analytical derivatives. The results are presented in Figures B.2, B.3 and B.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{R_1^3} - \frac{3x^2}{R_1^5} - 6z(c + z) \left{ \frac{1}{R_2^5} - \frac{5x^2}{R_2^7} \right} + (3 - 4v) \left{ \frac{1}{R_2^3} - \frac{3x^2}{R_2^5} \right}$ (B.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\partial u_x}{\partial y}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{3xy}{R_1^5} - \frac{3(3 - 4v)xy}{R_2^5} + \frac{30xz(c + z)y}{R_2^7}$ (B.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\partial u_x}{\partial z}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{3x(z - c)}{R_1^5} - 6x \left{ \frac{c + 2z}{R_2^5} - \frac{5z(z + c)^2}{R_2^7} \right} - \frac{3(3 - 4v)x(c + z)}{R_2^5}$ (B.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Derivatives of $u_x$. All expressions require multiplication by a factor of $C_m/4\pi$ which is omitted for ease of notation.
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial x} & = -\frac{3xy}{R_1^5} - \frac{3(3 - 4v)xy}{R_2^5} + \frac{30xz(c + z)y}{R_2^7} \quad \text{(B.13)} \\
\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y} & = \frac{1}{R_1^3} - \frac{3y^2}{R_1^5} - \frac{6z(c + z)\left\{ \frac{1}{R_2^5} - \frac{5y^2}{R_2^7} \right\}}{(3 - 4v)\left\{ \frac{1}{R_2^5} - \frac{3y^2}{R_2^7} \right\}} \quad \text{(B.14)} \\
\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial z} & = -\frac{3y(z - c)}{R_1^5} - \frac{3(3 - 4v)y(c + z)}{R_2^5} - 6y\left\{ \frac{c + 2z}{R_2^5} - \frac{5z(c + z)^2}{R_2^7} \right\} \quad \text{(B.15)}
\end{align*}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial x})</td>
<td>(-\frac{3xy}{R_1^5} - \frac{3(3 - 4v)xy}{R_2^5} + \frac{30xz(c + z)y}{R_2^7})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y})</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{R_1^3} - \frac{3y^2}{R_1^5} - \frac{6z(c + z)\left{ \frac{1}{R_2^5} - \frac{5y^2}{R_2^7} \right}}{(3 - 4v)\left{ \frac{1}{R_2^5} - \frac{3y^2}{R_2^7} \right}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial z})</td>
<td>(-\frac{3y(z - c)}{R_1^5} - \frac{3(3 - 4v)y(c + z)}{R_2^5} - 6y\left{ \frac{c + 2z}{R_2^5} - \frac{5z(c + z)^2}{R_2^7} \right})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2: Derivatives of \(u_y\). All expressions require multiplication by a factor of \(C_m/4\pi\) which is omitted for ease of notation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\partial u_z}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{3x(z - c)}{R_1^3} - \frac{3x(-3c - z + 4v(c + z))}{R_2^3} + \frac{30xz(c + z)^2}{R_2^5}$ (B.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\partial U_z}{\partial y}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{3y(z - c)}{R_1^3} - \frac{3y(-3c - z + 4v(c + z))}{R_2^3} \cdot 30yz(c + z)^2$ (B.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\partial u_z}{\partial z}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{R_1^3} - \frac{3(z - c)^2}{R_1^3} + \frac{4v - 1}{R_2^3} + \frac{3(c + z)(-3c - z + 4v(c + z))}{R_2^5} - \frac{6(z + c)^2}{R_2^5}$ (B.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | $-6z \left\{ \frac{2(z + c)}{R_2^5} + \frac{5(z + c)^3}{R_2^7} \right\}$ |

Table B.3: Derivatives of $u_z$. All expressions require multiplication by a factor of $C_m/4\pi$ which is omitted for ease of notation.
Figure B.2: Numerical and analytical derivatives of $u_x$ due to a nucleus of strain located at $(500, 500, 3000)$ for observation points at (a) $(x, 500, 200)$, (b) $(500, y, 2000)$ and (c) $(-500, 500, z)$. $C_m = 1$ and $v = 0.25$
Figure B.3: Numerical and analytical derivatives of $u_y$ due to a nucleus of strain located at $(500, 500, 3000)$ for observation points at (a) $(x, 500, 200)$, (b) $(500, y, 2000)$ and (c) $(-500, 500, z)$. $C_m = 1$ and $v = 0.25$
Figure B.4: Numerical and analytical derivatives of $u_z$ due to a nucleus of strain located at $(500, 500, 3000)$ for observation points at (a) $(x, 500, 200)$, (b) $(500, y, 2000)$ and (c) $(-500, 500, z)$. $C_m = 1$ and $v = 0.25$
Beyond the R-factor

C.1 Introduction

In this thesis I have made the practical assumption that observed zero-offset time-strains are related to vertical strain by a single parameter, the R-factor, as follows:

\[ \frac{\Delta t}{t} = (1 + R)\varepsilon_{zz} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C.1)

The reasons for using the 'R-factor' approach where discussed extensively in Chapter 4. From this equation we can relate the time-strain directly to reservoir pressure via a Green’s function, relating reservoir pressure change to overburden vertical strain:

\[ \left( \frac{\Delta t}{t} \right)_M = (1 + R) \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta p_n G_{n,M}^{\varepsilon_{zz}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C.2)

For details of the notation see Chapter 4. In this appendix I explicitly show how this approach can be extended so that changes in velocity can be related to any linear combination of stress or strain, provided we maintain the assumption of a linear elastic material.
C.2 Example: Relating velocity to vertical stress

First, recall that:

\[
\frac{\Delta t}{t} = \varepsilon_{zz} - \frac{\Delta V}{V}
\]  

(C.3)

Instead of relating velocity changes to vertical strain, we instead relate it to changes in vertical stress via a constant of proportionality U, so that:

\[
\frac{\Delta V}{V} = U\Delta \sigma_{zz}
\]  

(C.4)

The equation for time-strain now becomes:

\[
\frac{\Delta t}{t} = \varepsilon_{zz} - U\Delta \sigma_{zz}
\]  

(C.5)

Using the framework set out in Chapter 4 we can replace \(\varepsilon_{zz}\) and \(\Delta \sigma_{zz}\) with Green’s functions that relate reservoir pressure change, \(\Delta p\), to overburden strain and changes in vertical stress. For a reservoir made of n discrete blocks, as described in Chapter 4, the time-strain at a point M in the overburden can be written as:

\[
\left( \frac{\Delta t}{t} \right)_M = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta p_n G_{\varepsilon_{zz}}^{n,M} + U \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta p_n G_{\sigma_{zz}}^{n,M}
\]  

(C.6)

which can be rewritten as:

\[
\left( \frac{\Delta t}{t} \right)_M = \Delta p_n \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} G_{\varepsilon_{zz}}^{n,M} + U \sum_{n=1}^{N} G_{\sigma_{zz}}^{n,M} \right)
\]  

(C.7)

Clearly we have maintained a linear relationship between the overburden time-strain and change in reservoir pressure. The 'composite' Green’s function is a weighted sum of the strain vertical strain and vertical stress Green’s function, with the U-factor determining the relative weighting.

It is clear to see how this approach can be extended. Any relationship that describes the change in velocity as a linear combination of elements of the stress and strain tensors can be used in Equation C.3.
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